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ABSTRACT

It will be generally accepted that teacher education is an

important factor underpinning the quality and success of the

schooling system in South Africa. Key agenda items in the debate

and discourse on the provision of teacher education, in

parliamentary and extra-parliamentary circles, include teacher

empowerment and professionalization, and teacher education

curricula, programmes and policies in the context of an apartheid

society in transition to a future democracy.

The present study is a contribution to that debate. It focuses

on selected aspects of the pre-service teacher educ ation

curriculum at one university Faculty. Data de rived fro m

questionnaire surveys and documentary research are analysed and

interpreted within the parameters of the critical paradig m of

curriculum inquiry as these are given operational definition by

the transformative model of teacher education.

The analyses of student and staff perceptions of the curriculum

and of curriculum and instructional structures show that the

dominant form of teacher education in the Faculty e mbodies a

technocratic rationality that serves to encourag e acquiescence

and conformity to the status quo in both schooling and soc i ety.

It is argued that such a curriculum is an anachronis m, given the

prospect of a "new South Africa" that has become apparent since

February 1990. In that context, the dissertation ma k e s an

attempt to offer a conceptual basis for an alte rnative fra mewo rk

in the reconceptualization of teacher education .
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C HAP T E R

INTRODUCTION

ONE

There can be little doubt that one of the major challenges facing

South Africa today is the provision of an adequate number of

qualified teachers to enhance the quality of education in the

country as a whole (HSRC, 1981 ; Gaydon, 1984). Such provision has

to be seen in the larger context of educational reform that

continues to dominate the national education agenda both in

official and extra-parliamentary circles (1). Key agenda items

include teacher empowerment and professionalization (not

necessarily commensurate terms), and teacher education curricula,

programmes and policies as important issues underpinning the

quality and success of the schooling system.

Debate and discourse of a similar nature are currently engaging

the attention of several academics in the Faculty of Education at

the University of Durban-Westville (UDW ). The proposed

dissertation is a modest contribution to that debate.

motivated by the conviction that teacher education needs

It is

to be

placed urgently on a footing which will enable teachers to

understand the changing South African contexts in which they will

function and to respond critically to the conflicts and

contradictions of a society in transition to a post-apartheid

era.

1.1 THE STUDY AND ITS CONTEXT

This dissertation is a case study in teacher education focused on

a Faculty of Education at just one of the many universities in

South Africa which offer pre-service

was established in the 1960s

courses. The Facult y at UDW

as part of th e apartheid
system of separate university education for the
government-designated race grou~s. Thus for the major part of

the three decades it has been in existence, the Faculty has been

largely concerned with the preparation of Indian (2) teachers for
Indian schools.
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The Faculty, together with the University, is now entering a new

phase in its development. Since 1983 when the Government removed

restrictions on whom universities could admit, there has been an

increasing intake of African students resulting in a substantial

change in the racial composition of its student body. The

transformation since the days of apartheid separatism is

reflected in the racial mix of students in the Faculty where

today out of a total student populatiori of 866 students, 55.6

per cent are African, 43.2 per cent are Indian and 1.2 p er cent

Coloured. In the final year there are 223 students, of who m 56

per cent are Indian, 41.3 per cent African and 2.7 per c e n t

Coloured (3). If the trend continues, it is likely that in a few

years' time an even more significant proportion of its students

will be Africans.

Future strategies for curriculum development will, therefo re ,

have to take into account the impending diversification in th e

cultural and social characteristics of the enlarged constituency

the Faculty will serve. In some areas of the curriculum there

might be a building on existing foundations; in other areas more

fundamental changes will probably be needed. Irrespective of the

"racial" composition of students, all of these envisaged

curricular changes are predicated on the assumption that the

central focus of the Faculty will be on the "education of

teachers who will practise within a non-racial, non- s exist,

democratic, unified sy~tem of education that redresses

class-inequalities in South Africa." (4)

This is not to suggest, however, that the Faculty has not

addressed curricular issues in the past. On the contrarv there, ,

have been continual changes in its teacher education programmes.

While these changes, no doubt, made ongoing practi ce s more

efficient, they were essentially 'piecemeal in nature and rarel y,

if ever, evaluated in the total context of the teacher education

curriculum of the Faculty.
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The present dissertation attempts to make some contribution

towards redressing the situation. It is a case study with

particular reference to the pre-service teacher education

curriculum it offers to final-year students. In doing so, it

follows on two other research projects which were also conducted

in the context of the Faculty ( d u Plessis, 1985; McCarthy 1990 )

but which dealt with specific components of the curriculum. The

present dissertation, on the other hand, focuses on the teacher

education curriculum as a whole. Given the fact that the Faculty

is on the threshold of a new era, it is opportune to undertake

such a holistic evaluation of its present curriculum.

Obvious difficulties associated with any atte mpt to treat

comprehensively the diverse manifestations of several teach e r

education programmes (5) that the Faculty has offe red dur ing the

past thirty years demand that a focus be fixed on a pa rticula r

programme. In this dissertation the theme of curriculu m theo r y

and teacher education is presented in the context o f th e

one-year post-graduate Higher Diploma in Education (Secondar y

School Direction ). It is -o n e of the very first courses that wa s

offered by the Faculty and as such has historical continuity.

The choice of this particular course, however, should not be

misinterpreted to imply a narrow preoccupation with the HDE

curriculum per se. Rather, the insights de rived from th e

analysis of that particular curriculum are of value onl y insofar

as they enable one to obtain some understanding of the state of

teacher education in the Faculty. Thus it is hop ed that the

theoretical insights and conceptual understanding deriv ed fro m

the analysis and interpretat ion of data will not only help to

strengthen the information base of decision ma k i n g in the

Faculty, but will also ma k e a contribution to polic y d ebates on

teacher education in the context of a society in t r ans ition to a

future democracy.
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1.2 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

The dissertation has three major objectives. These are

1. To undertake analyses and interpretations of empirical data

focusing on selected aspects of the teacher education

curriculum as perceived by students and lecture rs in the

Faculty.

2 • To consider the socio-political context within which the

Faculty has evolved; and the related historical and

structural factors that have influenced the form and content

of its curriculum.

3. To identify curriculum problems and issues and to generate

theoretical propositions that mi g h t underpin the for mulation

of development objectives and strat egies for

reconceptualizing the teacher education cu r riculum.

1.3 STUDY METHODS (6)

The information

dissertation is

upon which the first two chapters

based was derived from an extensive

of the

library

research programme.

Data for Chapters Three and Four, which form the main body of the

dissertation, have been drawn primarily fro m

surveys and (b ) documentary research.

( a ) questionnaire

( a) Questionnaires ( c o n s i s t i ng of fixed response and open-ended

questions ) were administered to two groups:

1 • To final-year students: the questionnaire focused on the
relevance of the curriculum to their professional
development. Eighty-six of the one hundred HDE students

responded to the questionnaire.
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2. To lecturers in the Faculty: the questionnaire dealt with

the aims of teacher education and related ma t t e r s , and the

major curriculum problems that Faculty will have to add res s

in the future. The survey was well recei ved b y all thi r t y

s ix lecturers in the Faculty, resulting in a hund r ed per

cent response.

( b) Documentary sources included observation forms completed b y

lecturers during teaching practice sessions, calendars of t he

University , final-year examination question pape rs of th e

Faculty , and minutes of Faculty Board me e t i n g s .

Data was also obtained f ro m informal interviews and d is cuss i o n s

with lecturers and final-year students in the Facult y , and wi th

teachers at schools where final-year students a re s t a ti o ne d

during teaching practice. Most of these teachers consulted were

perforce products of UDW, which added credence to th e ir r es p o nses

du ring my conversations with the m. All of these d is c ussio n s ,

integrated with one's experiential knowledge of the s itu a t i o n (as

a Faculty member since 1970 ), proved ve ry helpful and a d d e d

substantial depth of understanding to the p robl e ms b e ing

investigated.

1.4 DISSERTATION OUTLINE

There are three pa rts to this dissertation.

1 .4. 1 Part One Background to the Stud y

Framework

The Conc eptu al

This consists of the present int roductor y ch ap te r and Ch a p t e r Tw o

which co mprises the concep tual f ra mewo rk with i n whic h the stud y

is se t . Three paradig ms of c urri c u l um inqui r y a re disc uss e d

the e mpirical-analytical, the hermeneutic and the critical - with

particular r e f e r e n c e to th e resp ective modes of r a ti o na l i ty,

their relevance fo r curriculum theor y and p ractic e and th e
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teacher education models that correspond to each mo d e of

r a t i o na l i ty respectively : the applied-sc ience model, the

interpretive model and the transformative mo d e l .

Bearing in mind that the paradigm of critical inqui r y is the onl y

approach that fosters a problematic attitude towards the ques tion

of teacher education, and given the context of an apartheid

society in transition to a future democracy, it was decid ed th at

the parameters of that paradigm as they find expression in th e

transformative model of teacher education would prov id e th e

essential conceptual framework fo r the study. Thus the analysi s

and interpretation of data in Part Two of the dissert at ion a r e

undertaken from the perspective of that model.

I • 4 • 2 Part Two Major Characteristics of the Teacher Educat io n

Curriculum in the Faculty

In Part Two, comprising Chapters Three a nd Fou r which fo r m th e

ma i n bod y of the thesis, the emphasis is on the anal ysis of dat a

obtained through questionnaire su rveys and documentar y r e s e ar c h .

Two interrelated issues are discussed, each forming the s u b jec t

of a separate chapter.

Ch a p t e r Three focuses on the perceptions of students and staff on

selected aspects of the cu rriculum that the Facult y t e ach e s.

Students' views pertaining to the relevance of th e cu r r iculu m t o

t h eir professional development, the qualit ies that cha ra ct e r i z e a

good teacher, their self-ratings as teache r s and wa ys of

i mprov ing the cu rriculum are so me of the ma j or i ss u es cove r ed.

Insofar as the lecturers a re concerned, the ir v ie ws we r e

canvassed on the ai ms of teache r education, the qualit ies o f a

good teache r, and the majo r curr iculu m p roble ms t ha t the Facul t y

will have to address in the fu ture. The anal ys i s r e v e a l s t hat

the majority of students and lecturers in the Facul t y s u bs cr i be

to an applied- science model of teacher educat ion. The re a r e,

however, a small group of lecture rs who acknowl edg e that th e

teacher education curriculu m has to tran sc end this

technical-instrumental orientation.
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Chapter Four traces the origin of UDW in the context of the

apartheid policy of "separate development". The analysis focuses

on how the stru~tural constraints that are manifest in a policy

of racial domination had a negative impact on the teacher

education curriculum in the Faculty. Against this background the

form and content of the curriculum as it finds expression in the

HOE course are examined. The analysis reveals further

examples of the way in which the technocratic rationality is

represented in the curriculum and instructional structures of

teacher education in the Faculty.

1. 4.3 Part Three Conclusion: Implications for Curriculum

Development

The body of the thesis contained in Chapters Three and Four

provides sufficient evidence for a better understanding of the

major characteristics of the teacher education curriculum of the

Faculty. On the basis of that evidence it is postulated that the

question pertaining to the reconceptualization of the curriculum

should be urgently addressed.

Thus, in the concluding chapter consideration is given to the

identification of factors that might underpin the formulation of

curriculum development objectives and strategies for change.

These factors are presented in terms of a number of theoretic al

propositions which, it is hoped, will constitute key agenda ite ms

in the debate and discourse on the teacher education cu rriculum,

not only at this University, but also at other tertiar y

institutions in South Africa where teacher education forms a part

of the total curriculum.

1.5 CURRICULUM THEORY, TEACHER EDUCATION AND RELATED PROBLEMS

This dissertation on curriculum theory and teacher education, in

which the analysis is undertaken from the perspective of a

transformative model of teacher education, inevitably rais es

questions of impartiality, objectivity and value-free
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interpretations in educational research. The problems associated

with that set of circumstances are not only unavoidable but also

of a sensitive nature, given the context of this dissertation.

The analysis and interpretation have highlighted certain

limitations in the way in which lectu rers in the Faculty

conceptualize teacher education. In that regard the single

greatest difficulty has been to avoid any suggestion of

disparaging the work of one's colleagues. It needs to be

categorically stated that no such disparagement is intended o r

implied. If there are any limitations in the approach of some of

the lecturers to teacher education, it is because of th e

limitations embedded in the paradigm

that offers little or no scope

the y endorse, a pa rad ig m

for treating the various

dimensions of the teacher education curriculum as p roblemat ic.

This does not mean, however, that the lecturers concern ed h ave to

accept existing arrangements complacently because the y appe a r to

be "sucessful". Indeed , they have a moral responsibility to

consider alternative frameworks critically in an effort to ensu re

that the programmes they offer are sensitive to changing

contexts.

The problem is further compounded by the fact that the situation

being researched is one in which the researcher has been closel y

involved, having been on the lecturing staff fo r th e past t we n ty

years. One is thus being critical of the very syste m that on e

was a part of. This makes the issues raised in this dissertation

more personally difficult to deal with insofar as c ritiqu ing the

situation is concerned. Yet at the same time that very fact of

involvement serves to make such critique all the mo r e pe rtin ent

and morally obligatory. If the historical and st ructu ral

constraints imposed on Black ( i . e . Indian, African a n d Col ou r ed )

academics by the apartheid society are taken int o account, th e r e

may indeed be valid reasons for working within the educatio n

s ystem. But this does not necessaril y mean that a l l thos e who

work within the system accept or support it, or that working

within the system p recludes them from being critical of it.
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Teaching, whether at the primary , secondary o r tertiar y level can

be a subversive activity even in the context of apartheid!

To elaborate

research, a

on the

point

question

raised in

of

the

objectivity in educational

opening paragraph of this

section, it is now widely accepted that, as in social science

generally , there is no such thing as value-free education eithe r

in concept or content. As Crittenden ( 19 73 1 ) has obse rved

"All teacher education is a form of ideolog y. ,.•

There is no such thing as value free teacher education,

just as there is no such thing as value free educa t ion

for children."

While it is acknowledged that it is not possible to be neut ral

about education, it must nevertheless be realized that soci al

scientists have an obligation to recognize and atte mpt t o

identify their value premises and conco mitant biases, Thus th e

p resent dissertation is predicated implicity on a set of bel i efs

about education and society that no societ y is perfect and the

purpose of education is to improve i t . More e xplicitly, the

dissertation is embedded in a context that conceptualizes

teacher eduction as a process that is political and ideological

in nature. Accordingly, an atte mpt has been ma d e to anal yze and

interpret data from the perspecti ve of a transfo r mati ve mod e l of

teacher education in the belief that by t reating the vari ou s

dimensions of the pre-service programme as problemati c, teache r

education may become a significant fo rce in promoting the vision

of a new social order, Lathe r ( 198 6 67 ) captures th e essence

of this argument when he writes

"Once we recognise that just as the re is no n eu t ral

educat ion there . is no neutral re s e a r c h, we no l ong e r

need apologise for unabashedl y ideological r e s e a r c h an d

its open commitment to using research to critic iz e and

change the status quo."
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NOTES

1. For example, the National Education Policy Investigation

( NEP I) launched in November 1990, under the aegis of the

National Education Coordinating Committee ( NECC ) has set up

a number of Research Groups to investigate education poli c y

options for a new South Africa. One such group is the

Teacher Education Research Group (TERG).

2 • The very nature of South Africa's apartheid system requir es

the application of racial nomenclature. Officially the re

are four groups, the Africans, the Whites, th e Colou reds

and the Indians. It must be pointed out that the use of

such terminology in this dissertation should no t b e t a ke n

to imply the legitimation of the government-designated r a c e

groups.

3 • Source Student Affairs, UDW.

4. NEPI/TERG (20.4.1991 1 ) Unpublished Document, NECC,

Johannesburg.

5. Fo r details, see Chapter 4.

6. The study method is described in greater d etail in Appendix

A.
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C HAP T E R TWO

THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK PARADIGMS IN

TEACHER EDUCATION CURRICULUM

2.1 INTRODUCTION

It will be recalled that the present dissertation is specifically

concerned, on the one hand, with identifying staff and student

views on selected aspects of the curriculum while , on the othe r ,

it focuses attention on the major curriculum problems facing th e

Faculty with a view to considering ways and means by which such

problems may be addressed. To achieve these goals i t is

necessary to construct a conceptual framework within which

analyses and interpretations of empirical data may be undertaken

and within which problems of curriculum develop ment ma y be

identified and solutions considered.

Given the fact that the Universit y of Durban -Westville is

undergoing a fundamental transformation at present, a

transformation that has parallels in the present climate of

political change in South Africa, the foregoing issues no doubt

constitute one of the most compelling set of challenges the

Faculty will have to address in the decade of the 1990s and

beyond. Indeed, they involve fundamental questions of

reconceptualization at the paradigmatic level. The natu re of

paradigms, therefore , provides the essential theoretical

rationale for the study and a conceptual framework within which

anal yses and interpretations will be undertaken.

2.2 CURRICULUM PARADIGMS

research context.

drew upon data f ro m

as from the natural

science reveals that th e

takes place within a

The term "paradigm", in the educational

originates from Kuhn ( 1 9 6 2, 1970 ), who

philosophy, history , psychology as well

sciences to argue that the history of

conduct of scientific inquiry in any era

paradigm.
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a fra mework ofA paradigm may be operationally define~ ~~..

epistemological assumptions and methodological p rocedures that
.-----~- -

governs the conduct of inquiry and the interpretation of data.

Thus any theoretical knowledge that is generated will be

consistent with the view of "reality" that the paradigm endorses.

The production of theories from within a paradigm is what Kuhn

refers to as "normal science", which he argues usually takes th e

form of "puzzle solving" in terms of the dominant parad igm.

Puzzles which persistently defy solution within the terms of the

A state of "crisis" then dev el op sparadigm become "anomalies".

and the pressure is temporarily accommodated b y "extraordina r y

research" which, if successful, produces a "revolution"; t hat i s ,

a "paradigm shift" or reconceptualization which inaugurates th e

emergence of a new paradigm. Referring to the implicat ions of

such a revolution, Carr and Kemiss (1986 72 ) note that t h ey

entail:

" changes in the conduct of resea rch that

a re so fundamental that the nature and scop e

of the whole enterprise are perceived in an

entirely different way. Not only do es 'no r mal

science'

interprets 'reality' defines

also

communi t y

notion s

so

such

change;

r e s e a r c h( a )which

and

'puzzles'

in

its

way

and

thedoes

as 'knowledge', 'theory', and 'truth'."

clockwork physics

pa radigms f ro mIllustrations

Newton's

include a shift

to

of

the

scientific

relativity theori e s of
Einstein and the quantum theo r y of Max Planck, the sh ift fro m
the Ptolemaic or geocent ric un iverse to the heliocen t r i c

unive rse of Copernicus in astrono my , the transit ion .f ro m p r e- to

post-germ theory promoted by the works of Liste r, Pa st eu r a n d
others in medical science, and the move fro m Euclidean t o
non-Euclidean geometry in ma the matics ( Sc hu b e r t , 19 8 6 1 70 ) •
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to suggest that the concept of pa radig ms has not

criticism ( e . g ., Lakatos and Musgrave , 19 70 ).

Nevertheless, the

register

a convenient methodological / e mpi rical

linguistic

continues to serve

term

of

as

itself is

the various

firml y ent renched in

disciplines where

the

it

shorthand for a particular universe of discourse. Thus a

positive outgrowth has been an increasing recognition of the

possibility of conducting educational inquiry through different

paradigms , particularly since the early 1970s. The publ icat ion s

of several scholars , referred to as reconceptuali s ts , ha ve

ensured that debate in the curriculum field will cont inu e t o

centre on paradigms of inquir y. A common feature cha ra c teriz in g

these publications is their origin in non-mainst ream sou r ce s

located to the left of centre in the political spectrum ( e . g . ,

Apple, 1979, 1982; Giroux , Penna and Pina r , 1981; Giroux , 1981 ,

19 83; Aronowitz and Giroux , 1985; Gi roux and Mc La r en, 198 7 ;

Grund y, 1987; Popkewitz, 1987; Zeichner and Liston. 19 8 7;

Cornbleth , 1990 ). These works have undoubtedl y widened th e

scope of curriculum stud ies. The need fo r such wide-a ngle d

v ision is all the more necessary "in a countr y as i s o l a t e d a s

South Africa where educational theor y ( e s p e c i a l l y) in Afrikaans

universities has undergone an indigeneous dev elop ment of a

particularly restricting kind" ( Mi l l ar , 19 83 7 ) a n d wh er e

ma j o r areas of educational stud y, like cu r riculum theor y, f or

example, have been underdeveloped.

The influence of the aforementioned works is di sc e rnible i n the

d iscou rse a mong those engaged in the r e f orm o f th e te ache r

educa tion cu rriculum , both here and ab road. Th e natu r e of th e

discou rse is revealed in writ ings that r a ng e from those deal ing

with the curriculum at a general theoretical /conc eptu al level

( e . g . , Buchman and Schwille, 1983 ; Zeichner , 1983 ; Gi r o ux and

Mc La ren, 19 8 6; Shul man , 19 8 7 ) to t h os e th a t a d d ress s pe c i fic

co mponents of the curriculum ( e . g . , Adle r and Go o d man, 198 6;

Thembela , 1986; Zeichner and Liston, 19 87 ; Rand all , 1 9 90 ).

Locally , a nu mber of organisat ions and tertiar y institutions
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have held conferences, seminars and workshops on both the theo ry

and practice of teacher education; a specific example of work in

this category is that of the NEPI Teacher Education Research

Group, under the aegis of NECC (1). Although not in this genre,

but of some relevance to the present dissertation, is the

"Education Renewal Strategy", a discussion document produced b y

the Department of National Education in June 1991, which makes

reference to fourteen recommendations

teacher education in South Africa.

( 2 ) designed to reform

deliberations despite political

the above-mention ed

con co mitantand

ofscopethe

the

in

and

variationtheDespite

ideological positions of those researching teache r e d u c a t i o n ,

the basic curriculum question of what is most worthwhil e

teachers to know must be addressed. This qu estion is

fo r

of

in turn, raises

particular relevance to the present study,

with the curriculum of teacher education.

dealing as

It,

i t do e s

other related questions pertaining to the concept of good

the opportunities teachers have in the educ a tion of

teaching,

transition,

the teacher's role in the context of a societ y in

an informed, critical citizenry and, as a corollar y to this,

whether there is a need for teachers

roles as professionals.

to reconceptualiz e the ir

Responses developed within curriculum theory to such quest ions

vary a great deal, though it is possible to d etect at least
"three paradigms (that ) have emerged to give definition a n d

structure to the practice of resea rch" ( Po p k e wi t z , 19 8 4 35 )

the empirical-analytical, the hermeneutic and th e cr i t i c a l .

Before elaborating on each of these three paradigms of

curriculum inquiry, it is necessary to make refer en c e to ce rt a in

task is to provide some background mate rial

follow. anything more than a b rief summar y

in this dissertation.

of

sec t i o ns

co n cept

the

The purpose of the

for

Kuhnianthetodefinitiongive

used

Accordingl y,

as

that

"paradigm"

that

key ideas

will be outside the scope of the present research.
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Drawing on the works of Schubert (1986) and Carr and Kemiss

( 198 6) - who in turn base their interpretations on the works of

Hultgren ( 198 2 ) , Giroux (1980), Bernstein (1976; 1979 ) and, mor e

particularly, Habermas (1970; 1971; 1972; 1973 ) - i t may be

stated that each of the paradigms is cha racterized b y a

particular mode of rationality. The diff eren t mo d e s of

rationality represent different processes of inquir y and are

determined by specific knowledge-constitutive interests.

Different kinds of knowledge are constituted by the pa rt icul a r

human interests they serve. According to Habermas knowledge is

always constituted on the basis of interests that have g rown out

of the natu ral needs and desires of the hu man sp ec ies in

specific historical and social contexts.

Knowledge, then, is

of natural needs and

the result of human activity that a r i se s out

interests. These are refe r r ed to a s

"knowledge-constitutive interests" because the y a re i n t e re s ts

that shape and determine what constitutes knowledge ( i n

d ifferent human activities) and the categories in te r ms of whi ch

such knowledge is organized. It is possible to identif y th r e e

basic knowledge-constitutive interests techn ical, practical

and emancipatory, each of which may be linked respect ivel y to

the paradigms refe rred to above.

Thus, the empi rical-analytical paradig m incorporates a t e c h ni ca l

interest with its emphasis on control over the env iron ment; the

mode of social organization used is that of the workplac e with

its hierarchical structure. In contrast, the h ermeneuti c

paradigm serves a practical interest with the focus o n

in t e rsubject ive understanding in situationall y spec ific

contexts; in doing so it uses the s o c i a l o rgan i sa tion o f

inte raction. The critical pa radig m incorporat e s a n e mancipato r y

interest that is concerned with e mpowerment of peopl e; t h is

requires modes of social organization that emphasiz e pow e r.
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It is with a consideration of the three paradigms of cu rriculum

inquiry that the rest of the chapter will be concerned. Thr ee

aspects in particular will be discussed :

( 1) The mode of rationality that characterizes each paradigm.

( 2) The implications that each mode of rationalit y ha s fo r

curriculum theory and practice at the school level.

( 3) The models of teacher education that correspond to ea ch

mode of rationality.

A brief explanation concerning the second aspect listed above i s

necessary. The focus on curriculum theory and practice at t h e

school level is deemed to be a pre-requisite to an y d iscus s ion

on the teacher education curriculum. Teacher education is

historically related to the institutional development of

schooling. Every plan for teacher education is necess a r il y

bounded by existing or proposed patterns of schooling. Thus ,

the question of how teache rs should be educated cannot b e

adequately addressed without reference to curriculum theo r y and

practice as this finds expression in the context of th e school.

2.3 THE EMPIRICAL-ANALYTICAL PARADIGM OF CURRICULUM INQUIRY

2.3.1 Mode of Rationality

The empirical-anal ytical pa rad igm of inquir y i s cha ra c te rised b y

a technical mo d e of rationality which holds faith in the

certainty of knowledge generated by methods of positivist i c

science; that is, such knowledge is produced throu gh

experimentation grounded in experience and observat ion of ov e r t

behaviour or appearance of natu re , which is take n for g ra nt ed as

the basis fo r truth. It as sumes a r a t h e r orde r ed , p r ed i ctab l e

un iverse; one in which object iv it y, r e p lic a b i l i ty, v a l i d i ty ,

reliabilit y, causal explanation , prediction and , most

importantly , control are possible and desirable.
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In other words, the knowledge-constitutive interest of technical

rationality lies in controlling the objectified world. It uses

the natural sciences as its model of theoretical develop ment and

consequently rests on a number of assumptions pertaining to

knowledge, social reality and the nature of inquiry.

2. 3.2 Implications for Curriculum Theory and Prac tic e

The technical mode of rationality has a number of impli cations

for educational theory and practice .

First, knowledge is regarded as value-neutral. A ma j o r

assumption here is that knowledge can be operat ional iz ed and

defined in such a way that there is an invariant de finit ion

which can be used to test and compare data. The search for su ch

formalized knowledge relies heavily on quantitat ive techniqu es

and formal logic. Enquiry becomes embedded in a f ra mewo rk of

objectivity in the search for knowledge that can b e

universalized. Only facts generated by thi s procedure a re

utilized in explanation and d iscovery, whil e othe r for ms of

knowledge, such as those derived intersubjec tivel y , are

marginalized on the grounds that they cannot be e mpi rically

verified. The implication of this assumption to educational

theor y is clear when concepts such as school re a dine s s,

intelligence and scholastic achievement are interpr eted solel y

in terms of the results obtained from perfo r mi ng c e r t a in

operations. The influence of the methodolog y o f na t u ra l

sciences is clearly discernible here. To cite a sp e c if ic

example : concepts about good teaching are opera tionaliz ed into

d iscrete variables that have an invariant me a ni n g a nd can be

me a s u r e d concretely, such as what t ypes of quest ion s are a s k e d

during a lesson; the number of student-initiated respon s es wh i ch

occur and the time taken up by "teacher talk" in a l es s o n a nd s o

on.

Second, educational theories associated with the technical mo d e

of rationalit y "comprise h ypothetico-deductive connect ions of

p ropos itions , which permit the deduction of law-l ike
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hypotheses with empirical content" ( Ha b e r ma s , 1972 308 ). That

is , empirical-analytical inquiry is concerned with identifying

the regularities that exist in the environment in an effort to

formulate rules for action based upon these regularities. A

major assumption here is that the technical interest is

fundamentall y focused on controlling the environment through

rule-following action based on empiricall y ground ed laws. An

illustration of the relevance of th is assumption to educational

theory can be found, for example, in the quest for laws of

learning which can provide a set of specific rules that would ,

if followed , promote learning. Implicit in this p r esc riptiv e

approach to the curriculum is the idea that both the l ea rne r and

the learning environment may be manipulated to ensu r e t h a t th e

desired learning occurs . This is the technical app roach, ~

excellence.

Third , the relationship between cause and effect i n th is

approach is a linear process that is susceptible to p redict io n.

In other words, since knowledge is objective , and co ns ist s of

isolated and analytically separable parts that inte ra ct i n terms

of law-like regularities, it follows that the r e l a ti o n s h i p a mong

these variables can be empirically ve rified. The rele vance of

this assumption for educational theory and practi ce is well

stated by Popkewitz ( 198 4 : 37 ) with reference to teaching:

"Teaching is reduced to specif ic va r iabl es

that can be measured independentl y of o the r

elements in the system. Teacher p r a ise , fo r

example, is separated out fro m a my r ia d of

other factors in classroo m o r teaching p ractices a nd

compared to achievement in orde r to unde rstand whethe r

p raise influences this school outco me. It is b el ie v ed

that b y identifying and in ter rel ating varia b les, t he

specific cause of behaviou r within th e sys t em

can be known."
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Implicit in the above three assumptions is a fourth: that

education is a politically neutral activity. The technical

rationality endorses a reproductive view of the curriculum. It

implies that the status quo is good enough; that is, cultural

and social improvements are not needed. This notion of the

reproductive function of schooling has gained currency in

educational theory in recent years and has implications that run

much deeper than simply providing analyses and interpretations

of teachers' work. The role of schools as agents of social and

Bowles and Gintis 197 6;

cultural reproduction has become

educational discourse and debate (e.g.,

Apple 1979).

an important issue i n

The relevance of the above ideas to teacher educat ion will now

be considered.

2 • 3 • 3 Technical Rationality and Teacher Educat ion

The tradition in teacher education that is identified with the

basic assumptions of technocratic rationality may be refer red to

as the applied-science model. Arising out of the discussion in

the preceding section, the nucleus of ideas that give defini tion

to this model may be summarised as follows :

1 • It is

regarded

based

as

on positivist epistemolog y; knowledge i s

neutral, objective and beyond c ri t ical

analysis.

2. Teaching is approached as a management problem, i nv o lv i ng

the drawing up of lesson plans, constructing ma t e r i a l s and

evaluating according to pre-determined obj ect i ves de riv ed

from behaviourist psychology. It is an app ro ach larg el y

identified with the Tyler Rationale (Tyler , 19 49 ).

3. The teacher's role is reduced to that of a technician whos e

task is to transmit knowledge formulated by "expe rts". To

enhance the technicist role, emphasis is plac ed on th e

acquisition of discrete sk ills on the assumption that e ach

skill is related cumulativel~ to the concept o f teaching.
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4. The transmiss ion mode of teaching finds expression in the

passive model of human behav iour in classroo m social

relationships.

5. Teaching competence is commensurate with the mastery of

teaching skills and content knowledge, with success being

measured in terms of explicit criteria.

The aforementioned characteristics will

teacher-education curriculum where

find expression

method courses

in a

offer

prospective teachers "an increasing supply of r e s e arc h

instruments , models, styles of teaching and data on ef f ec t i v e

teaching" ( De n s mo r e 1987 131 ) , all of which are des i gned t o

"train" better teachers. Teaching methods are redu ced t o sk ill s

and techniques. Such a narrow characterisation mean s th at

teaching methods are denuded of social, human and h i sto r ic al

elements . In that context, knowledge is reified con ten t a n d

methods of teaching are seen as external to human agen c y, a nd

the dynamics of teaching are reduced to problems of ma na g e ment

and technical control.

Congruent with the above-mentioned orientation to a scientific

pedagogy, the "Education" and "Method" components of the

curriculum will be presented discretely and not contextuall y.

Thus the various sub-disciplines of Education and the Method

subjects will be taught as separate entities with l i ttl e o r n o

conscious effort to correlate and synthesize the cont en t in a

manner that will have some relevance and applic a tion to the

prospective teachers' personal and professional li ves.

The prospective teacher is regarded as a passive r e ci p ie n t of

this professional knowledge, with virtuall y no voice in th e

purpose, content and direction of his /her curriculum. Th i s i s a

pri me example of the teache r-t raining approach that se e s tea c her

preparation as a form of applied science.

Insofar as the teacher education curriculum is constructed in a n

educational and social context that is taken fo r granted, the
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applied-sciences model lends ideological support to a notion of

value consensus and role socialisation in terms of Parsonian

functionalism. Underlying the harmony and consensus implicit in

the applied-science model of teacher education is a perception

of the roles of students and teachers as relatively fixed and

permanent in terms of a hierarchial social order operating in

the context of the school and classroom. The conceptualization

of the educational process within such narrow boundaries results

in the marginalizing of the political, social, and economic

forces that have a bearing on the theory and practice of teacher

education.

2.4 THE HERMENEUTIC PARADIGM OF CURRICULUM INQUIRY

2.4.1 Mode of Rationality

The hermeneutic mode of

shiftsinterest

social

the

ofpatterns

enhancerationality attempts to

life through symbolic

knowledge-constitutiveIts

ofunderstanding

interaction.

attention from the certainty of knowledge characteristic of

empirical-analytical inquiry, and focuses on understanding how

the ideas, concepts and languages of interaction communicate

meaning that makes it possible for us to relate to each other

and the world around us.

Meanings, in the hermeneutic mode of rationality,

constructed by actors in the process of interaction rather

are

than
being imposed by an external social system. Human beings are
not passive recipients of information. In their interaction

with others, individuals interpret, negotiate and identify

situations and produce meanings in terms of which they define

the possibilities and limitations of human exist ence and so

construct their own social world. It, therefore , follows, fo r

instance, that an understanding of the actions of individuals

requires an interpretation of the meanings which actors gi ve to

their behaviour.
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Since meanings in this sense are socially constructed, they can

be deconstructed and reconstructed. Social realit y, therefore,

is the result of ongoing negotiations between mutually invol ved

sets of actors who are always engaged in interpreting ,

evaluating and defining the constitutive rules that shape the i r

interactions. Thus, the hermeneutic mode of rationality has a

deep-seated interest in meaning and understanding based on

intersubjective consensus that occurs through social

interaction.

2.4. 2 Implications for Curriculum Theory and Practice

This mode of rationality has

educational theory and practice.

important implications for

In contrast to the technical view, the hermeneutic pa r ad ig m

holds that knowledge is socially constructed; that is, knowl edge

is subjective, not objective. From this it follows th at

pedagogy cannot be pursued by service delivery systems as is th e

case with the technical approach where the teacher's role is t o

master techniques of transmitting p re-packaged knowledg e

prepared and presented by "experts". The hermeneutic pa radig m,

on the other hand, regards teaching as a process of int e raction

between teachers and learners in a situation whe re all

participants are regarded as subjects, not obj ects. It i s a

process that recognizes the relevance of personal knowl edge of

learners and their lived experiences. Teaching is not a

means-end activity by which an educational out come is obtai n ed

th rough the action of a teacher upon a group of obje ctifi ed

pupils. Rather it is regarded as a process through which

teachers and pupils interact in order to make me a n i ng of th e

world. It entails interpretation and understanding of knowl edg e

with emphasis on cognitive and personal develop ment. Thi s means

that learning, not teaching, will become the central con c e r n
of teachers.
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It follows from the above view of the pedagogic process that

curriculum proposals informed b y the hermeneutic rationalti y

will not eschew subjectivity, but rather acknowledge th e

importance of judgement. As Stenhouse ( 19 75 96 ) has observed,

a "p rocess view of the model ( o f cu rriculum develop ment ) re sts

on teacher judgment rather than teacher direction." Such a v i e w

impl ies that teachers have the professional right to ma k e thei r

own meaning of any curriculum prescribed for implementat ion and

would consequently deny or, at least, seriousl y question t he

authority of such a document to determine teachers' wo rk.

Teachers will thus be obliged to evaluate and int e rp r e t t he

purposes of the prescribed content. Interpretation is not don e

with a view to understanding the purposes of the cu r r i culu m a nd

then devising techniques to implement these as co mpet entl y a s

possible because, as Grundy ( 198 7 69 ) observes

" it is not sufficient that the teache r is

able to inte rpret the curriculum te xt s to co me to a n

unde rstanding of what the docu ment presc ribes. Fo r

instance, it is not sufficient that a teach e r

understands that what is intended is for students to

undertake learning experiences which will enable th e m

to complete sets of mathematical computation s. A

teacher whose work is informed b y a pract i c al in ter es t

will reject mathe matics curriculum p roposal s which

encourage the achieve ment of co rrect a nsw er s a s a

consequence of the application of app r op riat e

algorithms but fail to make provision fo r the student

actively to engage in making meaning of ma t h e mati ca l

problems and thei r possible solutions."
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So there is an obligation on the part of teachers to question

prescribed content that militates against "meaning-making".

Teachers operating within the hermeneutic paradigm will also

question whether a fragmented and subject-specific content is

the best way of organising knowledge to enhance the process of

making meaning and thereby encourage interpretation and

understanding rather than the rote memorisation of pre-packaged

curriculum material. Such teachers will recognize the need "to

draw upon an eclectic awareness of the disciplines of knowledg e

(and) relate existing knowledge to fundamental needs and

interests of students" (Schubert, 1986 216) .

Implicit in the argument presented in the preceding paragraphs

of this section is the notion that education, curriculum and

teaching may be considered as practical. In terms of th e

practical view the relationship between theory and practice is

not a one-way linear process involving the implementation of

ideas into action; of deriving practice from theoretical

principles. The process is two-way: pedagog y is info r med not

only by theory but also by the practical exigencies of specif ic

situations; it always requires critical appraisal and me d i a t i o n

by the practical judgement of the teacher.

How do the aforementioned elements of curriculum theor y and

practice contribute to the teacher education programme ? Th is

question will be considered in the section that follows.

2.4.3 Hermeneutic Rationality and Teacher Education

The second model of teacher education, one that is identified

with hermeneutic rationality, is the interpretive model.

Drawing on the discussion in the preceding section and o n th e

works of Schwab (1969, 1970 ), it is possible to id e n tif y fou r

central assumptions that characterize the model

1. The source of educational problems is located in specific

situations.
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2. The method of inquiry is interaction in

situationally-specific contexts.

3. The nature of knowledge sought is increased understanding

of socially-constructed meaning.

4. The purpose of such enlightenment is increased capacity to

take effective action in particular curriculum situations.

If these assumptions are adhered to, it follows that the teache r

education curriculum will be based on the self-perceived needs

and concerns of prospective teachers. The phenomenological

route to knowledge is personal and in terms of th is

epistemological perspective the individual must find the me a n i ng

of his own existence. Translated into an education progra mme,

it means that prospective teachers must be permitted to work on

problems and tasks that are of interest to them. The cu rriculum

must provide opportunites for them to explore possibilities, and

provide time for private introspection. Unlike the case with

programmes formulated in terms of the applied-science mo d e l , th e

content knowledge and pedagogic skills that teache rs ar e to

master will rarely be documented in advance. This is not to

suggest that students take priority over subject matter because

the two are linked; but rather that disciplines of knowledge are

important to the extent that they contribute to the meaningful

pursuit of student-teachers' interests and to their own personal

maturity and development. As students become invol ved in th e

search for knowledge that is of practical benefit to the m, the y

realize that there is a need to interpret, select, order and

synthesize such knowledge to suit their own needs, interests and

problems. The specification of a particular set of behaviours

for all teachers to master will, therefore, be viewed a s

counter-productive to the development of effective teache rs.

Rather than the ma s t e r y of a pre-determined set of sk ill s and

behaviours, a central concern within the interpretive mo d e l is
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to encourage students to develop their own theories of teaching.

An illustration of this point would be when:

" students in teacher education pose

problems related to their interest in becoming a

teacher. Preparatory to observing teaching pract ice,

they might be exposed to a succession of theorists and

be asked to interpret and assess what they observe

through the lenses of, say, Dewey, then

Freud, then Plato, then Froebel, and so on.

As theory upon theory accumulates, they would be asked

to sort through the layers in an effort to ma t c h

theories to situations, adapt and combine theo ries to

give situations greater meaning, and finally to invent

interpretations of events that theoretical literature

seems not to address" (Schubert , 1986 298 ).

As stated earlier, the relationship between theor y and practice

is, thus, not a linear process, where theor y det e r mines

practice. On the contrary, teachers would be required to tailor,

adapt, combine and even invent theories to su it specific

situations, as suggested above. The ability to do so is

important, because, in terms of the model, many pedagogic

perspectives would be needed in a class to suit different

circumstances. The experience that prospective teachers gain as

they develop their own responses to situations would contribute

to their own evolving theory of teaching. The particular nature

of the relationship between theory and practice captures th e

essence of the interpretive model of teacher education.

A shortcoming of the interpretive model is that it regards th e

educational and social contexts within which prospect i v e

teachers are to work as unproblematic. Evaluat ion of the

curriculum is made primarily in terms of its effects on

individual students in teacher education and not in terms of its
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effects upon the prevailing social order. This is congruent

with the tenets of the interpretive perspective, with i t s focus

upon activities that occur within schools and classrooms.

But the lives of students and teache rs, the social and cultu ral

aspects of classroom life and the selection of knowledge to b e

taught transcend the relatively narrow boundaries of the s chool.

By celebrating personal development and self-fulfilment the

model, in effect, endorses the liberal view that education

operates on meritocratic principles; it thereby perpetuates the

myth that education can create a more equal and just soc iet y.

2.5 THE CRITICAL PARADIGM OF CURRICULUM INQUIRY

2.5.1 Mode of Rationality

The critical paradigm

emancipatory mode of

critique and action.

of curriculum inquiry is informed b y an

rationality linked to p rinc iples of

Its knowledge-constitut iv e inte r e s t lie s

in the "emancipation and empowerment ( o f people ) to e n g a ge in

autonomous action arising out of critica l insights into th e

social construction of human society" (Grundy, 19 87 19 ) .

Proponents of the critical paradigm clai m that t h e s ear c h fo r

consensual meaning and unde rstand ing , the cent ral conc e rn of
-

he rmeneutic rationality, would be i mpossible i f it we re n o t

located in a social order that empowers hu man b e ing s to

transcend constraints imposed b y race, gende r and socio-econo mi c

class. They thus deem it necessary to go beyond the he r meneut ic

by focusing on emancipatory interest. It mu s t b e em p has i ze d

that emancipatory rationalit y does not r e n o u n c e the p ri mac y of

consensual me a n i n g ; instead it t ri es to cont e x t ual i z e su ch

me a n i n g in a wider societal setting in o rder to explo r e h o w t he

latte r mi g h t impose limitations and constraints upon i d e a s a nd

action. Th is is a necessar y co rrective because th e re l ative ly

na rrow focus of the hermeneutic r a t i o n a l i t y on
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subjective meanings of action creates the impressions that

social reality is shaped by individual consciousness alone. But

social realit y is also structured and shaped by political,

economic, sociological and historical factors; all of these

factors affect the perceptions and ideas of individuals so that

"reality" may be distorted by the operation of ideologic al

processes. It is, therefore, necessary to uncover these

processes and explain how they can result in a "fal se

consciousness" that conditions and constrains interpretations of

reality. Thus the emancipatory interest requires going beyond

an y narrow concerns with subjective meanings in order to acqui re

an emancipatory knowledge that will promote critique b y tr e a t i n g

both theory and practice as jointly problematic, as open to

dialectical reconstruction through reflection and action. Such

a combination, in which thought and action ar e di al ecticall y

related, is labelled critical praxis.

2 • 5 • 2 Implications for Curriculum Theory and Practice

Emancipatory rationality generates

educational theory and practice.

a numbe r of concerns fo r

A cu rriculum that is informed b y an emancipatory interest will

be characterized by a dialectical relationship between theor y

and practice; in other words, curriculum is not a produ ct p er se

but is essentially a form of p raxis that develops through a

reflexive relationship between action and reflection.

Arising out of the above general principle are a n umber of

specific, interrelated principles. The impl ications of th ese ,

for cur riculu m theory and practice, may be spelt ou t as follows.

An emancipator y curriculum operates in th e c o n t e x t o f

interaction, which implies that the learning proc ess r e q u i r e s

the creation of a dynamic social environmen t. Such a n

environment will contribute to the promotion of teaching and

learning as a dialogical relationship between teacher and

learner. This transactional view means that teaching and
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learning are two sides of the same pedagogic "co in". Through

such emancipatory pedagogy, students become actively i nv o l v e d

in the construction of their own knowledge so that learning

becomes meaningful. Mean ingfulness in the cont ext of

emancipatory education is a ma t t e r of negotiation between

teacher and learner from the outset of the learning experienc e.

Meaning-making is thus recognized as a social constru ct ion.

Since meaning-making also involves conflicting me a n i ng s , a

critical orientation to all knowledge is essential. What th is

suggests is that the curriculum process is inevitabl y pol itical

in nature. This is in contrast with the techn ical o r i entat ion

that endorses a reproductive view of the cur ric ulu m, whi ch

implies that education is a neutral, apolitical activ i t y. Th e

critical paradigm, on the other hand, seeks emancipat ion fro m

ideological domination through hegemonic meaning st ructu r e s

which mask asymmetrical distribut ion of powe r in societ y. I t

mu s t be acknowledged that those who "control" in soci e t y a lso

have the power to ensu re that their meaning-st ruc tu res a re

accepted as unproblematic. When teachers and students cha llenge

such domination by subjecting curriculum knowledge to

ideological critique, the process of curriculum construction as

meaning-making becomes a political act.

Various questions can be for mulated to give operational c o n t ent

to the afo re mentioned ideological critique. Schub e rt ( 198 6

315 ) provides a useful list that contains s ome o f t he more

important questions that critical theorists ask:

"1. How is knowledge reproduced by schools?

2. What are the sources of knowledge that students a cqui re in

schools ?

3. How do students and teachers resist or c o n t e s t tha t wh i ch

is conve yed through lived e xpe rience in schools ?

4. What do students and teachers realize f ro m t heir s c h o ol

experiences? In other words, what impact does school ha v e

on their outlooks ?
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5. Whose interests are served b y outlooks and skills foste red

b y schooling?

6. When served , do these inte rests move in the d irection of

emancipation, equity, and social justice, or do they mov e

in the opposite direction?

7. How can students be empowered to attain greater libe ratio n ,

equity, and social justice through schooling?"

The general aim of questions of this kind is to draw attent ion

to the dialectical relatedness of knowledge , the learne r ,

society and schooling and, consequently , the cont ribut ion tha t

emancipatory education can make to the reconst ruc t ion of

society. To emphasize a point alluded to in previou s

paragraphs, a more specific aim of the above question s i s to

enable teachers to critique thei r pedagogic act ion s i n relatio n

to the political , social and cultural contexts in wh ich th e i r

teaching is actually embedded.

An e mancipatory curriculum thus ma k e s it obligator y t o t r e at

teaching as problematic. ·P r o b l e ma t i z i ng teaching mea ns not onl y

questioning the nature of knowledge and its ideologic al

underpinnings, as indicated above, but also qu estioning the

unexamined assumptions upon which teaching is based. To m ( ] 98 5

40 ) sums up the problematizing of teaching i n the fo ll owi n g wa y:

"To make teaching problematic i s to rais e

doubts about what, unde r ordinary circumstanc es ,

appears to be effective o r wise p ract ice. The obj e c t

of ou r doubts might be acc epted p rinc ipl e s of good

pedagogy, typical ways teache rs respond to classroo m

management issues, customar y beliefs a b o u t

the relationships between schoolin g an d

society , o r o rdinar y def initions o f tea c h er

autho rit y both in the class room and in the

broader school context."
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The aforementioned elements of curriculum theory and practice

have a significant impact on the teacher education programme, as

will be indicated in the next section.

2 • 5 • 3 Emancipatory Rationality and Teacher Education

The model of teacher education that corresponds to the

emancipatory mode of rationality may be referred to as th e

transformative model. It builds on the assumptions on which th e

interpretive model is based and addresses curriculum is sues

within the broader societal framework.

Drawing on the discussion in the preceding section and on th e

work of Whitty, Barton and Pollard (1987), it is poss ibl e t o

infer that the transformative model of teacher education is

characterized by at least four i mportant features.

First, the model will emphasize educational ai ms and th e

concomitant content and pedagogic knowledge and technical

skills. The assumption here is that teachers will reg a rd i t as

their responsibility to consider ethical and axiological issu es

involved in educational aims and to contribute to th e

formulation of policy at the school , local and national levels.

The development of technical skills in teaching and the mastery

of content are alwa ys addressed within the framework of c r i ti c a l

inquiry and are, accordingly, viewed not as ends in the msel ve s

but as means of contributing towards emancipatory ends.

Second, teaching is regarded as a dialogical proces s in which

classroom inquiry and practical action are monito r ed and

evaluated refle Xively. Normative questions, such as th e l ist of

seven questions cited in the p revious s ection, assu me p rimac y o f

importance and the process of critical inquir y co mple ment s t he

ability to carry out the tasks themselves. Thus the curriculum

requires prospective teachers to render as probl emat ic th at

which is taken as given about issues such as the role and task s
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of the teacher, the role of the pupil , the nature of knowledg e ,

and current institutional arrangements for the conduct of

schooling.

Third, the model attempts to relate educational discipl ines to

the teachers' own theorizing about pedagogical ma t t er s . Thus

educational disciplines and method courses ar e not s t u die d

discretely, but instead used to complement, extend and r e f i ne

the teachers' practical theorizing; theory and practice are

treated as open to dialectical reconstruction through re f l e c t i o n

and action. It follows from this that the knowledge a nd skills

to be taught cannot be fully specified in advance. S tuden t s

play an active role in determining the content of the c u r riculum

insofar as their self-perceived needs are given due recogni t io n.

The model thus rests on a constructivist epistemolog y in te r ms

of which knowledge is seen as developing by a p rocess of

construction and reconstruction of theory and p r acti c e.

Fi nally, the transfo rmative model defines the teache r e d u c a t io n

cur riculum within an educational and societal conte x t tha t is

regarded as problematic; within the f ramewo rk of cr i ti c a l

and the pursuance of so cial

inquiry this implies a

teaching-learning process

and equity.

commitment to the qu al i t y o f the

j u s tic e

The basic tenets of the emancipator y

education

6- 7)

curriculum are summa r ized

approach to the t e a che r

nicely b y Zeichn e r ( 198 1- 8 2

"Because

the school

of

and

the

the

intimate

soc ial,

r e l a t i o n s h i p

political a n d

b etw e e n

econ omi c

contexts in which it exists , an y c onsi derati o n

of the consequences to which classroo m act i o n leads

must inevitabl y take one beyond the bounda ries of th e

classroom and even of the school itself and be y ond th e

consideration of educational principles alone An

exclusive focus of the level of the classroo m and on

educational principles alone does not e na b le the
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student teacher to contemplate the kind of basic

structural changes that may be necessary for his or her

responsibility to be fully exercised. The attention of

student teachers remains focused on the amelioration of

surface symptoms in individuals and not on an analysis

of the social conditions that stand behind, and at

least partially explain the existence of those

symptoms" (emphasis added).

Insofar as the transformative model of teacher education is

conceptualized within an educational and societal context that

is regarded as problematic, it provides ideological support fo r

a conflict view of society that advocates fundamental changes in

the structure of society as a prerequisite for the establishment

of a social order characterized by justice and equit y fo r all

its citizens. As such it offers a radical alternati ve to th e

conservative bias implicit in the applied-science mo d e l of

teacher education, and the liberal stance of the interpretiv e

mo d e l . While it is realized that education alone cannot change

the social order, it is equally true that no strategy for th e

fundamental reform of society can afford to ignore the

contribution that education and schooling can make towards the

achievement of such an objective. This potential- to contribute

to change should, therefore, be nurtured and developed. The

relative merits of the different models in this rega rd ar e

succinctly stated by Giroux and McLaren (1987 267-70 ) when

they write

"What is missing from

and interpretive models of

i s the image of the teacher

( t h e applied-scienc e

teacher education )

as a transformative

intellectual who defines schooling as

fundamentally an ethical and empowering enterprise

dedicated to the fostering of democracy, to the

exercise of greater social justice, and to the building

of a more equitable social order."
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2.6 CONCLUSION

This chapter has revealed something of the diversity of

paradigms of curriculum inquiry. It is important to emphasize,

however, that the three paradigms discussed are not

diametrically opposed to one another insofar as th ere are

parallels in some of the major curricular phenomena they

address. Be that as it may, it is equally impo rtant to

emphasize that the way we think about or conceptualize thes e

curricular phenomena depends on the types of question s it is

possible to raise within the framework of the respective mo d e s

of rationality characterizing each paradigm; the natu re of the

interrogation has considerable impact on what thos e ph eno men a

become. Therefore, it makes a significant difference wheth e r

the paradigm within which one operates tends. to be mo re of the

empirical-analytical, hermeneutic or critical variety .

The various themes discussed within the fra mewo rk of these

paradigms embrace some of the diversities alluded to.

these can be most easily adumbrated with refer ence

P e rhaps

to the

relationship between theory and practice. Th e

empirical-analytical paradigm regards theory as a set of

disinterested principles that can be applied in practice; th e

hermeneutic paradigm r e g a r d s practice as being inform ed not onl y

by theory but also by the practical exigencies of specifi c

situations, requiring mediation by the profess ional judgement of

the teacher; and the critical paradigm regards theor y and

practice as being dialectically related, with both th eor y a n d

practice being treated as problematic , as open to recons t ru ction

through reflection and action.

Each of these alternate views on theory and prac tice refl ect s

differences in views regarding the other majo r th e me s a d d r e s se d

in the chapter; namely, the nature of knowledg e, th e

teaching-learning process, the mastery of content knowl edge and
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technical skills in teaching, and the relationship between

education, schooling and society. It is clear that each

paradigm seeks to give emphasis and coherence to th es e the mes in

different ways.

The diversity of paradigmatic orientations offe rs i n t er e s t in g

options insofar as deciding on the conceptual framewo rk for the

present study is concerned. Bearing in mind that the stud y

focuses on teacher education curriculum issu~s in the context of

a university that is undergoing a fundamental transformation, a

transformation which has parallels i n the present cli mat e of

impending change, it is evident that the crit ical p a r ad igm i s

the only approach that fosters a problematic attitud e to ward s

the quest ion of teacher education. The pa ramet e rs of th e

paradigm of critical inquiry as these find expression in th e

transformative model of teacher education will, acco rdingl y ,

provide the essential conceptual framework fo r this stud y.
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NOTES

1. See Footnote 1, Chapter 1.

2. It is interesting to note that only one recommendation

refers, albeit obliquely, to the curriculum of teacher

education. Thus Recommendation 7.4 (on page 4 2 of th e

Document ) recommends that the South African Council fo r

Education "advise on the type and duration of teach e r

training programmes."
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C HAP T E R T H R E E

TEACHER EDUCATION CURRICULUM

3.1 INTRODUCTION

STUDENT AND STAFF PERCEPTIONS

The ma i n purpose of this chapter is to identify the pe rception s

that students and staff i n the Facult y have of th e teach e r

education curriculum. The identification of percept io ns ha s

important implications both for the evaluation of th e p re s en t

cu rriculum and for the development of future strategy.

Acco rdingly, staff and student perceptions of the cur ri culum a r e

e xamined so as :

( 1 ) to extend the understanding of the role and re l e va nc e of th e

professional , educational and practical c omp o n e n t s of t he

cur riculum;

( 2) to afford insights into the wa ys in which tea che r education

is conceptualized;

( 3 ) to provide indicators that mi g h t for m the basis upon wh i ch

consideration might be given to factors that a re likel y t o

underpin the formulation of cur riculum dev elopm ent

objectives and strategies for the future.

The questionnaire survey undertaken to mee t the ana ly ti ca l

r e ~u i r e m e n t s of the three objectives listed abo ve includ e d th e

following ele ments

( 1 ) ranking of the i mportance of the me t h o d subject s ( t h e

p rofessional co mponent ) i n te r ms of the co nt r ibut io n each

has ma d e to the teaching of the discipline co nc e rned;

( 2 ) ranking of the impo rtance of the oth e r s u b j ects ( t he

educational and practical components ) in te r ms of t he

contribution each has made to the stud ent s' p rofession al

growth as teachers;

( 3 ) ways in which the present cur riculum could be i mproved;

(4 ) qualities that characteriz e a "good teacher";

( 5) students' self-rat ings as teache rs;
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(6) aims of a teacher education programme;

(7) curriculum problems that the Faculty will have to address in

the decade of the nineties and beyond.

The statistical analyses presented in the sections that follow

are based on the results derived from a questionnaire survey

conducted in the Faculty. Details of the study methods are

contained in Appendix A.

3.2 STUDENT PERCEPTIONS OF THE CURRICULUM

In spite of rhetoric to the contrary. university curricula are

by and large still formulated without any significant input f ro m,
the student constituency. The Faculty of Education is lIO

exception to this shortcoming. This survey is a modest attempt

at redressing the imbalance.

To debate whether student perceptions are "right" or "wrong" is

to miss the point, which is that perceptions help in for mula ting

criteria in terms of which students evaluate the cu r riculu m on

offer and, concomitantly, their response to it at the lev el of

the classroom, the context where much of the teacher's

professional life is spent.

It must be stressed at the outset that the anal yses of data can

only yield conclusions that are tentative and speculative; the y

are indicators of what students in the Facult y think of the

curriculum and what factors inform that thinking. In spit e of

such limitations it cannot be gainsaid that the exercise is a

useful one.

3.2. 1 Professional Subjects in the Curriculum

In rating the Professional ( Me t h o d) Subjects over 75 per cent of
the "v t" t . h "Vo es cas were In t eery Important" and "Important"

categories (Table 3.1). This suggests that the Method Subjects

are making an important contribution to the teaching of th e

respective disciplines.
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It is apparent that practical considerations are

criterion in rating Method Subjects (Table 3.2).

an important

The extent to

which these subjects help in devis~ng teaching strategies were

cited by nearly 50 per cent of the respondents. Other criteria

in the practical category included the relevance of method

subjects in the planning, preparation and presentation of lessons

and the related aspect of the importance of teacher-pupil

interaction in the teaching/learning process.

Of the remaining criteria all, except one the attitude of

lecturers - are self-explanatory. It is interesting to note that

this criterion was cited by over 10 per cent of the sample, a

fact which suggests that the attitude of a lecturer to his

discipline and more particularly to his students should not be

underestimated in the learning process even at the tert iary

level.

TABLE 3.1

RATING OF PROFESSIONAL (METHOD) SUBJECTS : PERCENTAGE OF

RESPONSES IN EACH CATEGORY

RATING SCALE PERCENTAGE

1 : Very Important 50 ,3

2 : Important 2 7 , 3

3 : Fairly Important 15 , 5

4 : Not very Important 4,8

5 : Unimportant 2 , 1

100,0
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TABLE 3.2

CRITERIA FOR RATING PROFESSIONAL (METHOD) SUBJECTS : PERCENTAGE

OF RESPONDENTS MENTIONING EACH CRITERION. (1)

CRITERIA NO. PERCENTAGE

1 • Teaching Strategies 40 46,5

2 • Importance of Discipline in

School Curriculum 29 3 3 , 7

3 • Insight into Discipline 27 31 ,4

4. Planning, Preparation and

Presentation of Lessons 19 22 , 1

5 • Pupil-teacher Interaction 1 7 19,8

6 . Innovation and Creativity 14 16 . 3

7 • Attitude of Lecturer 1 2 14,0

8 • Theory-Practice Re 1at ionship 10 11 , 6

N 86

(1) Only criteria mentioned by at least 10 per cent of the

sample are listed here.

3.2.2 Educational and Practical Subjects in the Curriculum

At least four subjects (Educational Management, Philosophy of

Education, History of Education and Speech) do not appear 'to have

made a significant contribution to the students' professional
growth as teachers (Table 3.3). If one considers the criteria

used in rating these subjects (Table 3.4), it can be seen that

like the relevance of a particular subject in terms of

a significant number of students have cited otherconsideration,

although

criteria

relevance for classroom practice is a pri me

the contribution it makes to the teacher education curriculum,

the insights it affords them in locating their work in the wider

societal context, and the extent to which it provides them with a

theoretical framework within which they can evaluate teaching and
learning.
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It may be argued that o f those subjects which a re r a te d

f av our ably ( u s i n g the me a n r a ti ng o f 3 as the cut-o ff point ) a l l ,

except Sociolog y o f Education, have a bias towards the classroo m:

given the utilitarian tendenc y of students whe n as ses s in g

subjects ,

Practice,

it is to be expected that sub jects l ike Teach i n g

Curriculum Studies and Ps ycholog y o f Edu cation wi l l

e n jo y a relativel y h igh rat i ng.

TABLE 3 .3

MEA N RATIN G OF IMPORTANCE OF SUBJE CTS (1) I N THE CU RRICULUM

MEAN RATI NG OF

SUBJEC TS I MPORTAN CE

( 1 - 5 )( 2 )

1. School-based Teaching Pract ice
I

1. 4

2 • Cur r i c u l um Stud ies ( Di d a c t i c s) 2 . 1

3- Psy c h o l ogy o f Educat ion 2 . 1

4 • English Usage 2 • 3

5 • Campu s - b a s e d Te a c h ing Prac t ice 2.5

6 . Soc iolog y of Edu cation 2 .5

7 • Educat ional Manage ment ( Ad mi n . of Educ ) 3.1

8 . Ph i l o s o p hy o f Ed u c ati on 3 . 6

9 . Histo r y of Education 4 • 2

10 . Speech 4 .4

(1) Method Subjec t s a re n o t l isted he re.

( 2 ) " Me a n Ra t ing o f I mpo rta nce " as u sed he re and in o t h e r Ta b l es

in thi s chapte r should be int e rp ret ed o n a con t inuum, wit h 1

b e i ng "Mos t Imp ort a nt" a nd 5 "Le as t Im port a n t" .
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TABL E 3. 4

CRI TERI A USED IN RATING OF IMPORTANCE OF SUBJ ECTS ( EX CLU DING

METHOD SUBJECTS) PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS ME NTIO NING EA CH

CRIT ERIO N. (1)

CRITERIA NO. PERCENT AGE

1- Relevan ce for Classroom Practice 63 73 , 3

2 . Relevance i n Te a c h er - Ed u c a t i o n

Cu r ri c u l um 48 5 5 , 8

3 . Relevance fo r Teach e rs' Role in

the wider context of Societ y 2 2 25,6

4 . Theoretical backg round to Teaching

and Learning 15 1 7 , 4

5 . Relevance fo r Clas s roo m Managem en t 10 11 , 6

N 86

(1) Onl y criter ia me n t i o n e d by at least 10 per cent o f th e

sample are listed here.

But , as al read y obse r ved , s tu dents di d c i te criteria o th e r t han

t h ose o f a p ractical n a t ur e . The re i s l i t tl e dou bt that these

c ri te ria ( s ee Table 3.4 ) w i 11 be r e a di ly a cc e pt e d by t he

lec tu rers concerned as cha ra c t e ri s ing t h ei r r e s pe c tive s u b j ects .

Th e su rvey r e s u l t s suggest tha t a sign ificant numb e r of stu d e n t s

appea r to have valid reaso n s fo r thei r d ecis ion s p e r t a i n i n g to

th e r e l e v an c e of the subjects unde r quest io n and i t is a n iss ue

that h as t o be add re ss ed b y th e Facul t y.

If, o n th e other hand. th e empiri c a l e videnc e ( a s contained in

Tables 3.2 - 3 .4 ) is interp re ted in te r ms of maj or i ty opinion ,

th en i t would appea r that p ra c tical cons ide rat io n s ar e t he most

important facto r informing student evaluation. Th i s sugg e s t s
that students c o n c e p t u a li z e teache r educat ion la rge l y i n t e rms o f

a t e c hn ocr a ti c r a ti o n a l i ty .
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it is perhaps not surprising that the

four subjects that were regarded as having made the least

contributions to professional growth were also the same subjects

nominated for exclusion from the curriculum ( Ta b l e 3. 5 ) •

Nevertheless, that a large number of students in the Facult y do

not appear to see the relevance of most of the Education

sub-disciplines in the curriculum is a matter that has to be

urgently addressed. In this regard, it is particularly

disquieting that Philosophy of Education, which is logically

necessary to sound theorising about education, is among the

subjects nominated for exclusion. (This issue will be addressed

in Chaper Four when the "Education" component of the s yllabus is

discussed).

TABLE 3.5

SUBJECTS NOMINATED FOR EXCLUSION FROM THE CURRICULUM

OF SAMPLE MENTIONING EACH SUBJECT.

PERCENTAGE

PERCEN- MEAN RANKING OF

SUBJECTS NO. TAGE IMPORTANCE ( 1-5 )

1. Speech 75 87 , 2 4.4

2 . History of Education 58 67 ,4 4 . 2

3 • Philosophy of Education 38 44.2 3 .6

4 • Educational Management 24 28.0 3 • 1

N 86

For the moment, it is necessary to focus on "Speech" and examine

the available evidence to arrive at some understanding as to why

nearly ninety per cent of the students perceive this subject in

such a poor light.

"Speech" . 1 t · 1 11S a re a 1ve y sma 1 component of English Usage. As a

practical aspect of English Usage , it involves the presentation

of playlets written, produced and directed by groups of students.
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Although Speech is officially allocated one period pe r week on

the time table, this conveys an erroneous picture of the demand

it makes on students' time. Student opinion canvassed sugg ests

that many hours outside the official time table are needed i n

order to put the plays together for presentation befo re an

audience comprising staff and students from the Facult y. Giv en

the relatively minor part it occupies in the total cu rriculum it

consumes a disproportionate amount of the students' study time.

The following remarks give some indication of student th inking on

the matter:

"I am very frustrated with Speech. I t is a

big waste of time."

"Speech - I cannot understand its

education."

contribution to

"Speech is an absolute waste of ti me. I cannot

see the relevance of it."

"Speech is there to make our lives difficult."

While a persuasive case can no doubt be made for the inclusion

of Speech in the present curriculum , particularl y if th e subje ct

is viewed in isolation, a more worthwhile exercise would be to

assess the contribution it makes to the total teacher educat ion
programme. It is suggested that such an exercise will lead one

seriously to question the relevance of the subject in i t s

present form.

3 • 2 • 3 Ways of Improving the Curriculum

Student opinion canvassed on ways of improving the cur riculum

focused primarily on form and content ( Ta b l e 3 . 6 ), One

which did not fall into this categor y but which wa s cited most

often by students had to do with factors pertain ing to th e

improvement in the quality of lectures and l ecturing. While it
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is readily acknowledged that the concept "qualit y" does not

large number of situationally specific variables involved,

adm it of a universally acceptable definition because of the

this

response from the students nevertheless points to the need for

evaluation by lecturers of both their lecturing styles and the

teacher education programmes they offer. Such an exe rcis e

constitutes an integral part of academic and staff development.

Students' views have a bearing on these two curriculum matters.

The following responses give some indication of student

thinking :

"Lecturers should include relevant issues in

their lectures. I think some of the things we learn are

utter nonsense."

" I feel the quality of lectures ought to

improve for it is hypocritical to expect us to b e

'new wave' teachers while bombarding us with the r el ics

of the 'apartheid' system of schooling."

"Some Faculty members are still living in the past. It

is a load of rubbish which cannot be used

is time they

teaching us

in schools."

changed or got fired. What the y are

"I believe that lecturers need to focus on themselves
Some of them are very authoritarian in th e ir

approaches. Changing the curriculum and havin g these
same lecturers can be disastrous."

"We are advised to break away from 't r aditional
teaching', but most lecturers are guilt y o f this;
they have to change first before expecting us to change

the system."
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TABLE 3.6

WAYS OF IMPROVING THE CURRICULUM : PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS

MENTIONING EACH CATEGORY. (1)

CATEGORIES NO. PERCENTAGE

i . Improve Quality of Lecturing 22 25,6

2 • Longer School-based Teaching

Practice Sessions 20 2 3 , 3

3 • Establish Linkages between

Subjects in the Curriculum 15 17 ,4

4 • Shorten Curriculum; allow more

time for independent stud y 10 11 , 6

5 • Improve Content of Campus-

based Teaching Practice 9 10 ,4

N 86

(1) Only categories mentioned by at least 10 per cent of the

respondents are listed here.

The responses suggest that students' dissatisfaction with the

quality of lectures and lecturing runs deep. The nece s sity fo r
staff to problematize this aspect of the teacher education
p rogramme is apparent. Once the need fo r such evaluation is
accep.ted , then the other ways of improving the cu rriculum ( s e e

Table 3.6 ) can be meaningfully addressed.

Students appear to favour the inclusion of conten t of a mo re
practical nature ( e . g . , mi c r o teaching ) as part of the

school-based teaching practice session. A t ypical

campus-based teaching practice programme and a longe r

r e s p o n s e
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regarding the latter issue is as follows

"I think we should spend

work than on theory. We

more time on practical

could become bette r

teachers if we spent

than lecture rooms."

more time in classrooms

On the other hand, students seem to favour a shorter academic

curriculum and more time for independent study; this would

appear to be related to a relatively crowded time table,

comprising twenty forty-five minute contact periods pe r week.

The perceived need to establ ish linkages between subject s in t h e

curriculum would appear to hint at the present f rag men ted natu r e

of the curriculum, with the various subjects being taught as

discrete entities. Such linkages will no doubt give g reate r

structural coherence to the curriculum. (The ma t t e r will b e

discussed in later sections of the dissertation. )

3.2. 4 Qualities of a Good Teacher

The perceptions about teaching and learning held by student

teachers are of vital concern to teacher educato rs; if students'

ideas and beliefs about what it takes to be a successful te ach e r

do not coincide with those of teache r educators, the re is lik el y

to be a discontinuit y between lecture-roo m theor y and class ro om

p ractice.

Students' r e s po ns e s to the question pertaining to the qu aliti es

of a good teacher are presented in Table 3.7. The evid en c e

suggests that except fo r an emphasis on subject-matte r

knowledge, students tended to refer mos t often to soc i al an d

affective v a r i a b l e s such as the ab ilit y to r e late to pupils,

commit ment to teaching, car ing and conce rn fo r pupil s' n e ed s ,

sense of humour , industriousness and patience, while mi n i mi s i ng

the relative importance of pedagogic skills. Th e latt er

category included criteria such as the ability to encourage

critical thinking, to teach stimulating lessons and to use

creative me t ho ds .
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Social and affective variables are obviously desirable traits in

a teacher , but conceptions of teaching that unde rvalue cognit ive

or academmic dimensions are incomplete and tend to di min i sh the

importance of subject matter and pedagogical knowledge. Th e

data point to the need for teacher educators to think about wa ys

of redressing this shortcoming.

TABLE 3.7

QUALITIES OF A GOOD TEACHER : PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS

( STUDENTS ) MENTIONING EACH CATEGORY. (1)

CATEGORIES NO. PERCENTAG E

1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+----1---- --- --
1. Ability to relate to /communicate

with pupils

2. Commitment to Teach ing

3. Knowledge of Subject Matter

4 . Sense of Humour

5. Honest and Hardworking

6. Sensitive to Pupils' Needs

7. Personality

8. Encourages Critical Thinking

9. Stimulating Lessons

10. Creative Methods

11. Gives pupils freedo m to question

and criticize one's teaching

12. Patience

N

2 4

1 9

15

1 2

I 1

10

10

10

9

9

9

9

8 6

28,0

22 , I

I 7 , 4

14 ,0

12, 8

I I , 6

1 1 , 6

I I , 6

10 ,5

10 , 5

10 ,5

10 ,5

(1) Only categories mentioned by at least 10 per cent of sampl e

a re listed he re.
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Students' responses to the question asking for their

self-ratings as teachers (Table 3.8 ) r e v e a l a high level of

optimism. Only a little over two per cent of the students r a t e d

themselves as "slightly below average". Nearly 60 pe r cent of

the students rated themselves in the above-average categories.

TABLE 3.8

SELF RATINGS AS TEACHERS: PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS MENTIONING

EACH CATEGORY. (1)

RATINGS NO. PERCENTAGE

i . Above Average 21 25,6

2 • Slightly above Average 26 3 1 , 7

3 • Average 33 40,3

4. Slightly below Average 2 2,4

5 • Below Average 0 o ,0

N 82 (1) 100,0

(1) Four respondents did not answer this question.

The criteria used in the self-rating exercise were generated

f rom the students' perceptions of their strengths and weakness es

as teache rs ( Ta b l e 3.9 ). Except for r e f e r e n c e to the i mpo rta n c e

of good teaching techniques, the r ema i ni ng crite r ia c i t e d d o not

adequately distinguish the work of a teacher; their connect ion
with education is only contingent since the y could b e ef fec tive
in mo s t positions requiring some for m of man a g e ria l
responsibility.
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TABLE 3.9

CRITERIA FOR SELF RATINGS AS TEACHERS : PERCENTAGE OF SAMPLE

MENTIONING EACH CRITERION. (1)

CRITERIA NO. PERCENTAGE

i . Good Teaching Techniques 24 27 ,9

2 • Ability to relate to Children 22 25,6

3- Problems in Classroom Management 18 20,9

4. Ability to Communicate 1 7 19, 8

5 . Lack of Experience 9 10 , 5

(1) Only criteria mentioned by at least 10 percent of the

sample are listed here.

Students' high self-ratings as teachers, when viewed against

their categorisation of their strengths and weaknesses and

conceptions of successful teaching, suggest that their

optimistic biases may be due to the relatively limited frame of

reference within which they appear to be operating. While a

high level of confidence that students have in their own ability

as teachers may be good for their self-image and well-being, it

may nonetheless be true that the concomitant unrealistic
expectations that they hold about their own success may lead

them to devalue the need for professional preparation. Without

in any way impairing the positive self-image of students,
teacher educators need to reflect upon ways in which this

optimism should be tempered with realistic expectat ions.

Having analysed the responses of students in an effort to arrive

at some understanding of how they perceive the curriculum and

their role as teachers, the focus now shifts to teacher
educators, the people who play a significant part in
contributing to these perceptions.
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The next section, accordingly, analyses selected viewpoints of

all thirty-six full-time teacher educators in the Facult y,

ranging in rank from junior lecturer to professor.

3.3 STAFF PERCEPTIONS OF THE CURRICULUM

It would probably be generally accepted that the perceptions of

teacher educators regarding the teacher education curriculum a r e

important determinants in shaping the development a n d

implementation of that curriculum.

A questionnai re survey was conducted among all ful l-t i me members

in the Faculty, focusing on three related areas

( 1 )

( 2 )

( 3 )

3 .3. 1

the aims of a teacher education programme,

the qualities of a good teacher, and

the major curriculum problems facing the Faculty

forseeable future.

Aims of a Teacher Education Programme

in th e

Lecturers were asked to list three of the more important aim s

which in their opinion, should characterize a teacher education

programme and the extent to which these aims apply to th e

present curriculum. The responses are presented in Table 3.10

in which categories are arranged in descending o rde r of

f requencies. It is interesting to note ( u s i n g 3.0 as a cut-off

point ) that six of the eleven aims are regarded b y lectu r e r s who

c ited them as not being particularly applicable to th e Facult y's
programme.

Lecturers cited most often the importance of teaching skills,

with emphasis on the application of techniques in the class roo m

to enhance pupil learning. The second most f re q u e n t response

focused on subject matter knowledge. The following re spons e s
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TABLE 3.10

AIMS OF A TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAMME PERCENTAGE OF

RESPONDENTS MENTIONING EACH CATEGORY.

CATEGORIES

PER-

NO. CEN- MRA( 1)

TAGE I

1. Teaching Skills: Application of Techniques 23

2 . Subject Matter Knowledge 12

3. Inter-personal Relationships: tolerance,

understanding, ability to communicate 10

4. Development of Personality to enhance

Teaching 8

5 . Teachers as Facilitators of Learning 8

6 . Relationship between Theory and Practice 7

7. Self-evaluation, critical/creative thinking 7

8 . Education for Democracy 7

9 . Understanding the Societal Context of

Education 6

10. Knowledge of how children lea rn and

develop intellectually, socially and

emotionally 4

11. Formulating aims , objectives and

evaluation techniques 4

63 ,9

33 ,3

27, 8

22, 2

22 , 2

1 9 , 4

] 9 , 4

1 9 , 4

16 , 7

] ] , 1

1 1 , 1

2 .9

2 • 7

3 .0

3.0

3 • 2

3 • 1

3 . 5

3 • 6

4 . 0

3 . 0

3 .3

(1) MRA: "Mean Rating of Applicability" of the pa rticula r

category to the teacher education curriculum in the

Faculty; ( Ra n g e : from 1 - "Most Applicabl e" to

5 - "Least Applicable". )
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give some indication of Faculty thinking

"I would like to presume that students would co me

to us with a good background knowledge of the

subjects they have chosen to teach, and it would

be up to the teacher educationists in these areas

to attempt to get them to continue with their

subject interests, get them to read, debate and

in this way encourage a critical stance towards

the content matter which makes up

discipline they are going to teach."

the subject or

Another lecturer stated that an important aim is "to ensure that

the individual is au fait with his /her specialist a rea of

knowledge" , while a third was of the opinion that the cu r ric ulum

should comprise "an academic component whi ch co mp r ise s

theoretical studies in subject sc iences and the discipli nes of

Education".

The third and fourth most f requent r e s p o n s e s dealt wi th so c i a l

variables. Typical responses cited the i mportance of

inter-personal relationships (focused on factors like toler ance,

understanding and the ability to communicate ) and th e

development of personalit y to enhance teaching b y p rovid ing

opportunities for each student-teacher to g row acco rdin g to

his/her abilities and interests.

Other responses that could be categorised as pedagog ic

knowledge, but of a less techn ical nature than th e appl ication

of teaching techniques , dealt with the role of teache rs a s

facilitators of learning and the importance of creating a

stimulating classroom a mbience that will enhance th e

teaching /learning process. Insofar as the r e la ti o ns hi p betw een

theor y and practice is conc e rned , responses included r e f e r e n c e

to aims like bridging "the gap between theories of e d uc at i o n and

their application in the classroo m", and the "integration of

educational theory and practice as a basis for critical

thinking". More specific reference to educational theor y
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included aims dealing with knowledge pertaining to child

development and the formulation of instructional objectives.

Two categories cited by a relatively small percentage of Faculty

members included aims that dealt with schooling, education and

society in a context that transcended the narrow confines of the

classroom. It is interesting to note that this aim was cited as

being least applicable to the teacher education curriculum of

the Faculty. Typical aims included the following: "to

understand the political, social and economic contexts in which

we teach"; "to provide teachers with meaningful links between

schooling and the political, social and economic systems"; "to

motivate students to serve their community in as many fields as

possible apart from teaching"; "to prepare students for the

practical realities of a new South Africa".

Despite the intentions of those (few) lecturers who want to set

teacher education within a radical discourse that takes

cognizance of the wider societal framework, a closer examination

of the aims suggests that the dominant form of teacher education

in the Faculty embodies a type of rationality that is apolitical

and technical in orientation.

Specifically, the technological orientation is manifest insofar

as most of the aims reflect a pre-occupation with pedagogical

concerns with emphasis on learning outcomes. The emphasis on

learning outcomes leaves unexamined questions like what is the

nature of knowledge . what knowledge is of most worth, wh y is it

of most worth, how is such knowledge produced, whose inte rest

does this knowledge serve, how are social and political

contradictions mediated through acceptable forms of classroom

knowledge. Such epistemological and ideological questions are

often not considered; in their place one finds an e mphasis on

skills in the application of techniques and concerns related to

efficiency in the classroom situation. Such a perspective views

the purpose of schools as socially and politically neutral.
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In the final analysis the technological rationality serves to

encourage conformity to the status quo in both schooling and

society. The relevance and appropriateness of such a

conservative perspective can be seriously questioned

particularly in view of the powerful role that schooling now

appears to play in the reproduction and legitimation of a social

order stratified in terms of class , gender and race ( e . g . ,

Greene 1979, Giroux 1980, Popkewitz 1985).

3.3.2 Qualities of a Good Teacher

It is interesting to note that as with students (see Table 3.7 )

lecturers have also cited social variables as being the most

important criterion (Table 3.11). Thus commitment to teaching

and the importance of character and personality were the two

responses most frequently cited. The third most frequent

categories included two responses which had to do with knowledge

of subject matter and a critical awareness of the wider context

of the teaching/learning process. The remaining six responses

focused specifically on classroom teaching ( s e e Table 3.11 ) ,

dealing with aspects such as the importance of seeing the

integrated nature of purposes, teaching and evaluation, the role

of inter-personal relationships, and the ability to use

knowledge and other resources creatively in order to enhance

pupil learning and understanding.

For the most part lecturers have conceptualized a "good" teacher

in the relatively narrow didactic sense. As with aims of

teacher education, the focus is on matters of direct c l a s sr o om

practice. This serves to underscore the technological

orientation that seems to inform the teacher education programme

in the Faculty. While skills in immediate class room concerns

are no doubt important and desirable qualities, one problematic

consequence with such a characterisation of a "good" teacher is

that it eclipses other qualities that cast the teacher's

role in a broader context which transcend the dail y press of
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It i s argued that good teache rs should a l so

possess othe r qualit ies refl e ct

c rit icall y about

l ike

themselves,

the

thei r

ab il it y

child ren

to

and t he

r e la t i o n s h i p between school and socie t y; the y should also brin g

to bear a questioning attitude towa rds teaching , the l ea r n ing

p rocess , the nature of school knowledge and t he c u r r i cu lu m.

Such r ef l e c t i v e and anal y t ic abilities would ob v iat e t heir

"unthinking subme rgence in the social r e a li ty t h a t p r e v a il s"

task of helping students rethink both the d e moc r a t i c

( Gr e e n e ,

impo rtant

1973 269 ) and thereby enable them to unde rtak e " th e

poss ib ilities with in schools and the wider soc iet y of which th e y

a re a part " ( Ar o n owi t z and Gi roux , 19 85 : 141 ).

TABLE 3.11

QUALITIES OF A GOOD TEACHER : PERCENTAGE OF RESPO ND ENTS ( STAFF)

MENTIONING EACH CATEGOR Y. (1)

CATEGORI ES

1. Commitment to Teaching

2. Cha racter and Personalit y

3 . Kn ow l e dg e of Subject Matte r

4 . Cri ti c a l awa rene s s o f wide r c onte xt of

Teach in g

5. Int eg r i t y of Purpose , Class roo m Teaching

and Evaluat io n

6 . Teach e r-pupil Rela tio nsh ip

7. Comm uni c a t i o n Skills

8 . Cr e a t ive us e of Resources

9 . Te a c hi ng S t rateg ie s

10. Abili ty to r e c ons truct /in t e gr a t e Kn owl e dge

i n to coherent st ructu r e

NO. PER CENTAGE

16 4 4, 4

13 36 , 1

1 1 30 , 6

1 1 30,6

9 25 , 0

9 25, 0

7 19 , 4

7 19 , 4

6 16 , 7

4 1 1 , 1

(1) Onl y catego ries me n t i on e d b y at least ten pe r c e nt o f th e

sampl e a re li s t e d he re.
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3 • 3 • 3 Major Curriculum Problems

Table 3.12 presents the responses given by lecturer s to the

question asking them to give three of the major curriculum

problems that the Faculty of Education will have to address in

the decade of the nineties and beyond. As can be seen, eight

categories were generated from the responses of thirt y six

lecturers.

Not unexpectedly, the development of a curriculum to cater for a

post-apartheid/multi-cultural South Africa was cited most often

by lecturers. One lecturer characterized this pa rticular aspect

of the problem in terms of "making the curriculum rel evant to

the

needs of a society in crisis and in transition." He was of the

construction

constituencies

opinion that

" .•• the needs

of

and views of the student-communit y

must feature prominently in the

the curriculum. This is almo st

totally ignored at

determined largely

present.

by

The curriculum

'professional'

is

and
'institutional' requirements."

Another lecturer acknowledged the "diversity of backg round ( a n d )

diversity of knowledge base of incoming students" and que stioned

the wisdom of having "one course to prepare teache rs to meet

such varying needs in respective communities" ( e mp h a s i s in
original).

Along similar lines, a third respondent cautioned that

"Curricula must take i n t o account

current understanding of students

mystifying them with issues and

which they cannot reasonabl y be

have some intellectual access."

s e riousl y the

and avoid

materi al s to

expected to
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TABLE 3.12

MAJOR CURRICULUM PROBLEMS FACING THE FACULTY OF EDUCATION

PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS MENTIONING EACH CATEGORY. (1)

CATEGORIES

1. Curriculum for a post-apartheid /multi-

cultural South Africa

2. Curriculum Content: What should be taught?

3. Re-organization of the Curriculum

4. Faculty Relationships: Staff , Students and

Community

5. Fragmentation of Curriculum: Need for

Integration

6. Irrelevancy in the Curriculum

7. Communication/Language Problems

8. Reconceptualization of the Curriculum

NO. PERCENTAGE

23 63 ,9

22 61 , 1

19 52,8

18 50, 0

9 25,0

9 25 ,0

9 2 5 ,0

7 19, 4

(1) Only categories mentioned by at least ten per cent of the

sample are listed here.

Other responses included the following:

"Discovering and then deciding what is relevant
and of worth and value to most of the peopl e in
the country;

reflect that."
and then building a cur riculum which will

"Finding ways to democratize and hu manize the
curriculum so that the ideal of a non-racial
democratic South Africa /Azania may be real iz ed."

programme

our main problems will"One of

with relevance in a

be to offer a

fast-changing
society and actively contributing to these changes."
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The question of relevance is also implicit when one

the second most frequently cited category that

curriculum content globally. Respondents suggested

Faculty should seriously address what subjects

included in the curriculum and the justification

inclusion.

considers

deals with

that the

should be

for their

Closely related to the above was the question of re-organizing

the present curriculum without necessarily making any

fundamental changes to its knowledge content. The following

responses may help to give some insight into Faculty thinking

about this particular curriculum problem

"I would like to see more time given to courses

with inbuilt reading, critical analyses, group

discussions, actual teaching of reading and writing

skills, group dynamics and so on. I think, given the

constraints, (those) involved in (Campus-based Teaching

Practice) are doing a good job, but this segment of the

total course needs to be broadened, expanded and made

more rigorous for both staff and students."

"The Faculty should devise a curriculum with more

'common ground' and from this the other more

specialised courses could be taken further."

common

"I would like to

implemented.

number of

see a system of thematic teaching

Each discipline could address a

educational themes from its own

angle."

"We should design a curriculum that will call for

more independent work on the part of our students."

One lecturer's views are worth citing in some

because of the explicit manner in which

problem but also because of the controversial

solutions.

detail not onl y

she addresses the

nature of her
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She is of the opinion that "we are confusing the students with

too many different theories." To obviate this the Faculty has

to "accept as policy" a particular philosophy of teaching. As

she put it

teacher-education

"We

a

should work together

meaningful

as a team,

course

creating

in

which

The

we propagate

easiest way

a

of

particular philosophy

reaching such an agree ment

is to decide on a particular school of thought

( e . g ., Bruner or Stenhouse or Freire or Skinne r,

own school thought ••• Our present

etc)

our

because it is

of

too time-consuming to develop

practic e

in which each lecturer forces his/her own t h e o r y

down students' throats is exceedingly harmful to

the reputation of this Faculty."

Faculty relationships, involving staff, students and the wider

commun ity, was the fourth major problem cited b y lecture rs. At

least fifty per cent of the lecturers regarded this factor a s

having an important bearing on the curriculum. Reference to

what lecturers had to say regarding this matter will provide

some insight into the diverse nature of the proble m.

The lack of communication among lecture.rs was regarded as "a

g rave problem" it was felt that "wo rkshops o r talk sessio ns

should be arranged" during which "aims should be discover ed and

shared. From these sessions proble ms can be iden ti fied and

worked on. There is little cohesion or communication in ou r

Faculty at present."

Presumably through lack of such communication " we r ar e l y know

what our colleagues are doing, not onl y with r e g ar d t o th e

teacher education programme but also in relation to e a c h othe r' s

work" One way to obviate this was to work co-operat i v el y in

"professional development, curriculum development and re search."
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really decided what we want our

student teachers to learn and how we can make it happen through

a combined effort."

One respondent felt that communication resulting in the

"exchange of views, values and ideas" will make lecture rs "awar e

of various perspectives ensuring that they do not beco me s mug in

their (particular) perspective." She cautioned, however, that

while there "should be greater communication between academics",

we should "not allow dominant personalities or articulate

language to influence our thinking but to look be yond these

facades at the substance" (emphasis in original).

Such exchange of ideas will probably make a signific ant

lecturer pointedly remarked "Philosophical underp innings

contribution to improving the

that

quality of curriculum: one

are not thoroughly examined or understood by those involved with

curriculum planning."

The value of com munication between lecturers and the beneficial

wa y this will impact on the curriculum are implicit fro m the

foregoing. There would appear to be a need for fo rmal structure s

that will facilitate such co-operative endeavours. As one

lecturer put it

"Time needs to be made available for mo re
co-operation

be recognized

between

as a

lecture rs .

legitimate

Th i s

part of

should

the
workload of Education lecturers, as an alte rnat i v e
to the demands for published papers and indi vidua l
research for the sake of resea rch."

The importance of staff-student relationships as a f a cto r i n

curriculum planning was mentioned by several lectu rers. Th e
responses suggest that there is conside rabl e r o om fo r
improvement in this part icular aspect of Facult y life. One

lecturer characterized the problem as being one of "an alienated
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teaching force within the Faculty divorced from the practical

realities of our students." Another fe 1t that "our lack of

knowledge of the background and life of our students will hamper

us in our attempts at designing a curriculum which the y

will consider relevant and insp iring." In a simila r v ei n, a

third lecturer stated that the "curriculum has been i mposed b y

the academic staff on the students. Student opinion , in the past

had never been canvassed. Students' views should inform an y

thought on curriculum planning." Another viewpoint was that the

curriculum "should not be treated as a 'pre-given' pheno menon to

be imposed on clients. It should be constantl y negot iated with

professional bodies, students, com munity agencies an d oth e r

interested parties."

The nature of staff involvement in communit y ag enci es wa s

specifically spelt out by so me lecturers. The follow ing ar e

so me of the responses obtained

"The Facult y needs to beco me accessible to

teachers and the communit y; for example , by s ett ing up

a resource network at the Uni ve rsit y whe re people ca n

work on and share ideas."

"Expose the lecturing staff to the ideas of

others through organised vi s i t s t o inst itutions."

"Student involvement in com munit y-based educat ion
projects should be encouraged."

"Lecturing staff should have greater invol ve ment

in p rofessional wo rk with teachers and s chool s."

"Staf f should be given the opportunit y to go b a c k to

teach in schools, more particularly Black sc hools, to

keep in touch with realities."
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The lack of meaningful communication is probably a contributory

factor to two other problems fragmentation of the curriculum

and irrelevancy in the curriculum.

The fragmentation of the curriculum was

lecturer as a problem involving :

characterized by one

" diverse and contradictory elements.

Students often find great difficulty in seeing the

rationale behind such a 'broken' curriculum - made

even more difficult by conflicting and

cont radictory I lecturing I practices."

In the opinion of another lecturer, since the "different

disciplines do inter-relate, the integration needs to be ma d e

explicit in the curriculum"; while a third suggested that "one

way of unifying our programme was perhaps to find some common

thread that ties up what each person is doing."

Such a "common thread" was made explicit by another lecturer

when he observed

practice and see whether there

methods, curriculum

any way

subject

teaching

in which

at

and

look

is

fresh

studies,

ataketoneed"We

these can be married in a sensible and productive

manner. I would like to see these handled on a

team-teaching basis, and perhaps spend more time on

class situations."

general methodology,

either peer group or

allied

'imported'

to actual practice in

A number of lecturers expressed themselves sharply on the

question of irrelevancy in the curriculum. One felt that th e

curriculum was "irrelevant to the real problems in education

today," while another suggested that "a rchaic, inherited aspects

of the curriculum should be reviewed and rejected." A third was

particularly trenchant in his criticism and expressed a point of
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be endorsed by the majority of the

"The greatest problem we face at the moment,

and one which will increase in complexity

unless we are ready to face it, is the p roblem

of irrelevancy. Much that we teach under the

guise of Education courses is so mu c h eyewash,

and of no real value to the students; this is

becoming even more apparent, both to the thinking

lecturer and the students, so we need to do something

about this, and in conjunction with the clientele.

The so-called Educational disciplines which masquerade

as being academic or scientific are discardable or, at

very least, replaceable.

revamped somehow."

So Education courses must be

The lecturers who cited communication skills via the medium of

English as a curriculum problem had in mind the African student

in particular. One lecturer saw this as "the biggest problem"

that the Faculty will have to address in the future. Anoth er

stated that "many of our African students are experiencing

problems in expressing themselves." The same lecturer suggested

two solutions: "A reading laboratory to solve the language

gap," and "Introducing an African language as a me d i um of

instruction." Along similar lines a third lecturer stated that

"Staff will have to learn Zulu even if the medium of instruc tion

is English." She further suggested that "special attention

needs to be paid to English as a second language."

Only a relatively small percentage of the lecturing staff

assessed the curriculum within a radical fra mework: less than

twenty per cent saw the problem as one of re-conceptual i zing the

curriculum with a view

following responses

to making fundamental changes. The

give some idea of how lecture rs feel about

this matter.
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One lecturer referred to learning

"There is not enough transformative learning

in which theory and practice are dynamically linked

and students changed."

Another focused on values

"The curriculum is still too Anglo-Euro-centred

centred, and rests heavily on liberal progress ive

values at the expense of social-democratic values."

A third set the problem in a relatively wider context.

reference

" .• • to things such as the dominance of transmission

teaching, arbitrary methods of evaluat ing learning a nd

assessing students, and the technici st ethos that

characterizes our Faculty,"

he implied that all members of staff do not full y unde rstand

" ••• the educational, political, social and i d e o l og i c a l

impl ications and consequences of th e cu r rent t eache r

education programme being offered and taught a n d

being learned b y the students who will be teaching fo r

the next thirty years or so of their professional

l ife."

With

To summarise , the survey suggests that in the opini on of th e

lecturers concerned major curriculum problems that the Fa cult y

will have to address in the decade of the nine ti e s and be yond

may be classified into eight categories ( s e e Ta ble 3.1 2 ) ,

focused primarily, though not exclusively, on acade mi c ma t t e r s .

Socio-political variables dealing with Facult y relatio nsh ip s a n d

the question of communication through the mediu m of English are

other matters that have to be taken i n t o account.
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It would probably be generally accepted that the first three

curriculum problems concerned with the form and content of a

teacher education programme in a post-apartheid /multi-cultural

South Africa (as reflected in table 3.12 ) will be among the more

important issues that will feature in any discourse on

curriculum development. Presumably, lecturers in the Faculty

would be key participants in such deliberations; herein lies a

problem.

A closer reading of the comments cited suggests that the re is

need for greater conceptual clarity on the part of some of the

lecturers in the Faculty if any discourse on curriculum issues

is to be profitable. For instance, it will be recalled that one

lecturer observed that the curriculum should be "relevant to the

needs of a society" (emphasis added ). The question of needs- ------
used in the generic sense as it is in the statement and the

problems associated with identifying and prioritizing them fo r

purposes of the curriculum is fraught with man y difficulties.

Thus as Barrow (1984 46) has observed "the idea that

curriculum design should start with needs assess ment is one

particular general rule that should be rejected. This is not the

way to start planning a curriculum"(l). Deciding what subjects

should be included in the curriculum is also not the way to go

about planning a curriculum because it begs the la rger question

of how teacher education should be conceptualized in the fi rst

place.

Equall y questionable is the call for separate cur ricula to cater

for the "diversity of background of incoming students in order

to prepare them to meet varying needs in respective

communities"; it is a paternalistic approach and, contr a r y t o

current thinking among progressive educationists, will have the

effect of "racial ising" the curriculum.

Also to be categoricall y rejected is the view that the teache r

education curriculum should be planned from the perspective of a

philosophy enunciated by a single person. Such a view will

result in a static, moribund curriculum because it treats the
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education process as established, not emergent. In short, it

indicates a fundamental misunderstanding of the curriculum field

and of teacher education.

One should also guard against making elaborate and far-fetched

claims such as "finding ways td democratize the curriculum so

that a non-racial South Africa may be realised." To make such

claims is to misunderstand the role of educational institutions

in bringing about change in a society. Educational reform

cannot serve as a substitute for more funda mental social

no viablechange; on

equality can

institutions.

the other

afford to

hand,

ignore what goes

strateg y

on in

for social

educational

Another problem cited was the lack of communication a mong

lecturers in matters pertaining to their academic work. It is a

situation that has contributed to the fragmentation of th e

curriculum with the resultant lack of a cohesive intellectual

orientation. This problem was also referred to by th e stud ents

( s e e Table 3.6). Part of the problem may be a function of

certain structural constraints, more pa rt icularl y the

organisation of the Faculty into separate departments, each

responsible for a particular sub-discipline of Education. Over

the years these structures have beco me so entrenched that

subjects continue to be offered discretely, as they are in

other Faculties of the University where the va rious syllabuses

are independently controlled by subject departments with littl e

or no correlation between the several subjects of a cour s e.

Burgess (1971 157 ), for instance, has observ ed that the

"pursuit of knowledge for its own sake is not a good basis for

professional education: at this level it is a recipe for

triviality and irrelevance." Within the fra mewo rk of a

professional education course a subject gains its meaning and

significance from its structural relationships with othe r

subjects; on its own a subject has little or no signi ficance or

meaning, for significance or meaning can only arise from the

context in which it is embedded. Problems related to education
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seldom , if ever, appear in a way that the insights de r ived fro m

anyone discipline will be sufficient to reach a satisfacto r y

solution.

This suggests the need for specialists to collaborate in their

work. Accordingly, compliance with the tradition of equating

university education with the completion of a certain number

of isolated courses would appear to be one characteristic within

University culture that the Faculty should eschew since it

inhibits substantive reform of the pre-service teacher education

cu rriculum.

The proble ms associated with a fragmented curriculum and the wa y

it impacts negatively on Faculty work by precluding an y

intellectual coherence that ties professional education togethe r

are issues that need to be urgently addressed and resolved.

3.4 CONCLUSION

In the previous chapter three models of teacher education were

identified : the applied-science, the interpretive and the

transformative.

Survey findings suggest that teacher preparation in the Faculty,

with its proclivity towards a technocratic rationalit y and

pedagogic instrumentality, approximates to the appli ed-scie nc e

model of teacher education. If cognizance is tak en of the

transformation that the Universit y of Durban-Westville is

undergoing at present, the relevance of that mo d e l of teache r

education to the wider constitue nc y that the Faculty now serves

is open to serious question.

Arising out of the above problem, other major curriculum i s s u e s

the Faculty will have to question include the relevance of the

course content to the educational needs of prospective teachers,
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on

oflackin a

factors impact

resulting

these

the fragmentation of the curriculum

intellectual coherence and the way

students' perceptions of the cu rriculum.

All of these issues in

of structures that

turn point to the need for the

will enable the Facult y to

creation

s et i t s

educational discourse in a context that involves staff and

students. There is also the perceived need expressed b y several

membe rs of the lecturing staff for structures that will

initiate and maintain contact with the wider communit y. It would

appear that "the meaningful pursuit of education-related studies

( wi l l have to move ) dramatically from the seclusion of aca d emi a

into the sound and fury of the communit y-at-Ia rge "

( S t e i n b e r g , 1987 57) .

Such a situation

programme will

will ensure that

resonate with the

the teacher

lecturers'

preparation

oft-de cla r ed

laudator y objective of devising curricula fo r p rofessional

practitioners who can understand the de mands of schooling and _

education in the context of a societ y in t rans it ion to a

post-apartheid South Africa. These initiative s mus t,

logically, be preceded by the formulation of some axiological

framework within which the aims of teacher education in th e

Facult y can be clearly articulated.

A careful consideration of the analys is unde rtaken in t hi s

chapte r, provides adequate evidence to postulate tentati vel y

that a fundamental reconceptualization of the teacher e d u c a t i o n

cur riculum of the Faculty has become apparent. In orde r to

substantiate this observation it is necessar y to consid e r

further ev idence. Accordingl y , the next chapter will ex a min e

the structure and content of the curr iculum offered b y t he

Facult y.
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NOTES

1. For a reasoned critique of this view see Barrow ( 19 8 4

41-46; 79-82 ).
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C HAP T E R F 0 U R

CURRICULUM IN CONTEXT

4.1 INTRODUCTION

In the previous chapter dealing with student and staff

perceptions of the curriculum it was found that teacher

preparation in the Faculty tended to endorse a techrocratic

rationality and a concomitant pedagogic instrumentalit y that was

largely congruent with the applied-science model of teacher

education. Further, it was tentatively postulated in that

chapter that given the transformation that the University of

Durban-Westville is undergoing at the moment, a

reconceptualization of teacher education has beco me necessary.

In order to establish whether the survey findings and inferences

drawn therefrom are justified, it is necessary to examine other

available evidence. This chapter, accordingly, reviews the

cou rse content and structure of the curriculum of the Faculty; it

examines, in particular, three major components of the

curriculum, namely: Educational Subjects, Professional (Method)

Subjects, and Teaching Practice.

Before, examining the course content and st ructure of the

curriculum it is necessary to make reference to the apartheid

policy of "separate development" in terms of which UDW was

established. Against this background the structural and

organisational aspects of the University are briefly exa mined,

with particular reference to the Faculty of Education. It i s

necessary to see the structural and socio-political contexts of

the present curriculum in historical perspective in order to ma k e

meangingful proposals for change; after all, cu r riculum and

context are mutually determining.
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4.2 THE POLICY OF APARTHEID

Apartheid both as ideological doctrine and practice is one of th e

most controversial racial policies in the world. Polit icall y and

socially, the ultimate goal of apartheid, as envisaged b y the

White South African government of the Nationalist Part y afte r its

election victory in 1948, was the total segregation and "separat e

development" of the statutoril y defined racial groups in thei r

own territories; economically, the rationale was to maximise

"development both for the sake of white prosperit y

material protection of White supremacy" (Johnston,

and fo r th e

1979 : 35 8 ).

It needs to be pointed out that the apa rtheid s yste m was no t a

set of ideas and practices that emerged suddenly after 1948 with

the victory of the Afrikaner Nationalists at the all-White

general election. On the contrary, it grew organicall y in the

changing context of South Africa: it built upon the s e gr e gat i on

order which had developed concomitantly with th e r a p i d

i n d u s t r i a l i s a t i o n of the countr y consequent upon the d is cove r y o f

gold and diamonds in the latter half of the nineteenth c entu r y.

The social system during the industrial per iod was strongl y

influenced by nascent forms of White domina tion and privileg e

that were discernible in pre-industrial South Africa.

Prio r to 194 8, although the segregation refer red to a b o v e wa s

dec idedly racial in characte r, it lacked an ove rall co nceptual

and legal framework of functional and geograph ic sepa ration. It

was permissive in practice, with prag matic adaptations and

exe mptions. Since 1948 , with the adoption of fo r mal apartheid

ideolog y, the racialisation of society was endorsed in a co mple x

and elaborate legal order "affec ting practicall y ev e r y facet of

political, social and econo mic l ife i n the c oun tr y " ( Fa i r an d

Davies, 1976 : 165 ). It needs to be e mphasized , how ev e r , t h a t a

sharp distinct ion should not be made between the tw o pe riod s

under consideration; the controls (some of which hav e rec entl y

been removed ) (1) governing South African society are essentiall y

an outgrowth of the controls that were put in force prior to

1948. When the Afrikaner National Part y ca me to powe r o n
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the platform of apartheid, previous trends in White thought and

policy were made more explicit. Nationalist rule in the period

since 1948 carried to its logical conclusion a basic programme

for the geographic segregation of races that had alread y been

initiated by previous White regimes. In Natal , for example ,

English segregationist practice which preceded apartheid we r e

identical (2) "in all but its codified and legalist ic featu res"

( Ada m and Giliomee, 1979: 24 ). The Nationalists merely closed

the remaining loopholes in the system and vastly enlarged the

bureaucracy used to administer the programme. Concomitantly , a

more elaborate and consistent ideology was promulgated i n o rde r

to justify racial discrimination. Thus from a h i stor y of

pragmatic racial segregation grew a policy of apartheid that

attempted to create vertically separate ethnic societies i n which

horizontal contact would (in theory ) be reduced to a minimum and

each society identified within its own territor y. This wa s

classic apartheid, combining as it did two ideological the mes of

White supremacy :

"The main thrust was 'segregation as domination' , wh ich

insisted on White domination and the exclusion of

Blacks. The second theme was 'segregation as

trusteeship', which purpo rted to reject the opp ress ion

and exploitation of Blacks s ince the y would supposedl y

be given the opportunit y to express the mselves with in

their own areas and co mmunities . Although the polic y

of apartheid was based on both these themes, it was

also different. Drawing on the Afrikaners' own ethni c

mobilisaiton, apartheid ideologues projected on the

other groups similar ethnic and nationali st

aspirations. Helping others to r e a l iz e t h e se

aspirations was a justification for depr i v ing the m of

political rights in the white political s ys te m"

( Gi l i o me e and Schlemmer, 1989 : 35 ).
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Translated into practice the classic apartheid system comprised

three main elements (Giliomee and Schlemmer, 1989 64 ).

Briefly, these were

(1) Political control and privilege: an all-White parliament,

quasi-independent so-called homelands for Africans, and

racially discriminatory spending on social welfa re.

(2) Labour legislation influx control and other forms of

regulating African labour.

( 3) Communal apartheid: statutory race classification, group

areas (separate residential and business areas for the

exclusive ownership and occupation of each racial group ),

separate amenities, and separate education at p rimar y,

secondary and tertiary levels.

Of particular relevance to this study is the policy of communal

apartheid, providing as it did the basis of segregated

education. The underlying philosophy of communal apartheid was

that White domination had to be statutorily safeguarded,

promoted and maintained to ensure the survival of Whites a n d of

Afrikaners in particular; hence the need for statuto r y race

classification which had to be further reinforced by segregated

residential areas and by an education system which would ma k e

the various Blacks identify with their own communities. Such a

communal basis was regarded as a prerequisite for eliminating

competition and conflict between Blacks and Whites in a co mmon

system.

Over the years, the implementation of communal apartheid

measures led to South Africa's increasing internation al

isolation. The outside world looked upon apartheid as an

egregious violation of basic human rights. Foreign pressu re

came from many sides and assumed many different fo r ms. It began

in the fields of international sport and diplomatic r e l a ti o n s in

the 1960s and e ventually led to the introduction of economic

sanctions by the West. Such deterioration in international

relationships presaged a shift away from classic apartheid.
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Internally , the elements that gave impetus to . this process

included the fiscal crisis of the State, the White

demographic decline and rising Black militancy. Thus

inexorable pressures from home and abroad pointed to the

necessity for changes in communal apartheid. Steps were

consequently taken to introduce reform measures ai med at curbing

but, significantly, not eliminating, White exclusivity and

privilege.

This ushered in a period of what has been call ed

reform-apartheid (Giliomee and Schlemmer , 1989 ) during the 1970 5

and 1980s. Briefly , some of the reform-apartheid me a s u r e s

include the removal of segregated entrances, lifts, toilets and

waiting-rooms; the desegregation of some parks, beache s,

libraries, theatres, buses and trains. Over the y e ar s, th e

government tolerated the emergence of mixed residential a reas in

and in 1988 approved the principle ofsome of the major cities,

free settlement areas. This was followed in 1991 b y the

abolition of the Group Areas Act and the Population Reg ist ration

Act . Of particular relevance to this study is the

reform-apartheid measure permitting desegregation in universit y

education; it restored to universities the right to admit

students on a non-racial basis.

In spite of the aforementioned reform-aparthe id me a s ur e s, it

would be wrong to conclude that South Af rica has entered the
post-apartheid era. At least twent y two r a c i a l laws and

hundreds of by-laws and prov incial ordinances mu s t be a mended o r

scrapped before apartheid is re moved fro m the statute book s
( We e k l y Mail, August 23-29, 199 1 13 ). In view of th is , an y

notion of a swift transformation of society to a non- racial

democracy is over-ambitious and somewhat simplistic.

The foregoing has dealt with selected aspects of the polic y of

apartheid; reference was made , in particular, to com munal
apartheid because of the relevance of this ele ment to the

present study. The necessa ril y brief anal ysis was

provide a framework with in wh ich the origin of
intended to

UDW and its
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development during the periods of classic apartheid and reform

apartheid may be analysed and assessed. Although this study is

focused on the Faculty of Education, it is nevertheless

necessary to see the work of the Faculty in the historical

context of segregated University education. It is with a

consideration of this aspect that the next section will be

concerned.

4.3 THE UNIVERSITY OF DURBAN-WESTVILLE AND SEPARATE EDUCATION

4.3.1 The Establishment of UDW

The University College, Durban (later the Univer sity of

Durban-Westivlle) was established in the era of cl assic

apartheid in November 1960 by the Minister of Education, Arts

and Science under the ironically titled Extension of the

University Act (Act No. 45 of 1959) "for the purpose of

providing University training for Indian students" (Prospectus,

1961 : 4). Thus UDW as an integral part of a separate

educational system fitted neatly into the apartheid mo d e l of

society.

Segregated education provided the ideological justification for

communal apartheid. When introducing the "Sepa rate

Universities" Bill in 1959, the Minister of Education

articulated the underlying philosophy as follows

development"The Government's policy of separate

requires that non-Whites should be given every
opportunity to develop as individuals and for

development as separate communities. If it is to be a

balanced development, separate developm ent de mands

that every individual national unit should p roduce

from its own ranks , the necessary leaders, thinkers,

educationists, professional and technical people

Every national group •.. should have its own schools and

its own university or universities... that not onl y
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the focal point of its pride and self-estee m.

a means to educate the communit y in the true

meaning and value of university training as such" ().

What is clear from the above statement is the conviction that

the preservation of ethnic identity - a fundamental featu re of

communal apartheid - is one of the main functions of education.

Therefore, Oosthuizen (1981 17 ) seems to miss a basic po int

when he writes that "it is unfortunate that ethnicity pla yed

such a predominant

established."

role when Black universities were

In fact, ethnic ity has always played a predominant role in th e

provision of university education for Blacks even in the era of

prag matic segregation. Prior to 1959, the so-called "op en"

Universities of Cape Town and Witwatersrand admitted Blacks on a

limited scale. The University of Fort Hare ( wh i c h was

established in 1916 as the South African Native College ) wa s

allowed to admit, as a matter of government policy , not more

than fifteen per cent from groups other than African. At the

University of Natal part-time classes were started in 1936 on a

racially segregated basis. The Universities of Cape Town,

Witwatersrand and Rhodes "did not include an y reference to

ad mission of students on the grounds of race or colour in their

charter, but various subterfuges were used to exclude people of

colour in the period prior to 1959" ( Be h r , 19 8 8 18 5 ). The se

English-language universities very much reflected the prejudices

of the society to which they belonged. Brookes ( 19 6 6 7 7 ). fo r

instance, in referring to the blatantl y racial admission

policies of the University of Natal apologetically observ es that

it "was regrettable that what was given to the non-Eu ropean was

given sometimes with hesitation and reservation" and vindicated

the University on the grounds that "European students i n Durban

have so meti mes not welcomed full integration in pr acti ce,

and the Council had to bear European public opinion in mind, so

that integration has not always been eas y."
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it would not be unfair to characterize

the strong reaction of the English-medium universities to the

"Separate Universities" Act (4) as mere tokenis m, borde ring on

hypocrisy. Far from being actuated by altru istic motives it was

merely a sop to international opinion that was condemnatory of

the Act as utterly contradictory to the concep t of a

university and a violation of those principles la id dow n in the

United Nations Declaration of Human Rights . The so-called

protest by the English-medium universities was little more than

an expedient public relations exercise. They could then go on

reco rd as defenders of human rights and academic freedo m without

having to translate such ideals into practice.

The purpose of the above observation is to point out that as i n

other spheres of life the Blacks we re alwa ys disc ri minat ed

against when it came to the provision of unive rsit y e d u c a t i o n .

It made little difference whether racial discrimination st e mmed

from the policy of "pragmatic" segregation pr io r to 19 48 o r

classic apartheid (under Afrikaner Nationalist r u l e)

university education was offered in a context which mos t Bla ck s ,

in principle, rejected.

Not surprisingly, UDW had inauspicious beginn ings. When th e

intention to establish the Unive rsit y was announced b y t he

government , a large section of th e Indian l e a d e r s h i p and t he

wider community representing over fifty political, educational ,

social, cultural and religious organisations convened a meet ing

in December 1960, rejecting the idea of a "t ribal" u ni ve rs it y

which was seen as a product of

apartheid.
the polic y and ideolog y o f

The establishment of UDW , and other ethnic Uni v ersit ies (5),

introduced two new principles into existing u n ive r s it y p ract ic e:

( 1) It created State-controlled universities alongsid e ex i s ti ng

State-aided universities.
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(2) It deprived universities of the right to accept or reject

students for admission. Thus South Africa became the first

and only country in the world to statutorily prohibit the

admission of students to universities on the grounds of

race.

But contrary to the expectations of the authorities, the Black

campuses over the years became significant terrains of struggle

between the dominant and dominated groups in South African

society.

A useful

This point will be illustrated with reference to UDW.

From state control to autonomy

framework within which the dynamics of the nature and

function of universities, more particularly ethnic unive rsities ,

can be analysed has been provided by de Clercq ( 99 1 ) .

According to de Clercq, "universities mediate and operate in a

web of complex and contradictory social relations that belong to

different terrains of struggle" ( I b i d 51 ). She identifies two

the externallevels of struggle

external terrain refers

and the

to the wider social,

internal.

political,

Th e

and

economic context out of which universities evolve; within thi s

context there are different social forces that vie for power and

influence. The internal terrain refers to the institutional

forces i n s i d e the universities , whose agents a re s t u d e n t s,

lecturers and administration officials. It is the dialecti cal

relationship between the external social forces and the i n t er na l

institutional forces that has a significant

character and functioning of universities.

influence on th e

The nature and

dynamics of the struggle can be seen in the context of UDW.

As a State-controlled institution, UDW began under the tutelag e

of UNISA i n a context in which the influence of Afr i k aner

acade mics was predo minant. In this regard Behr ( 1988 194 )

observes that the decision of the English-medium unive rsit ies to

dissociate themselves from ethnic universities "ga ve Af rikane r

inst itut ions and to

academics free rein to take up teaching posts in these

imbue students there with insular Christian
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National philosophy" (6), and thereby

students at the time of insights into

tradition of the non-Afrikaner academe."

"deprived non-White

the great liberal

There may, indeed, be some validity to this viewpoint but it is

doubtful whether English academics of liberal persuasion would

have been appointed at UDW in the early years anyway. It is

generally acknowledged that the establishment of ethnic

universities had a double agenda. The overt intention was to

provide the statutorily defined race groups with "separate but

equal" opportunities, consistent with the policy of communal

apartheid. Its hidden agenda was one of constructing and

disseminating a set of beliefs and values through its curriculum

and teaching that would enhance the process of reproducing the

intellectual cadres of apartheid. It is appropriate at this

stage to refer to the crucial role played by the Afrikaner

Broederbond in the pursuit of that objective.

Started in 1918, the Broederbond, a secret Afrikaner

organisation comprising clergymen, academics, farme rs,

professionals and politicians, dedicated itself to the cause of

Afrikaner domination. By the late 1970s its members occupied

virtually all top positions in the political, civil service and

educational hierarchies. At one stage, it was observed that the

"South African Government is the Broederbond and the

Broederbond is the Government" ( Wi l k i n s and Strydom, 197 8 1 ).

The Broederbond had a vested interest in the control of

education as part of its broader political agenda. Insofar as

Indian education was concerned the aim of the organisation was :

" the implementation of State policy through the

medium of education. For this it is indispensable that

the top structure of Indian education re mains fo r

considerable time in the hands of right-minded Whites"

(Wilkins and Strydom, 1978 : 160 ).
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It is thus no coincidence that the first Rector and the

Registrar of UDW were both members of the Broederbond, the

former having served on its Executive Council. Not

surprisingly, they imposed rigid controls in the

administration of the institution right from its inception.

Under "Regulations for Students" (Prospectus, 1962: 30 - 31)

one notes the following :

"No student shall become a member of any students'

organisation within or outside the University College

which has not been approved by the Council, and no

society or association shall be established at the

University College without the approval of the

the Council.

Approved students' committees may meet in terms

of the constitution of the body concerned and

no other meeting of students shall be held in

the precincts of the University College without

the aproval of the Rector.

No periodical, publication or pamphlet for which

students are wholly or partly responsible and no

notice or placard may be distributed or displayed

without the approval of the Rector.

No press statement may be

of or at the request of

permission of the Rector."

issued by or on behalf

the students without the

Official attitude towards student dress was also extremel y

rigid. The Rector required staff members "to warn students that

••. he would enter lecture rooms and request students who look ed

untidy to leave ••• He threatened to send administrative staff

to lectures to take the names of untidily dressed students while

lecturers, who were responsible for such matters, would have to

explain their failure to exclude such students from

classes" (7).
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Rigid controls also applied to members of the academic sta ff.

In spite of many requests for the relaxation of strict dress

codes, they were not permitted to wear safari suits. Staff

members were also subject to the same restriction s as students

in the matter of press statements. In 1971, for instance, the

question of racially discriminatory salaries was g iven much

prominence by a Sunday newspaper. The Recto r i mmed ia tel y

convened a meeting of all Indian members of staff, at which the y

were individually required to admit or deny responsiblity fo r

the article in question. It is significant that he at no ti me

addressed the issue that prompted the article in the fi r st

place; to have done so would have been tantamount to giv ing

symbolic and practical exp ression to equalit y between th e

" races ", which would be counter to the tenets of clas s i c

apartheid. In this regar~ the Rector appeared to have the

support of the White staff. When the question of salaries was

discussed at a university staff me e t i ng in 1971, mo s t of th e

Whites voted against the principle of equality of s ala ries. I t

was evident that at the time most of the White academ i cs we r e

e mplo yed, at least in part, for their political lo yalt y.

It was partly because of this support that top administration

was able to adopt a form of authoritarian and centralised r u l e .

A more important factor, howeve r, was the degree of

accountability that these officials had in r e l a t i o n to the

dominant and dominated groups of the wider societ y. It wa s
clear that the balance of external social fo rc es wit hi n which

UDW was located at the time was overwhel mingly in fa vou r of the

dominant interest groups.

agents that constituted the

In this context , of t h e thr e e ma i n

internal institutional fo rc es

students, lecturers , and administ ration official s - th e lat t e r

were accordingl y able to dictate their decision s to un i ve rs it y

members. Thus universit y structures while givin g t h e a p p e aran ce

of being open were in fact ope rating in a v e ry c l ose d an d

autocratic manner. The Co u n c i l, the highest gove rning bod y o f

the University , had a succession of Chairmen who we re

Broederbonders. Although all acade mics from about 19 70 onwa rd s

were emplo yed b y and answerable to Council , the fac t that the
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Counc il was under the control o f agents of aparthe id me a n t

that , i n ef fect, staff members were con t rolled in much the same

wa y as civil servants. In 1972 , for instance, a p rofesso r o f

law was dism issed because the authorit ies cons ide red h i m to be

too radical.

In te rms of react ion to cont rols imposed by authorit ies , it was

implied in a previous paragraph that the at titude of mo s t Wh it e

academics was largely pro-establishment. Insofar as Ind ia n

academics are concerned it is necessary to me n t i o n tha t most o f

them initiall y boycotted the universit y. As stated earlie r , the

Unive rsit y was seen as an extension of the ideological st at e

apparatus to promote the polic y of aparthe id and "s epa ra t e

development". Over the y e ar s this attitude was see n a s b e i ng

somewhat reductionist in natu re and the bo yco tt tac ti c wa s

gradua ll y abandoned; the University was seen as an i mporta n t

ter rain fo r educat ional and political interven t ion . The se

p rog ressi ve acade mics, however , we re not always succes s ful in

explo iting t h e educat ional and political spaces exi s t ing i n UDW.

Th e attitudes o f some Indian academics did not help ei t her;

the re were some who will ingly co mpl ied and appea r ed t o ha v e no

in clud ed one se nio r Indian acad e mic who ,

res ervat ions about their allegiance. In this catego r y may b e

on the occasio n of t he

o ff ic ial open ing of the new UDW campu s in 197 2 ,

re ma r k e d
syc o p h an ti c a l ly

" Th e J apa n es e h ave thei r o wn un i v e r si t y an d
the Chi n es e hav e the i r s . So I do n 't se e wh y the

Ind ians ca n't ha v e the i r own universi ty."

He was p rob a bl y one wh om th e Bro ed e rbo nd mi g h t h a v e referre d to

a s a "r ight-minded" pe r son .

Anot he r fact or tha t h a mpe r e d t h e wo rk o f progressive acade mics

was th e internal institutional con straints which

education in South Af ric a.

mi l i t a t e d against the
exi st ing

non -rac i al

t og eth e r with

aro und UDW a t th at ti me

democratic .af or

fo rces

st rug gle

socialexternalt he
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But the control and hegemon y exercised by the do minant interest

groups in society are seldo m total and absolut e ( e . g .. Gi roux.

19 83; Aronowitz and Giroux, 1985 ). The attempts of th e do minant

groups to prescribe the various functions and goal s of UDW me t

with resistance from the student body. Students bore th e full

brunt of the government's security apparatus helicopte r

surveillance of campus, armoured vehicles, truncheon attacks,

teargassing, arrests and detentions were the order of the day.

For their part, the authorities responded by expelling alleged

ringleaders, closing down the University or suspending classes.

These happenings characterized campus life for most of its earl y

history.

Given the balance of social forces referred to above, the

boycotts did not change the character and direction of the

University in any significant way; that was to come later

Nevertheless, student boycotts played an important part in

shaping popular democratic struggles to liberate education from

the shackles of hegemonic control. In that context UDW became

an important site of struggle and contestation within the

parameters of the extra-parliamentary liberation movement.

In subsequent years, reform-apartheid measures introduced in the

1970s led inexorably to incipient change in the balance of

external social forces following various political reforms which

were ushered in after 2 February 1990. These reform measure s

impacted significantly on the nature of UDW. In addition to the

appointment of a progressive academic as Rector, a nu mber of

other recent developments are worthy of mention

"An independent SRC was recognised in 1979; the

University was granted autonomy in 1983; and gradually

more liberal and younger members of staff of all racial

groups were appointed. In 1986, the Council recognised

the Combined Staff Association ( COMSA) . In 198 8 a new,
chancellor, ••• a highly respected judge with a visible

human rights profile, and a relatively more liberal and
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progressive Council, were appointed. Dramatic shifts

also occurred in student enrolment patterns, throwing

into sharp focus the contradictory idea of a university

primarily for Indians. African student numbe rs rose

from zero in 1977 to 436 in 1986 and to nearly 3000

this year. Today 34 per cent of

is African, 59 per cent Indian,

per cent Coloured. UDW is

racially-integrated campuses in

likely to become one of the

our student population

5 per cent White and 2

one of the most

this country and is

first South African

universities

profile"(8).

to approximate South Africa's demographic

The foregoing account, focusing on selected aspects pertaining

to the nature and functioning of UDW in an apartheid societ y,

sets the backdrop for an examination of the fo rm and structure

of the curriculum offered by the Faculty of Education.

4.4 THE FACULTY OF EDUCATION

PERSPECTIVE

CURRICULUM ISSUES IN HISTORICAL

Before discussing the curriculum the Facult y teaches , it will be

necessar y, as a point of depa rture, to refer to ce rtain

historical and structural factors that have had a bearing on th e

context within which the Facult y now functions.

4 • 4 • 1 Historical Perspective

The Facult y began in 1962 as a small Department within the

Faculty of Arts, with a staff of five, under the ausp ices of

UNISA. It had to prepa re students for education d iplo mas of

that Universit y. Accordingly, UNISA determined s yllab i, set

examinations and maintained standards ,

which there could be no deviation.

establishing nor ms fr om

In addition a number of init ial teacher educatio n courses ,
different from those of UNISA, were offered to students who had

obtained a senior certificate without matriculation exe mption.
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The introduction of these courses was significant insofar as it

helped to boost student numbers and thereby ensure the survival

of the Department. Lecturing responsibility pertaining to both

in-house and UNISA courses was quite arbitraril y shared

irrespective of the academic qualifications of the lectur e r s

concerned. ( Th i s element of arbitrariness has been a f e a t ur e of

Faculty life during much of its existence.)

When the Department of Education acquired Faculty statu s in

1966, its academic staff had increased almost six-fold to

t we n t y - n i n e members, co mprising twenty-three Whites ( a t least

one of whom was a prominent Broederbonder ) and six Indian s ;

academically , fifteen of the Whites had a UNISA background. A

number of the lecturers were poorly qualified for work at t h e

tertiary level. They included retired inspectors of education

and several wives of professors in other depart ments of th e

University. By the end of the first decade a second pro fesso r

was appointed; he was a Broederbonde r, formerl y on the st a f f of

UNI SA. It needs to be mentioned that while the fi rst p rofes so r

in the Faculty ( a p p o i n t e d in 1964 ) was not a membe r of th e

Broederbond, he was nevertheless an ambivalent f igure.

The above observations are made to highlight two point s the

preponderance of Whites in a government-creat ed Indian

universit y and their biased a cade mic backg round. If thes e t wo

points are seen together with the UNISA tutelag e , r e ferr e d to

earlier, then it is not unreasonable to conclude that the

intellectual environment of UNISA, with its Ch ristian Nat ional
Philosophy and concomitant Fundamental Pedagogi c s. wa s
reproduced in the Facult y. As such it was Afrikan er-controlled

in terms of educational content and reproduction of do mi n a n t

The Facult y was thus nothing mo r e th a n a glo rif i e dideolog y.

t ra ining college in which students we re e xpo s ed t o a
one-dimensional view of teacher education. Much of th e
content of the pre-service curriculum was do minated b y th e

writings of one professor in the Faculty, who p roduced books

and monographs on a variety of subjects including histo ry of

education , ps ycholog y of education, and teaching me t h o d, all of
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which were autocratlcally prescribed. So complete was his

control that on one occasion he threatened to dismiss a staff

me mber who had the temerity to prescribe other works to his

students. It is necessary to mention that the research of the

professor in question was dominated by an empirical-anal ytical

enquiry orientation. If to this context we add other presc ribed

books (on philosophy and moral and civic education ) written b y

"Broederbond" professors in the Faculty books that we re

straight out of the Fundamental Pedagogics stable - it will be

app reciated that the supreme model of teacher education in the

Faculty was the applied-science model with heav y e mphasis on

training in basic skills. As the analysis in Chapte r Two

clearly emphasized it is a teacher education model supporti ve of

the status quo. This helped to consolidate the hegemonic cont rol

of apartheid ideologues.

In order to maintain control , the appointment of "right-minded"

White staff was crucial. For several y e a r s , the issue of

appointment and promotion of academics was mu c h debated,

especially among Indian members. This is not to suggest that

Indian members were endorsing racism in reverse. In this regard

it is interesting to note that the principle of separate

development required that the control of ethnic universities

would eventually be transferred to the communities th e y se rv ed.

It was explicitly stated that where possible acade mi c s belongin g

to a particular ethnic group should be emplo yed. This p r inciple

was honoured more in breach than in observance. It wa s evident

that the apartheid ideologues used a number of subte r fug e s to

maintain control over the direct ion of the Unive rs it y. What th e

Indian academics objected to was the nepotism and the r a cism

that manifested themselves as an inevitable consequence of such

"job reservation". In this context, Oosthuizen's (1 98 1 63)
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apologia is quite surprising

"Although the policy makers placed strong emphasi s on

Indian self-development at the Universit y , many in the

communit y expressed fears of discrimination, especiall y

in staff affairs. As far as appoint ments were

concerned,such fears were unjustified ( e mph a s is added ).

Table 4.1 shows that such an observation is demonstrabl y unt rue.

It can be seen that Whites appear to have received f a v o u r e d

treatment both in terms of appointment and promotion. Ano mal ies

in promotion have been a contentious issue for a nu mbe r of y e ars

since Indian academics had been given few p ro motiona l

opportunities. Thus after two decades nearly sevent y fi ve pe r

cent of Faculty staff were White and the heads of all fi ve

departments were White professors.

This situation underwent change i n subsequent y e ar s as an

increasing number of Indian academics were appointed. At the

ti me of writing the ratio in respect of White Indian staff i s

almost the exact opposite of the situation in 19 66 having

changed in percentage terms from 67:33 to 39 :61. It needs to b e

emphasized that in recent years appointments have been ma d e on a

non-racial basis, although affirmative action mi g h t ha ve pla yed

a pa rt in some instances.

Thus far only passing referenc e has be en ma d e to the existence

of departments in the Facult y. It is necessa r y to elaborate on

this particular aspect especially in view of the negative way it

appears to have affected curriculum develop ment .

4. 4. 2 Depa rt ments in the Facult y

In 1971 four departments, based on the UNISA model, we re

established within the Facult y ( s e e Table 4.2 ). Th e

thirty-eight staff members were quite arbitraril y assigned to

the various departments. For instance , lectu rers specialising
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TABLE 4.1

FACULTY OF EDUCATION STAFF COMPOSI TION

~
ASSOC . SENIOR JUNIOR

YEAR PROF. PROF. LECT. LECT. LECT. TOTAL %
"RACE"

W * 1 - 3 4 - 8 67
1966 I .... .... 1 3 4 33~ ~ - - -

Tota l 1 - 4 7 - 12 100

W 2 - 4 17 - 23 79
1967 I - - 1 5 - 6 21

Tot a l 2 - 5 22 - 29 100

W 2 - 6 12 - 20 67
1971 I - - 1 8 1 10 33

Total 2 - 7 20 1 30 100

W 5 - 7 21 1 34 72
1979 I - 1 4 5 3 13 28

Tot a l 5 1 11 26 4 47 100

W 2 - 3 12 2 19 50
1990 I 2 - 3 12 2 19 50

Total 4 - 6 24 4 38 100

W 1 - 2 7 2 12 39
1991 I 2 - 4 12 1 19 61

Total 3 - 6 19 3 31 100

* W WHI TE

INDIAN Sour ce . . UDW Ca l endars .



TABLE 4.2

DEPARTMENTS I N THE FACULTY. SHOWI NG CHANGES I N NOMENCLATURE
._ - -- ,---- _ ._-_._---- - --- -

1971 1974 1975 1983 1984 1991

--

1. Empirical Educ . Empirical, Ps ycho l ogy Psy chology
a nd Specia l and No Change of No Change (1) of

Orthopedagogics Remedial Educ . Education Education

2 . History of Educ . h
Compo Educ . and No Cha nge No Change No Change Foundations Foundations
Admin . of Educ .

~
of (2 ) of

3 . Philosophy Philos ophy Education Education
of No Change & Sociology No Change

Education of Educ . )

4 . Didact ics Methodology of ~Gene ra l (3 ) Curriculum
and Educ . Education &

DOd 0 ./

Di dac t ics Studies
Technology Educ. Techno- No Cha nge 1 actlcs .. Applied (4) Applied

logy Didactics Curriculum
Studies

5 . - - Phys i ca l & Physical Becomes a Dept .
Aesthetic Educat ion No Change in Faculty of
EducaU.on Arts

\D
o
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who should have been located in the

Department of Didactics (as it was then called) were spread

throughout the four departments so as to give these departments

a semblance of viability in terms of staff numbers lecturers

specialising in Mathematics , Physical Science, Commerce and

Biology were located in the Department of Empirical Education;

those specalising in History, Geography and Latin in the

Department of History of Education; those specialising in

English and Afrikaans were in the Department of Didactics; while

lecturers in Physical Education were in the Depart ment of

Philosophy. Some might find this arbitrary distribution of

staff ridiculous, but seemingly not the heads of the re spective

in 1975, the head of the Department of Histor y

departments.

emphasized when,

In fact, this ridiculousness was further

of Education, Comparative Education and Eductional

Administration quite arbitrarily swopped chairs with the head of

the Department of Philosophy and Sociology of Education; the

lecturers concerned were obliged to follow their respective

leaders.

The continual re-allocation of lecturers and the continual and

inconsequential name-changes to departments (see Table 4 • 2 )

reached embarrassing proportions in 1983 with a skewed

distribution of staff. Of the five departments ( t h e fifth
department Physical and Aesthetic Education - was created in

1975 ), four had between them fifteen lecturers. Of this nu mber

two academics (both of them with the rank of lectur er ) comprised

the sum total of the staff of the Department of Histor y ,

Comparative Education and Administration of Education. On th e
other hand, the Department of Didactics found itself with no

fewer than twenty lecturers. Thus nearly two decades after its
establishment,

direction.

the Faculty had still not found a s ense of

In 1984 there were certain developments in the Faculty that h ad

implications for its departmental structure. Briefly, it was a

case of campus politics involving two heads of department, the

one White the other Indian, and their respective access to
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institutional sources of power. The dispute was finall y

resolved with the amalgmation of two departments the

Department of History of Education, Comparative Education and

Administration of Education and the Department of Philosophy and

Sociology of Education - into a single department r e n a me d

the Department of Foundations of Educatio n. The Ind i an

acade mic lost the headship of his department as a result of thi s

restructuring and subsequently resigned. The new department,

with its vast range of sub-disciplines, is probably the onl y one

of its kind in any university in the world. Not surpris ingl y,

it has to date not been possible to find an acade mic posses sed

of such omniscience to occupy the chair!

As a result of the amalmagation of the afore ment ioned two

departments into one, it bec~me possible to split the Depa rtm ent

of Didactics into two - General Didactics and Applied Didact ic s.

Offic ially, the decision was taken on the g rou nds of

administrative convenience, in view of the fact that th e

Department contained twenty of the thirty-five members who

constituted the Faculty. But some lecturers in the Fa cult y had

serious reservations, arguing that this decision had not bee n

based on sound educational principles.

The re we re further changes in 1 990.

Education mo ved to the Facult y

The Depa rt ment of Ph ys i c al

of Arts fo r pu rposes of

It still offe rs

administative efficiency

students in that Faculty.

since most of it s wo rk

ph ysical

i n v o l v e d

e d u c a tion

cou rses to p rospective teache rs. In the same ye ar, th e na me ,

"Didactics" , was shed by the two departments, which ar e now

called the Depa rtment of Cur r iculum Studies and th e Depa rt ment

of Applied Cur riculum Studies. It was a rgued that " Di d a c tic s " a s

used in South Af rica, mo r e pa rticularl y in Af rikaan s-m ed iu m

universities , was firmly linked with ma j or philosophical t r en d s

embodied in Fundamental Pedagog ics. As such it was r a t her

limited in breadth and depth of application, be ing con c e rn ed

p rimarily with didactic practices at schools. It was furthe r

a rgued that the approach adopted in the Facult y is dif fe r ent

insofar as the interpretation and analysis of teaching is set in
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a wider context which includes various ideological points of

view. An in-depth study of teaching , therefore , requires an

understanding of the nature of knowledge, of the learner and of

society. Whether this argument is mere rhetoric o r whether it

reflects the nature of work in the Facult y is a question that

has to be addressed. Based on the evidence examined thus far it

would appear that it is a declaration of i n t e n t ra the r than a

description of actual practice. The final answer must awa it

further evidence which will be provided by an examination of the

form and content of the cur r iculum the Faculty teaches; thi s

task will be undertaken in the next section. Before doing so,

some comment on the courses that the Facult y has offe r ed ove r

the years is necessary since it is an importan t s tr u c t ur a l

factor in the context in which the Faculty functions.

4.4.3 Courses offered by the Faculty

During the first decade the Facult y was unde r the tu telage of

UNISA, as mentioned earlier. It prepared students ( wh o had

Matriculation with exemption ) for UNISA diplomas. In addi tion

it offered a number of initial courses of its own for students

with Senior Certificates without Matriculation exemption. There

were at lest six such courses, varying in du ration f ro m o ne to

three y e a r s, leading up to Certificates o r Diplomas suitable fo r

teaching at the Senior Primary ( S t d s 2-4 ) or Junio r Secondar y

( S t d s 5-7 ) levels.

It may be argued that the proliferat ion of these cou rses was

necessitated by develop ments i n Indian educat ion at the ti me.

In 1966, Indian schools were removed from provincial control and

placed under an "own affairs" Department o f "Indian" Ed uc a ti o n .

With this development arose the need for more teache rs. In that

context the Faculty played an important role in mee t i n g the

increasing demand for teachers.

Nevertheless, it is equall y true that the su rvi val of the

Facult y was a strong motivating factor and in the pursu it of

this objective the Faculty become a training college in the
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pejorative sense of the term. Cou rse content was offe red

disc retely and not contextuall y. and lecturers generall y wo rked

in isolation with little meaningful communication in ma t t er s

pertaining to the curriculum. Perhaps because of their

relatively poor academic background the lecturers found such an

arrangement convenient and non-threatening. Th i s patte rn

became consolidated over the years with the result that e v e n to

this day lecturers in the Faculty work in isolation. Another

factor that impacted negatively on the Faculty needs to be

mentioned. The nature of the work done in the ea rl y da ys

together with the quality of some of the academics appointed

cont ributed in no small measure to the poor image of the Facul t y

in the context of the University.

The nature of curriculum development in the Facult y in the

following decade did little to improve that image. It was in

1971 that the University College received academic autono my and

became UDW. Guidance and assistance was then given indirectl y

b y UNISA and the Faculty was free to design its own cou r s e s.

During this period the Faculty registered tre mendous growth in

quantitative terms. Four departments were established in 1971

( a s indicated earlier), the staff had increased almost five-fold

fro m eleven in 1966 to about fifty in 1980, all one- y ea r and

two- year initial teacher education courses were phased out ( a s a

result of the introduction of a th ree-year mi n im um qualif icatio n

requirement by the Department of "Indian" Education ) and a

number of undergraduate courses catering both for matriculants

and senio r certificate holders were introduced i n th ei r pl a ce.

Much time and energ y was expended in planning and teach ing th e s e

courses. all of which, strictly speaking , belonged in a coll eg e

of education. Eventually, these courses were rationalis ed and

consolidated into two diplo mas for teache r s at the

senior-primary and junior-seconda r y levels re sp ect ivel y. Dur in g

the same period the Bachelor of Paedagogics deg ree was added to

these two new undergraduate diplomas and the e x isting

post-graduate diploma. Further, seven diplomas were int roduc ed
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on the basis of part-time study for qualified teachers wishing

to specialize in the following

counselling, hearing impairment, remedial

areas

education,

school

special

education,

economics.

physiotheraphy, resource centre management, and home

Thus by the end of the second decade the Faculty was

offering no fewer than eleven diplomas (four initial and seven

specialized) which at the time was probably a record for any

university in the country.

A number of these diplomas, more particularly the specialized

diplomas, were poorly conceptualized with much emphasis on

structure and relatively little on course content. Neither was

much attention given to the availability of suitably qualified

academic staff. Characteristically, lecturing responsibilities

were arbitrarily allocated and some staff members carried

untenable loads.

Not surprisingly, in the decade of the eighties most of these

courses were discontinued. Today the Faculty offers four

three specialized diplomas education,diplomas

remedial education and

(in special

resource centre management) on a

two-year, part-time basis for qualified teachers, and one

post-graduate diploma for pre-service teachers - the Higher

Diploma in Education (HDE). It is with an examinaton of this

diploma that the next section will be concerned. As stated in

an earlier chapter, the HDE course per se is not the concern of

this research; rather the course is of relevance only insofar as

an analysis of its structure and content can afford insights

into the nature of the pre-service teacher programme

Faculty offers.
that the

4.5 FORM AND CONTENT OF THE PRE-SERVICE TEACHER EDUCATION

CURRICULUM

The HDE course comprises three basic components Education

Subjects, Professional (Method ) Subjects and Teaching Practice;

there are two ancillary subjects : English Usage and Afrikaans

Usage (which is optional).
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The number of students doing Afrikaans Usage has dwindled

progressively over the years and the subject is likel y to be

phased out in the next few years. In effect , the structure of

the Diploma is as follows :

1. Princ iples of Education, comprising six sub-d isc iplines,

combined , for purposes of the final examination , i n t o

three papers, each of three-hours' duration:

(1) Philosophy and Sociology of Education

(2 ) Empirical Education and Curriculum Studies

( 3 ) History of Education and Educational Manage ment.

2 • Professional Subjects, comprising two areas

specialization and a final examination of two papers,

of three hours' duration: e.g.,

of

each

( 1) Special Method

( 2) Special Method

History

English

3 . Ancillar y Subjects, comprising one th ree-hou r p ap e r in

English Usage.

4 Teaching Practice, comprising two components

( 1) Campus-based Teaching Practice

(2 ) School-based Teaching Practice.

Thus, the HDE student in the Facult y has to pa ss a final

examination of six three-hour written papers comprising thre e

in the sub-disciplines of Education, two in a reas of teaching

specialities, and a paper in English Usage; Teaching P ractic e ,

comprising two components , evaluated on a continuous basis.

English Usage , which includes a "Speech" component ( r e f e r r e d t o

in Chapter Three ) has evol ved from Speech Training and has

survived as part of the curriculum for thi rty y e a r s . The

relevance of the subject to the changing constituenc y the

FaCUlt y now serves needs to be re-assessed.
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TABLE 4.3

STRUCTURE OF HDE COURSE, 1966

Principal Subjects

1. Philosophy of Education.

2. Empirical Education.

3. History of Education.

4. Method and Administration of Education.

5. and 6. Method of Teaching two principal subjects in
Secondary School.

7. and 8 . Practical Teaching Tests in each of the two
principal teaching subjects.

Ancillary Subjects

9. Speech Training.

10. Blackboard work.

11. School Librarianship.

12. First Aid and School Hygien e.

Official Languages

13. and 14. A written oral and pract i cal test i n each
of the two official languages. However , students
who have not studied both English and Afrikaan s a t
school, may offer only one language fo r examination
purposes.

Source Uni versit y Col l ege Durban.
Calendar , 1966 : 43
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It is interesting to note that after almost three decades the

HDE course is still based on the UNISA model in terms of its

structure (9). An examination of the course offe red by the

Faculty in 1966 confirms this observation ( s e e Table 4.3 ). Ove r

the years there were a few minor changes but the basic structure

is similar. For instance, Method and Administration of

Education was split into two sub-disciplines , with each

arbitrarily absorbing the ancillary subjects. Thus Method of

Education included Audio-visual techniques (which had evolved

from Blackboard Work ), while Administration of Education

included School Librarianship; Speech Training became part of

Language Studies. In the early 1970s one new subject - Moral

and Civic Eduction - was added to the curriculum while First Aid

and School Hygiene was given respectab ility under the n ew n a me

of Physical, Health and Recreational Education. All the

additions, deletions, combinations and sub-division s a mounted to

nothing more than cosmetic change.

support to this observat ion. Thus ,

A perusal of Table 4 .4 lends

in spite of all the larg ely

i n - h o u s e seminars , workshops and conferences held in orde r to

examine the relevance of courses offered, the basic st ructure of

the present HDE course remains hardly altered.

The HDE course is presented ove r thirty weeks, which co mprises

one academic year. Of this period twenty-four weeks ( 80 p er

cent) are devoted to lectures on campus and six weeks ( 20 pe r

cent) to school-based teaching practice. The average nu mbe r of

lectures allocated to the various sUbjects in the cur riculum is

shown in Table 4.5. For a clearer unde rstanding of th e data it

needs to be pointed out that one lecture pe r week ove r twenty

four weeks averages 0.8 lectures per week ove r a thi r t y-w e ek

acade mic year.

Details pertaining to time-table and oth er issues will b e

anal ysed by considering each of the three majo r co mponents of

the course respectively. Data for the analysis will be obtained

from the faculty syllabuses and the final examination quest i o n

papers in the various subjects that compr ise the HDE cou rse.
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TABLE 4.4

STRUCTURE OF HDE COURSE, 1974

Curriculum:

The following subjects are prescribed for the Unive rsit y Higher
Diploma in Education :

1. Administration of Education (whi ch includes School Librarian-
ship)

2. Empirical Education
3. History of Education
4. Method of Education (whi ch includes Audio-visual techniques )
5. Philosophy of Education
6. and 7. Special Method of teaching two principal sub jects in

the Secondary School
8. Practice Teaching
9. Afrikaans

10. English
11. Health, Physical and Recreational Education
12. Moral and Civic Education

Note:

Students who have passed Education II will take Education
III, Educational Technology and School Librarianship instead
of subjects 1-5 listed above.

Students other than those taking Education III a re not pe rmitted
to attend courses for a degree and for the Universit y Highe r
Diploma in Education concurrently.

(a) The pass mark for the award of a diploma is 50 pe r cent per
course.

(b) A student who does not pass all the courses presc ribed fo r
the final year at the final examination or a supplementa r y
examination allowed in terms of General Rules G8 and G9 must
repeat the whole of that year.

(c ) A diploma may be awarded with distinct ion if the candidate
obtains an average mark of 70 per cent in the examinaton as
a whole, and a pass with distinction in practice teaching,
provided that the candidate has taken the examination at one
sit t i ng •

Source UDW Calendar, 1974 192
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TABLE 4 . 5

HDE PROGRAMME : LECTURES PER WEEK

LECTURES AVERAGE : LECT. THREE-HOUR
PER WEEK PER WEEK EXAM PAPERS

SUBJECTS

A. PRINCIPLES OF EDUCATION

Philosophy of Educ. 1.0 0. 8 } 1
Soc i o l ogy of Educ. 1.0 0. 8
Empirica l Educ. 1.0 0. 8 } 1
Curriculum Studies 1.0 0. 8
Histo r y of Educ. 0.5 0.4 } 1
Educational Management 0.5 0.4

B. PROFESSIONAL SUBJECTS
Special Method 1 4 . 0 3 .2 1
Special Method 2 4 . 0 3 .2 1

C. ANCILLARY SUBJECTS
English Us age 2 .5 2 . 0 1

D. TEACHING PRACTI CE
Campus - bas ed TP 3. 5 2 . 3 -
School-based TP 2 . 0 * 2 . 0 -

* Conve r t ed f or pu rposes of co mparison.
School-based TP (of 6 weeks duration: 30 schoo l da ys ).
At Uni versity : 1 prac t ica l is of 3 hou rs dura t ion and
1 l ec t ure is 45 minut es; organ i sat ionall y , 1 pr ac t i ca l
equa l s 1 lec t ure. During TP, 60 pr ac tica l s (30 x 2 )
a r e deemed to have been conducted , av e r aging 2 prac tical s
or 2 lectur es over a 30 - week ac ademic yea r.
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Principles of Education

It can be seen that there is an unevenness in the distribution

of lectures between the sub-disciplines of Education, on the one

hand, and Professional subjects on the other (Table 4.5). As a

corollary to this there appears to be a discrepancy in

examinaton requirements in respect of these subjects. To cite

one example History of Education and Educational Management

(combined as Paper 3 for purposes of the examination ) average

0.8 lectures per week , while a method subject ave rages 3.2

lectures, which gives a ratio of 1:4. Yet at the end of the

year a student has to sit for a three-hour examination in each

of these subjects. Although the other sub-disciplines of

Education (which include the so-called foundation disciplines )

receive a relatively more favourable weighting, the situation i s

not very much improved. For instance, Philosophy /Sociolog y of

Education (Paper I) averages 1.6 lectures per week for a

three-hour paper in the final examination.

While acknowledging that, generally speaking, there cannot be a

one-to-one correspondence between the number of lectures and the

quality of work, it is nevertheless reasonable to infer that a

three-hour paper on the basis of the barest mi n i mum of lectures

( i n a context where there are no tutorials ) will inva riabl y

result in a compromise in quality. Interviews with lecture rs

concerned indicate that all of them are under tremendous

pressure to cover a certain volume of work to justify a

three-hour paper. In these circumstances it i s v i r t u a l ly

impossible in each of the sub-disciplines to set more th an one

assignment and/or test which, incidentally, forms the basis for

the calculation of year marks. One lecturer, for instance,

admitted that he can do no more than give his s t u de nt s a "bar e

outline " of the subject matter in the ti me available; th e re i s

"no real depth" and the result is a "superficial approach" to

the sub-discipline concerned. To redress the situation s t u de n t s

are expected to complete a programme of readings, but the
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efficacy of the exercise is somewhat nullified in the absence of

tuto r ials. Thus , organisationally , there are a nu mbe r of

sho rtcomings which impact negatively on the quality of work.

Another negative structural factor is the existence of

departments in a context where the sub-disciplines a r e taught i n

isolation, a point that was raised in the previous ch ap t e r a n d

which is repeated here from a different perspecti ve. In

Education, as in other academic fields of discou rse, the

politics of academia manifests itself in a fight for su r v i val

and status among the various disciplines. Lecture rs ha ve a

vested interest in professionalizing thei r r e s p e c t i v e

disciplines in an effort to justify their inclusion in the

curriculum. So it is at DOW. In deference to the alleged

relevance of each sub-discipline, a relevance that appears to b e

based on unexamined assumptions , there is, as fa r as is

practicable, an equitable distribution of lecturing time so as

to obviate any suggestion of the existence of a differential

status among the sub-disciplines. If the student does e me rg e

out of such a fragmented programme with an y cohesi ve

understanding of educational theor y, such enlightenment, it is

submitted, will not be the result of any conscious planning. On

the contrary , a context in which each lecturer presents his

sub-discipline in isolation cannot be anything bu t inimical to

the development of educational theor y. Thus it transp i r e s that

the teacher education programme in the Faculty has to f i t into

institutional structures that appear to have become r e i fi e d wi th

the passage of time. Such a Proc rustean app ro ach mu t i l a tes

educational t h e o ry to the det ri ment of curriculum d e velop men t.

This state of affa irs does not reflect creditabl y on the way i n

which the Facult y conceptualizes teacher education. Cr ed en c e i s

g iven to this strictu re if we e xamine the HO E Pr in cipl es o f

Education s yllabus ( Ap p e n d i x 0 ) in conjunction with the relev ant

set of examination pap ers ( Ap p e n d i x E). It will be r e ad il y

accepted that the inclusion of the various sub-disciplines in a

teacher education programme can only be justified if the y are
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taught as part of educational theor y and not as disc rete

disciplines. This is not to suggest that the y cannot be

taught as discrete disciplines , but their inclusion as such in

an integrated teacher education programme would suggest

conceptual confusion. The result is a motley assemblage of

s yllabuses without a unifying focus.

Not only is there no coherence to the structure of the syllabus,

but there does not appear to be any direction to the teaching of

that syllabus , in the collective sense. "Philosoph y of

Education" , in the Facult y , has moved away from Fundamental

Pedagogics and its positivist epistemology. The questions ( s e e

Appendix E ) suggest that the approach is primaril y, though not

exclusively , within the hermeneutic paradigm. "Sociolog y of

Education" is, gene rall y, radical in approach , with questions

requiring both interactionist and neo-Marxist approache s.

"Empirical Education" , on the other hand, shows an un mi st akable

bias towards behavioural and cognitive ps ycholog y and th e

approach adopted is located firmly in the empirical-anal yt ic

pa radig m with its technical mode of rationalit y that endorses a

positivistic epistemology. Practicall y all the questions ( s e e

Appendix E ) imply that Empirical Education comprises a fixed

bod y of knowledge that can be operationalized in such a wa y th at

the various ps ychological constructs have an invar iant

definition. On the basis of this evidence , it may b e

tentatively concluded that Empirical Education as part of the

Facu1t y's pre-service teacher education p rog ra mme has been

so mewhat static fo r the past twent y y e ar s ( s e e UDW Ca l e n d ar ,

1971 202-203 ).

" Cur riculu m

Education,

relativel y

classroom

Studies", like Philosoph y a nd Soc i o l ogy of

has also eschewed th e positivist ic s tanc e a n d a

narrow pre-occupation with teaching techniques and

strategies. There is an identifiable p refe rence fo r
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the hermeneutic paradigm, although students also appear to have

been exposed to the critical mode of rationality and

reconstructivist epistemology.

The "History of Education" syllabus covers an extremely wide

field ranging from education in ancient civilizations to

twentieth century child-centred movements; no fewer than eleven

such topics appear under "General History of Education". The

syllabus also includes a section on "South African education",

The approach to the subject is firmly embedded in the

positivistic paradigm and if the question paper is any

criterion, there is a heavy emphasis on the recall of knowledge.

Insofar as its link with teacher education is only tenuous at

best and insofar as its relevance to educational theory is

difficult to discern, "History of Education", as it is

conceptualized and taught in the Faculty, would appear to be an

irrelevance. The subject has become enshrined in a syllabus that

has remained static for the last two decades (see UDW Calendar,

1971

The

203) •

inclusion of "Educational Management" in a pre-service

teacher education curriculum constitutes, from the perspective

of this dissertation, a time-consuming irrelevance comprising

its contribution to educational

if educational theory is defined

much non-essential detail.

question paper suggests

theory is at best minimal,

A study of

that

the syllabus and the

as
being concerned with determining rationally defensible

principles for educational practice.

It is clear from the above that the lecturers involved in the
sub-disciplines

present

respective

approaches, in the

of

paradigmatic

Education

sense, and

adopt different

their

sub-disciplines as separate entities with little or no conscious

effort to correlate and synthesize the subject matter content in
a manner that will enhance the prospective teachers'
professional lives. The presentation of the sUb-disciplines in

this manner only serves to accentuate their rad~cally different
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characters and the limited significance of anyone or even all

of these domains in the formulation of principles of educational

theory. "Principles of Education" in this formulation is an

integration of composite areas, with its unit y being the

unity of a consistent set of principles of practice and not

simply the aggregation of contributory disciplines.

4.5 .2 Professional (Method) Subjects

The Faculty offers Professional (Method) subjects in a wide

range of disciplines ranging from Accounting, Biblical Studies

and Computer Science to Music, Physical Education and Zulu.

According to the syllabus (see Appendix D), the Method Subjects

"have been designed to provide activities ( e mp h a s i s added ) that

will enable students in the respective school subjects" to

attain a number of ends most of which are focused on techniques

involving instructional objectives, subject syllabuses, sche mes

of work, teaching/learning strategies, and test s and

examinations. Insofar as these issues emphasize a r e l a t iv e ly

narrow concern with classroom application, the syllabus, it i s

argued, appears to be based on a partially formulated version of

curriculum theo r y. Further available evidenc e h as to be

considered to ascertain whether such an obse rvation is

warranted.

To this end, twenty three Method subject papers set for the 1990

Final Examination in the Faculty for HDE students we re

scrutinized. The categories used for the purpose of anal ys i s

were derived from the question papers themselves. It was found

that three broad themes were being emphasized and the qu estion s

were grouped accordingly

( }) Techniques questions in this categor y focused on

strategies for classroom instruction; or on information

pertaining to classroo m instruction.
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( 2) Lesson Plans questions required either the drawing up of

lesson notes on selected topics according to a specific

format, or an evaluation of lesson transcripts.

( 3) Methods: questions in this category focused on teaching

strategies globally.

It was further found that the questions required e ither a

descriptive knowledge or a theoretical understanding of the

issues involved. All questions were weighted proportionatel y,

in terms of percentages, on the basis of the mark allocation.

The resultant system is presented in Table 4.6.

If it is accepted that a question paper reveals the t ype of wo rk

done, then there appears to be an uneven quality in the teaching

of the respective method subjects in the Faculty in terms of

academic requirements. According to Table 4.6 in at le a st

eleven ( n e a r l y fifty per cent ) of the method subjects th e

e mphasis i n all three categories of questions is on d esc ripti v e

knowledge. It is acknowledged that it is neces sar y fo r a

teache r to possess a wide repertoire of techniques and know how

to utilize them in the preparation of lessons and that thes e

curricular concerns constitute a necessary part of methodolog y.

Nevertheless, it is debatable whether these issues should be

tested at the intellectually undemanding level of

pa rticularly in a post-graduate e xa mination.

re c all , more

A sample of the questions refer red to is included in App endi x F.

For purposes

questions from

of comparison i t would be inte resting to c o nsi der

"Principles of Education". Thus, in

Philosoph y /Sociolog y of Education, for instance, students ha ve

to grapple with such questions as the "existent ialists' concept

of f reedo m and choice" and "assumptions unde rl yi ng Mar x i s t

theory and its relevance fo r unde rstanding certain p robl e ms i n

schools" ( s e e Appendix E).

Questions like the above, which require a certain level o f

theoretical sophistication, are in stark contrast to some of the

questions that appea r in the Method papers ( s e e App endix F ) ,
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TABLE 4 . 6

PROFESSIONAL (METHOD) SUBJECTS CATEGORIES OF QUESTIONS

A. DESCRIPTIVE B. THEORETICAL
KN~LEDGE UKDERSTANDINGMETHOD co

..
C/} C/}

SUBJECTS j j -cC/} C/}
w w
8 0< ::J 0< I

C/} ()l C/}
H a Cl H Z 8z 0 z 0 0

~
C/} :r::

~
C/} tn H

C/}
~

C/}
~ ~w w

8 ....:l ::E 8 ....:l ::E

1. Account i ng 50 - 17 - - 33 67: 33
2 . Arabic 17 17 33 - - 33 67 :33
3. Art - - - 33 - 67 0 : 100
4 . Biblical Studies 10 60 20 - - 10 90 : 10
5. Biological Science - - 33 - 33 34 33: 67
6 . Computer Science 25 12 38 25 - - 75:2 5
7. Economics 50 - 17 - - 33 67: 33
8 . English - - - - 100 - 0: 100
9. General Science - 15 - - 25 60 15: 85

10 . Geography - - - - - 100 0: 100
11. Guidance 28 - 44 14 - 14 86 : 14
12. Hindi 50 10 15 - - 25 75 :2 5
13. Histo r y 43 - 43 - - 14 86 : 14
14. Hi s to r y of Art - - 50 50 - - 50:50
15. His to r y of Mus ic 17 17 - 17 17 32 34: 66
16. Mathe matics - - 50 12 - 38 50 : 50
17. Music 50 25 - - - 25 75 :2 5
18. Physical Educa t ion 40 - 60 - - - 100: 0
19 . Physica l Science - 16 - 17 17 50 16: 84
20 . Spe ech & Drama - - - 20 20 40 0 : 100
21. Tamil 37 25 38 - - - 100 :0
22. Urdu - - 14 - 42 42 14: 86
23. Zulu - 12 12 24 12 40 24 :7 6

N. B. Fi gures r ounded t o add up to 100 in each case.
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where students are required to deal with the importance of good

penmanship (Accounting), lesson plans drawn up in terms of

behav ioural objectives (Biblical Studies), case endings and

their effects on pronouns (Hindi), the selection, use and

display of pictures (History ), the relative merits of a wooden

and a plastic recorder (Music ), the organisation of a sw imming

gala ( Ph ys i c a l Education), and the importance of a library in

promoting reading (Tamil). No doubt these are relevant issues

if that is what one wants to include in one's lectures to

pre-service teachers preparing for a post-graduate diploma , but

the question as to whether they should be tested on it as

well requires to be addressed seriously, as suggested e arlie r.

It needs to be emphasized that not all questions in the Method

papers are at this simplistic level. There are a nu mbe r of

Method subjects that require theoretical understanding in all

categories of questions, as indicated in Table 4. 6, and

substantiated by a sample of question in Appendix G. Method

questions in this genre include a wide range of issues such a s

the constructivist view of knowledge ( Bi o l og i c a l Scienc e ), the

relative merits of learning theories (General Science ) ,

reconceptualizing the curriculum within the f ramework of a

socially critical paradigm (Geography), opportunities f o r

cross-curricular teaching ( Ph ys i c a l Science ), the relevanc e of

the acculturation model to second language acquisition ( Ur d u)

and the theoretical underpinnings of Communicativ e Langu age

Teaching ( Zu l u) . These questions besides helping to i mprove the

academic quality of the Professional ( Me t h o d) Subjects a l s o

suggest that not all lecturers in the Facult y endo rs e a

"teacher-training" model with its taken-for-g ranted vie ws

clasroom techniques; there are some who endorse other models.
on

Nevertheless , a careful analysis of the question s s ugge s t s that

while a number of these lecture rs require their students to

develop theoretical understanding of various educational issues ,
it is, at best, theoretical understanding in terms of

neo-positivism ( s c i e n c e with a human face ). Only in a few cases
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are philosophical alternatives to positivism considered. This

would appear to substantiate an observation made earlier that

curriculum theory in the Faculty is only partially developed. It

is evident that significant dimensions of curriculum theory like

the learner, school and society, the nature of knowledge ( o u t of

which are created subject matter divisions for teaching

and learning) are not all given explicit reference and treated

as problematic.

4 • 5 • 3 Teaching Practice

The Teaching Practice (TP) component of the HDE course is

divided into two sub-components: Campus-based and School-based.

For purposes of evaluation each sub-component

weighting.

receives equal

4.5.3.1 Campus-based Teaching Practice

The Campus-based programme comprises four units

( 1 ) Media Education

( 2) Computer Literacy

(3) Sport Organisation

( 4 ) Teaching/Learning/Communication (TLC ), focusing on selected

issues in pedagogy and education.

The first three categories deal essentially with the acquisition

of skills. The TLC unit is academically orientated and is

designed to exist at the interface between "P rinciples of
Education" and "Professional Subjects". Its purpose is to

provide the pre-service teacher with a forum for discourse and

is not well received by lecturers.

the campus-based programme,

The synthesis in the TLC unit

militates against a holistic

alwaysnot

It needs to be

is

more particularly the

referred to earlie r,

of practice because thelevel

approach to teacher education.

the

of organisation

the HDE course,

level

realised at

debate on a variety of issues.

aimed for at the

fragmented nature of

Furthermore,

successfully

TLC unit

pointed out that the campus-based sub-component as an integral
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part of Teaching Practice was an addition to the curriculum

precipitated by the administrative imperative of finding enough

work for lecturers in terms of SAPSE norms. With the passage of

years the innovation has become institutionalized as a permanent

part of the curriculum with its ' o r i g i n a l reason all but

forgotten. Because of its status as a "filler course",

the TLC unit, in particular, has not been enthusiastically

received by some lecturers, with the result that its full

value has not been sufficiently exploited.

4.5.3.2 School-based Teaching Practice

The students' introduction to school-based TP begins with a

commencement of the academic year. preparation

two-week "Observaton Period" at schools,

By way of

prior to the

the

students attend a one-day orientation programme that is designed

to help the prospective teacher "learn how to survive in the

structure of the school" ( 10) . As part of the learning

programme student teachers are expected to observe lessons and

to teach ten lessons under the guidance of a supervising teacher

whose role, incidentally, is not defined; four of these lessons

have to be formally written up for purposes of assessment. In

addition to the notes of lessons, the student teacher has to

complete a twenty-two page observation schedule with details -

most of which are mere reportage - pertaining to items such as

the control of school stock, the allocation ofclass registers,

extra-curricular duties to teachers, the distribution of

resources for teaching, and the administering of tests and

examinations. While a knowledge of matters relevant to

administration is no doubt an essential part of a teacher's

professional repertoire, it is difficult to justif y their

inclusion at the very beginning of a pre-service progra mme.

A more serious shortcoming, from the perspective of the

transformative model of teacher education, is the questionable
conceptualization of the programme. The idea that teacher

education should start with practice is like dumping prospective

teachers into schools at the deep end and letting them fight for
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survival. Symbolically, the orientation programme that students

attend in preparation for this baptism is referred to as the

"UDW Initial-Teaching Survival Kit". It is an unfortunate

introduction to teacher education insofar as it reinforces the

very stereotypes and prejudices that constitute a technicist

and future use of, abstract theory.

this unintended conservative outcome

teachers' receptivity to,

It is precisely because of

mindset which limits the student

that the place of the

"Observation Period" in the teacher education programme needs to

be seriously questioned.

It would be interesting to see whether this conservative

orientation is evident on the part of Faculty members who

supervise school-based TP. Before doing so it is necessar y to

refer to certain matters of administrative detail to set the

background against which the analysis could be undertaken. The

Faculty has adopted the internship model of block sessions for

organising its teaching practice programme. In terms of this

model student teachers are attached to particular schools on a

full-time basis for a period of three weeks in each of the two

semesters that comprise the academic year. During this period

they are expected to teach at least two lessons per day in each

of their two specialities and, as bona-fide members of the

staff , to take part in the other activities of the school.

Teaching is done under the supervision of class teachers and

lecturers have to be recorded in at

university lecturers. Details pertaining to supervision by

least four forms all of

which have to be filed. One form is used by lecture rs to record

com ments of lessons taught during their visit ( t h e so- called

"c r i t • lessons" ); another is used for purposes of overall

assessment of the student's teaching performance and conduct

over each block session; a third is a cumulative r e c o r d card in

which are entered dates of visits by lecturers, ma r k s / sym bo l s

awarded for lessons observed, and the overall percentage awarded

for each subject speciality; and a fourth form is designed to

yield a cumulative record of the total number of supervisory

visits made by each lecturer.
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The purpose of much of this bureaucratic paper work is not clear

when in the final analysis all that seems to matter is a

percentage mark; only in a relatively few cases, when students

fail to make the grade, are the files scrutinized. Another

administrative function that the files appear to serve is one of

control where the number of supervisory visits made is

quantified and errant lecturers reminded that they have not

satisfied the norm in respect of each student teacher. Of all

these forms only one would seem to serve a really useful purpose

- the form in which lecturers record their observations on

lessons taught during their supervisory visits. It is these

forms that will be analysed presently in order to obtain anothe r

dimension of Faculty thinking on teacher education.

Over four hundred observation forms completed b y thirt y one

lecturers during the second TP session in 1990 were scrutinized.

The categories used for purposes of analysis were generated from

the observation forms themselves.

of supervision were identified.

Accordingly, two broad mo d e l s

It was found that nineteen

lecturers ( a b ou t 61 per cent ) used a mode of supervision that

could be characterized as lesson-specific critique, while the

remaining twelve (about 39 per cent) favoured a global critique.

While all were identified as basically utilizing one of th ese

approaches, some lecturers in the first categor y emplo yed

aspects of the global critique. It will be necessa ry to

elaborate on these two modes of supervision.

Lecturers using the mode of supervision labelled

"lesson-specific critique" tended to focus narrowly on

individual lessons taught during their visits. Their critiques

were, primarily, observations on specific topics taught and we r e

based on criteria that had reference to th e skills and

techniques of teaching such as the particular approach used, th e

formulation of questions, class control and ma n a g e me n t ,
budgeting of teaching time, sequencing of lessons and pupil

overall assessment of the lesson was made,participation.

usually with

An

reference to objectives, and, where necessar y,
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suggestions for improvement were given, at times in great detail

including the type of questions that should be asked in teaching

the particular topic under consideration.

Some lecturers included subjective and idiosyncratic remarks in

their critiques

"I like the way you teach (name of subject )"

"Be bold;

in charge."

control the class with your voice. You are

One, in particular, made large conclusions on relatively slender

evidence,

observation

and ended every critique with the following

"You should make a good teacher."

Others, at times wrote at length on relatively minor, peripheral

issues, thereby trivializing their critiques.

Generally, lecturers whose critique is characterized as
"lesson-specific"

teaching. The

appeared to endorse a scientific approach to

following sample of observations made by the

lecturers concerned captures something of this

technical-instrumental view :

Your objectives are

"I am extremely happy with your lesson preparation.

simple and clear and it ( s i c)

certainly gives your lesson direction."

"Your lesson did not achieve the aims."

"There still remains a question mark at the end of the

period : How much did each child learn? Can they pass

a test on this material ? I'll be sceptical until I can

see the results of a test marked by you."
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"Your lesson preps. show that you use

frequently. I am glad you have discovered

this technique can be in all teaching ••• "

role play

how useful

otherwise where are

"Do some teaching and

they

then

going

question

to get

the

the

pupils,

answers

from?"

"More aids will result in better lessons."

"Prepare well and you will have good lessons."

"While your presentation was integrated and successful ,

it did not quite tally with your lesson notes."

"I can see you are a hard worker and I am sure you will

make a good teacher - just work on it."

"There have been no serious violations of teaching

techniques."

"Keep up your level of enthusiasm and you should have

no problem in having a highly successful teaching

career."

If only life were so simple!

of observations is a clear

What emerges from the above sample

indication that the lecturers

concerned conceptualize teaching in terms of a set of valu e s

informed by a technocratic rationality. The mode of supervision

assesses the value of teaching techniques ( t h e o r y ) insofa r a s

they have been useful in the teaching of individual lessons

( p r a c t i c e) . It implies a one-way, linear rela tionship b etween

theory and practice and , typically, ignores the dialectical

relationships. Moreover, it contributes to a view of teaching

that involves the technical application of educational knowledge

for the purpose of attaining a given set of objectives on the

basis of efficiency and parsimony. It is an approach that does

not encourage the development of a critical, refle ctive spirit
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in teacher education aimed at open inquiry and investigation.

Within this perspective teaching often becomes an end in

itself rather than a means towards some larger educational

purpose that transcends the narrow instrumental concerns of a

technological rationality.

The conceptualization of teaching within the parameters of a

larger educational purpose is evident, at least implicitly, in

the mode of supervision that has been characterized as

"global critique". Essentially, the approach used in this mo d e

of critique entails evaluat ing lessons , not as lessons per se ,

but for identifying what the lessons reveal about how studen t

teachers conceptualize teaching generally, with the lesso n

itself serving as a source of specific examples that are used to

illustrate the strengths and weaknesses in such

conceptualization.

Lecturers using the mode of global critique also make r e f e r e n ce

to those teaching skills and st rategies referred to ea rli e r,

but , as a means to an end and not as an end in itself. In

addition, their critiques include observations on aspects such

as contextualizing lessons, creating mean ingful learning

opportunities, and teaching for critical understanding. A few

also make reference to the relevance of curriculum pa radig ms in

selecting, interpreting, reconst ructing and c r it i quing

knowledge. What emerges is an evaluation of t e a c h i ng in te r ms

of selected dimensions of cu r riculum theory. As such, it do e s

not seek to inculcate the development of specif i c teaching

sk ills or teaching strategies apart from situational facto r s

that contribute to the curriculum context within which th e

skills and techniques are to be used or the e n d s towa rds which

the y a re to be directed.

If indeed the characte rization of the modes of supervision into

two basic categories is acceptable, then it would appear that

there exists a significant qualitative difference between th e

lesson-specific critique on the one hand , and the global
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critique on the other More importantly , the perceived

dichotomy in supervisory styles, suggests ideological

differences in the .~ y in which teaching is conceptualized in

the Faculty. The majority of lecturers endorse an

empirical-analytical orientation and look upon teaching as a

practical, routine activity that is pragmatic, atheo retical,

apolitical, and ideologically free in nature. Another group of

lecturers acknowledge that teaching is a practical act ivity but

also give due recognition to the fact that it is also a complex

activity that ~c o m p a s s e s moral as well as intellectual

dimensions, psychological as well as logical elements. Thus in

spite of rhetoric to the contrary, there is a strong

conservative element in the Faculty that wittingl y or

unwittingl y endorses an applied-science view of teache r

education.

4.6 CONCLUSION

This chapter has tried to show how the structural constraints

inherent in the policy of apartheid shaped the nature of the

terrain within which UDW has operated and in some respects

continues to operate. In that context, and bearing in mi n d th e

objectives of this dissertation, specific reference was made to

the programmes, policies and p ractices in the Faculty .

It is hoped that the evidence presented in this chapter has

demonstrated adequately that historicall y and contempo rarily a

number of contextual factors have played a significant r o l e in

influencing the nature of teacher education in the Facult y. The

lack of attention to the shared enterprise of teacher educ ation

across disciplinar y boundaries is a major issue that has to be

urgentl y addressed. This has as its corollar y a f ra gmented and

segmented curriculum, a state of affairs exacerbated b y a lack

of communication among staff at academic level and the absence

of meaningful discourse and debate; all of these f actor s

collectively contribute to the underdevelopment of educational

theor y and curriculum theory.
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Given these circumstances, it is not surprising that teacher

education in the Faculty embodies a technological rationality

which appears to be reflected in the curriculum that the

majority of its members teach and practice. Thus,

notwithstanding the presence of a progressive element ; an

apolitical and technical orientation appe~rs to dominate teacher

education in the Faculty.
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NOTES

1. For example The Group Areas Act of 1950 and The Population

Registration Act of 1950.

2. During the second reading of the Group Areas Bill, a Member of the

Opposition declared: "Apartheid measures have been in force i n Nat a l

in most cases for years and years. The position is we have not call ed

it apartheid. We have called it common sense. In Natal we have

applied the principle as and when we could " (Hansard, House of

Assembly Debates, 30 May 1950, Col. F 594).

3. Hansard, House of Assembly Debates, 1959, Col. 3259 , 3263-4.

4 . "The Afrikaans-medium universities ( l i ke the English-medium

universities ) had in terms of their charters (pr i or to 1959 ) the right

to determine who should be admitted, the power resting with the

council of each university. The former (Or ange Free State,

Potchefstroom, Pretoria, Stellenbosch ) in terms of their right did not

accept non-Whites (Behr, 1988 : 191 ),

5. These are

The University of ZUluiand , at Ngoye in Natal for the Zulus.

The University of the North, at Turfloop near Pietersburg in the

Transvaal for Sotho-, Tsonga-, and Venda- speaking groups of the Bl ack

population.

The Universit y of Western Cape, at Belville near Cape Town f or membe r s

of the Cape Coloured , Mala y , Griqua or other Colou red group.

6. "Christian National Education started from the premise that God

decreed separate ethnic goupS and that the prime objective of the

school system should be to maintain these separate ethnic groups"

(Gi l i omee and Schlemmer, 1989 : 95 ).



7.
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Senate Minutes, 14 .11 1966, cited in Oosthuizen, 1981 51.

8 . Prof. J Reddy , Rector , Installation

Durban-Westivlle , 21 June 1991.

Address , Universi ty of

9 . The minimum requirements for the HDE course fo r the s econda r y school is

laid down in "Criteria for the Evaluation of South African

Qualifications for Employment in Education", 1986: 36 - 38. Howeve r ,

the specific details pertaining to the form and st ructure of the cour s e

and evaluation procedures are the prerogative of the educationa l

i ns t i t ut i on conce rned. It is inte resting to not e t he "mini mum

r equi r ement s " cited above appl y onl y to so-call ed Whit e uni ve r s i t i es.

But the Faculty programme, ev en after autonomy, was organised in te rms

of these minimum requirements in order to be on a pa r with tha t of i ts

White counterparts.

10. UDWOrientation Prog ramme fo r HDE Students, 1990.
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C HAP T E R F I V E

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this dissertation was to investigate selected

aspects of the teacher education curriculum of the Faculty of

Education. In specific terms the study has thus far focused on

two of its major objectives.

These are

( I ) An analysis of the structural constraints manifes t in the

policy of apartheid and their impact on the way UDW and the

Faculty has evolved over the last three decades : conce rn

focused on the hegemonic control that the rectorate was abl e

to impose on the various constituencies of the university b y

virtue of the fact that the balance of external so cial

forces in the early days of the University was in favour of

the dominant White ruling-class interests. The analysis ha s

served to emphasize how the structural factors embedded in

such domination collectively impacted negatively on the

provision of teacher education in the Faculty.

( 2) An examination of the curriculum that characterizes the work

of the Faculty: this has been analysed, on the one hand, in

terms of the teaching, supervision and evaluation p rocess

and, on the other, in terms of student and staff perceptions

of those processes. The analyses suggest that the dominan t

form of teacher education in the Faculty approxi mates to th e

applied-science model.

The body of the thesis has provided evidence which en ables th e

major characteristics of the nature of the teache r education

curriculum to be understood. The evidence has been summarized at

the conclusion of each chapter and it is not intended to repeat

that material here. Certain significant aspects of the evidence ,

however, provide the basis upon which consideration might b e
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given to the third major objective of the work which is to

identify curriculum problems and issues and to consider factor s

that might underpin the fo rmulation of develop ment objectives and

strategies for change and improve ment.

5.2 TEACHER EDUCATION IN THE FACULTY

DEVELOPMENT

ISSUES IN CURRICULUM

An attempt was made in the previous two chapters to desc ribe ,

characterize, analyze and understand teacher educat ion in t he

Faculty within the framework of the critical pa radigm of

curriculum inquiry, as this is given operational

the transformative model of teacher education.

defi nit ion by

If the analyses presented in those two chapte rs a r e accep t e d ,

then it would appear that a numbe r of historical and s tr u c t u ra l

factors have impacted negativel y on the provision of t ea ch e r

education and, as a corollary, on the develop ment of cu r r icul u m

theor y in the Faculty and in ma ny wa ys on th e d e v e lop men t of

Faculty staff. In order to substantiate this ob s e rvat io n it

would be useful to attempt a s ynthesis of r e l e v a n t as p e cts o f

supportive evidence analyzed in Chapters Three and Fou r.

5 .2. 1 Students' Perceptions of the Teacher Education Curr i c u l um

A technocratic rationa lit y is clea rly evident in th e wa y stud e nt s

i n the Faculty perceive teach e r edu cat io n. It will b e r e c a l l e d

h a ving ma d e

that over 75 pe r cent of the students r a te d Me thod su bj e c t s as

an i mp o r t a n t cont ribut ion to the t e ach i ng of th e i r

s p e c i a l i t i e s . Of particula r significance was th e relev an c e of

these subjects in devising teaching strategi e s and i n pl a nni ng

and p reparation of lessons. Compl e menting thi s wa s School-ba s e d

Teaching Practice which was r a te d a s one of th e mos t inlpor t ant

components in the curriculum, particularly becau s e of i ts

relevance for classroom practice. In that context th e th r e e

sub-disciplines of Education ( Hi s t o r y , Philosophy and Educational

Management ) were regarded as ha v ing made the least contribution

to professional growth and wer e nominated fo r exclusion
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from the curriculum. The instrumental approach would appear to be

an influential factor in accounting for over 60 per cent of the

students rating themselves in the above-average category as

teachers. Such a high level of optimis m should be assessed

against the way in which students conceptualize teaching. Except

for an emphasis on subject matter knowledge students tended to

refer most often to social and affective variables. Even the

criteria used in self-ratings did not adequately distinguish the

work of a teacher; their connection with education was onl y

peripheral and could apply to most positions requiring some for m

of managerial responsibility. What emerges clearly is that the

students' conception of teaching tends to undervalue cognitive o r

academic dimensions and accordingly diminishes th e r e l a t i ve

importance of subject matter and pedagogical knowledge and the

wider context of educational practice. In this view it is no t

surprising that a longer School-based Teaching Practice wa s cited

as one important way in which the teacher education cu r riculum

could be improved.

5.2.2 Staff Perceptions of the Teacher Education Curr iculum

A technocratic rationality is also evident in the way the

majorit y of lecturers perceive the teacher education curriculum.

Thus over 60 per cent of the lecturers regarded the acquisitio n

of techniques and skills as the most important ai m of t e ac her

education. Most of the other aims cited reflect a pre-o c cupat ion

with pedagogical concerns focused on learning outco mes. As with

aims of teacher education, lecturers for the mo s t part

conceptualized a "good teacher" in a relativel y narrow didactic

sense, with the emphasis on classroom practice. Such a v i ew

resonates with the manner in which nearly 50 pe r cent of th e

Method subjects are taught and examined at the r e l a t i ve l y

undemanding level of descriptive knowledge. Co mp l e men t i ng th i s

is the lesson-specific mode of critique used by the ma j o r i t y

( o v e r 60 per cent) of the lecturers during teaching practice

supervision; it endorses the view that teaching is little mo r e

than an isolated set of technical procedures , an ensemble of

skills to be mastered to facilitate the trans mission of
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pre-packaged, teacher-proof knowledge for the attainment of

pre-determined ends. In brief, teaching is conceptualized as

applied science. Thus, when over 50 per cent of the lecturers

cite the form and content of the curriculum in the context of a

post-apartheid South Africa as the most important problem that

the Faculty would have ·t o face in the foreseeable future, it is

likely, given their technical-instrumental orientation, that such

seemingly radical rhetoric translates somewhat disappointingly

into programmes for curriculum reform rather than curriculum

reconceptualization.

resides in a relatively

however,There are indications,

reconceptualization of the

that the catalyst

curriculum

for such a

small, but significant, group of lecturers who may be

characterized as progressive educationists. In suppo rt of thi s

viewpoint reference may be made to research evidence. Thus, in

citing the aims of teacher education this group of lectu rers

included two categories that dealt with schooling, education and

society in a context that transcends the narrow confines of th e

classroom. This tendency to set the teacher education progra mme

in the context of some larger educational purpose is also evident

in other instances, some of which include the criteria the y use

to characterize a "good teacher" (e.g. the ability to reconstruct

knowledge ); the way they teach and examine Method subjects whe r e

students are expected to display some theoretical understanding;

the global mode of critique they employ in th e supervision of

teaching practice, an approach that moves beyond the immediate

considerations of a particular lesson to the p edagogical

principles, both general and subject-specific, that should

underpin teaching.

It is clear from the above that one characteristic which i s

th ethatrecognitioncommon to all progressive lecturers i s the

teacher education curriculum has to transcend th e purel y

instrumental concerns of a technological rationalit y. This

recognition, however, is given practical expression in differ ent

ways, which suggests that those lecturers referred to as

progressives do not form a monolithic group in the Faculty. The
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differences may be encapsulated in the way t e a c hi n g is

conceptualized : a careful analysis of the evidence suggests that

most of the progressives regard teaching as reflec tive practice,

while a minority among them believe teaching to be criticall y

reflective practice, as critical praxis. More fundamentally, it

is a difference over particular value commitments and. r e l a t e d l y ,

the worth of competing educational goals. A number of

progressives appear to be ideologically located within the

empirical-analytical paradigm of curriculum inquiry, beli evin g

that it is possible to transcend the instrumental concerns of a

technical mode of rationality by subscribing to a neo-po si tivist

philosophy; put differently, it is a belief that insp i r es the

notion that the worth of competing educational goals can b e

decided on the basis of educational principles alone.

There are others among the progressive group of l ecture rs who

believe that the debate over the relative merits of co mpeting

educational goals should incorporate, in addition , c o nsi der a ti o n s

of moral and ethical crite ria such as justice, equal i t y a n d

emancipation. In other words, educational disc ourse condu c t ed

within the paradig m of critical inquiry as t h i s is

operationally defined in terms of the transfor mativ e mod e l of

teacher education - would enable prospective teache rs to id ent if y

connections between curriculum and instruction at th e le vel of

the classroom, on the one hand, and the wider educati on al g oals

and the political, social and economic condition s that shap e the

terrain of classroom practice , on the other. Within such a v i e w

the process of teaching and the context in which it is e mbe d de d

are regarded as proble matic.

5 • 2 • 3 The Case for Reconceptualization of the Cu rriculu m

Despite the presence of progressive acade mics in the Fa cult y, a

careful conside ration of the ev idence analysed in pr eceding

chapters lends support to the view that the do min ant fo r m o f

teacher education has a discernible empiric al-analyt ical

orientation. The characteristics of a teacher education mode l
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embedded in such a paradigm have been analysed at a theoretical

level in Chapter Two. Subsequent chapters have revealed examples

of the way in which the technocratic rationalit y is represented

in the perception of staff and students and in the cur riculum and

instructional structures of teacher education in the Faculty. It

was also shown that, historically, the model can b e t raced back

to its apartheid origins three decades ago, with its ideological

basis in Christian National Ed uc'a t I o n and Fundamental Pedagogi cs.

Over the years it became institutionalized in the context of UDW

so that a distinct sub-culture of teaching as applied scienc e

came to characterize teacher education in the Faculty.

~h us , to a significant degree, problems i n teache r eduction l i e

in the institutional context in which the Faculty was created and

exists today. This is not to deny. however, that pa rt of the

problem resides in those lecturers who endorse the applied

science model of teacher education. While some of these

conservative academics may indeed be unaware of the political and

ideological commitments embedded in such a perspective, it i s

neve ~theless true that teacher education in the Faculty , e i t h e r

by acts of omission or commission , has become a significan t

agency for the perpetuation and legitimation of an educational

~tatus quo and, by implication, an inequitabl e aparth eid so ci al

order.

This situation would appear to be an anach ronis m g i ven th e

prospect of a "new South Africa" that has beco me appa r ent sinc e

February 1990, and the reality of a changing student constituency

that the Faculty now serves. It, therefore, beco mes vita l ly

important that the initiatives forthcoming f ro m progressive

academics are given explicit structu ral recognition and

inco rporated as an integral part of Faculty pol i c y on teache r

education in the context of an i mpending new social ord e r. Wh at

is called for is discourse and debate that have a liberating

potential and, concomitantl y , implications fo r p rog r e ss iv e ,

fundamental change.
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The next section of this chapter will, accordingly, focus on so me

of the major factors that will merit consideration for inclusion

on the agenda for reconceptualization.

5.3 TEACHER EDUCATION CURRICULUM

STRATEGIES

DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES AND

The analysis undertaken in Chapters Three and Four dealt

explicitly with selected curricular issues and, as a necessary

concomitant, with structural contexts. Data for th e

identification of factors that might underpin the formulation of

objectives and strategies for the reconceptualization of the

teacher education curriculum will be derived and, wher e

necessary, extrapolated from that analysis. The fo r mulation of

development objectives and strategies will be framed within the

transformative model of teacher education. The me r i t s of this

model relative to two other models have been discussed in an

earlier chapter and need not be repeated here. Suffice it to s a y

that it is only one among the three models that foste rs a

problematic attitude towards questions pertaining to changes in

curricular policies, programmes and practices on the one hand,

and structural contexts on the other.

The ensuing identification of factors that will feature on th e

agenda for reconceptualizing the curriculum will , ac cordingl y ,

take into consideration two areas of change curricula r a n d

structural. It is submitted that a focus on cu rricular issues on

their own will have relatively little i mpact on the ex t e n t t o

which programmes and practices can be changed and i mproved i f

that focus is not widened to include fundamental st ructural
changes.

In that context, it is sUbmitted, that any debate and discourse

on reconceptualizing the curriculum will have to consider a

number of factors as constituting key agenda items. These can be
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paraphrased to include the following theoretical propositions

1. Teacher education should be explicitly recognized as a

political and ideological activity.

The dominant technocratic rationality of the Faculty that

sees pre-service preparation programmes and practices in

apolitical, value-neutral and procedural terms is

conceptually mistaken, more particularly in the context of a

changing South Africa in which discrimination on the grounds

of race, class and sex will be redressed.

In that regard, there is need for the formulation of an

axiological framework within which the aims of teache r

education can be clearly articulated.

2 . Concepts of schooling must take

contexts and particularities.

into account differing

Current Faculty programmes imply that school is

concept; but, if cognizance is taken of

a monolithic

the enlarged

constituency the Faculty now serves, there is not one common

school but different types of schooling that respond to the

socio-economic conditions and cultural affiliations of the

children.

In that regard, more particularly in the African context, it

has to be recognized that school life is a cultural arena

c~racterized by contestation, struggle and resistance,

where hegemonic and township cultures collide and where

there has been an erosion of the culture of learning.

In the light of the aforementioned diversity, it is

pertinent to ask how the different components of the Facult y

programme - Education subjects, Method subjects and Teaching

Practice - give definition and direction to our reasoning

about diversity?
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3. The experiences and perceptions of student teache rs need to

be incorporated as a dynamic element in the curriculum.

Students bring to their profess ional education va ri ed

preconceptions about teaching, va ried defin itions of a "go od

teacher" and expectations fo r success. The e xp e r ienc e s a n d

perceptions have to be inte rrogated and reinterpr et e d ( where

necessary ) in a manner which provides students with a mor e

complete appreciation of the professional significance and

relevance of educational theory and curriculum th eo r y.

Programmes developed in this way would help to fos te r in

students the commitment to becoming active, informed crit ics

professional

of their

respondents

situations.

own

to

experiences

their

rathe r than mer e ly p a s si ve

and occupa t ion al

4 . All acade mic study in a teacher education p rog ra mme s h ou l d

have professional significanc e in a context whe r e th e

various components of the programme Education s u b j e c ts,

Method Subjects and Teaching Practice influenc e and

interrelate with one another in a dialectical man ne r .

In terms of that criterion a nu mbe r of the sub-disc iplin e s

of Education can be faulted on the ground s of t r i v i alit y

a nd /o r irrelevance , while th e f rag ment at ~on of th e

cu rriculum and the r e s u l t a n t organisation of c o n te nt i n to

discrete subject areas exa cerbate s the p roble m.

Thus the importance of a substantive focus o n e t h a t

i n c o r por a t e s the dialectical relatedness of knowledg e , th e

learne r , s oci e ty and schooling - to g ive cohe ren c e to th e

teach i ng of the sub-di sc ipl ine s of Educat i on as pa r t of

educational theo r y , and not as separate, iso lated s ubject

a reas , needs to be urgentl y add ressed.

Also to be questioned is the strong utilit a rian focu s of a

nu mber of Method subjects , which serves to en t r ench th e

t e chnocratic app roach to teach e r education. The e mpha sis on
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techniques and skills as ends in themselves t rivializes a

fundamental professional component of the course , that

should , ideally, be organized within the framework of

curriculum theory derived from educational theor y.

To resonate with the foregoing, the re mov al of the

utilitarian approach to teaching and its replace ment b y a

more progressive, emancipatory pedagogy need s to b e

explored.

An emancipatory pedagogy emphasizes a tentativeness to

knowledge and a concept of teaching as a dialogical proces s

in which theory and practice are treated as ope n to

dialectical reconstruction through critical reflection a nd

action. Such an approach will make a sign ificant

contribution towards countermanding the retrog rade p racti c e

of defining teachers primarily as technicians.

Relatedly, in the organisation of teaching practic e, a cle ar

definition and understanding of the rol e of the school and

the co-operating teacher in supervising the wo rk of th e

student teacher is required. The educativ e pot ential of

Teaching Practice does not appear to be full y realized i n

view of the ma rginal status of teacher educ ation in the

school's agenda.

Experience suggests that a number of schools ad opt th e

apprenticeship approach to Teaching Practice. In th i s

context there is an emphasis on the children's le a rning and

a relative lack of attention to the student t each e rs'

learning. The re is a need, therefore , to p ro mot e t he

collaborative and mu t u a l exploratio n of Teaching Pra c t ic e in

terms of which it is understood that the pu rp o s e of Teach i ng

Practice is to go beyond th e r e q uir e me n t of having stud e n t

teachers me r e l y mo d e l l i ng the conventional act i vities o f

teaching.
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Practice curriculum in that

formulation would foster in students a critically reflective

enable them to evaluate the changingattitude which will

conception of teaching in the context of a societ y in

transition

era.

from a reform-apartheid era to a post-aparth eid

5. The dialectical relationship between curriculum develop ment

and staff development needs to be recognized.

Fundamental change in the curriculum cannot be achieved
I

without some concomitant change in the lecture r. Th e

lecturers' professional perspectives of teach e r education

have powerful implications for the process of cu r riculum

change and for the ways in which curriculum polic y is

translated into curriculum practice.

In that respect, it would be necessary to r e move th e

structural conditions and concomitant institutional support ,

tacit or otherwise , that make it possible fo r lectu rer s,

under the guise of autonomy, to avoid collabo ration wi th

their colleagues and, as a consequence of this , to continue

to endorse a type of paradigmatic allegiance th at runs

counter to the progressive route taken by the Rector at e, th e

official

UDW.

staff association and the gene ral student bod y at

It, therefore, needs to be strongly emph asized that the r e
a re close relationships between autonomy and the idea of a

profession on the one hand, and accountabilit y to the
constituencies that the Faculty serves on the other.
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education should also have a normative

Support must be given to the view that one of the purposes

of teacher education is to change the practice of schools,

and that to an extent the teacher education programme of the

Faculty would be inappropriate for schools as they exist.

The normative character of the curriculum must be understood

in that context. The penchant for "pragmatism" in teacher

education programmes should not commit teacher educators to

sanction everything that appears to produce the desired

results. Even successful programmes and practices with long

histories need to evaluated periodically. Hence teacher

education must have a critical and normative function.

Unless the curriculum is to languish and ossify and thereby

remain insensitive to changing contexts, we must guard

against any tendency to complacently accept existing

structures as satisfactory or practically unalterable.

5.4 CONCLUSION

It is believed that the theoretical propositions enumerated above

constitute some of the key agenda items for the consideration of

the Faculty and, indeed, of other tertiary institutions in South

Africa that offer teacher education programmes. All of the it e ms

raised will, no doubt, contribute to a broader, more e n c o mp a s s i n g

perspective from which to evaluate the significance and r e l e v a nc e

of teacher education policies, programmes and practices.

Debate and discourse along the lines envisaged will not onl y

resonate with the concept of a Univers it y unde rgoing

transformation but will also make a useful contribution to the

vision of a new social order characterized by justice, equality
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and non-exploitative economic relations.

utopian, with Maxine Greene (1978

that

If that sounds somewhat

71) I would like to argue

"The concern of teacher educators must remain

normative, critical, and even political. Neither the

(Faculties of Education) nor the schools can change the

social order. Neither (Faculties) nor schools can

legislate democracy. But something can be done to

empower teachers to reflect upon their own life

situations, to speak out in their own ways about the

lacks that must be repaired; the possibilities to be

acted upon in the name of what they deem decent,

humane, and just."
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APPENDIX A

STUDY METHODS

While the information upon which the first two chapters of this

dissertation is based was derived from an extensive library

research programme, data for Chapters Three and Four we re

obtained from questionnaire surveys and documentary research.

QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEYS

1. Students

A pilot survey was conducted before the questionnaire was

finalised. This helped in removing certain ambiguities in th e

wording of some questions and, most importantly, in decid in g

upon the length of the questionnaire. It was also found that

students preferred complete anonymity in answe ring questions.

Thus details pertaining to name, race, and gender wer e e x c l u de d

from the questionnaire which in its final for m consisted of

open-ended and fixed response questions (see Appendix B).

The questionnaire was administered to HDE students registe red in

the Faculty in 1990. Eighty-six of the one hundred students

canvassed submitted returns. The survey was conducted towa rds

the end of the academic year at a time when students, b y virtue

of having completed ~th the teaching practice sessions in

schools and most of the academic components of the s yll abus ,

would have acquired a reasonable overall view of the cours e.

2. Staff

Before the questionnaire was finalised, a draft cop y was

scrutinized by a representative cross-section of the Faculty. In

its final form it comprised one fixed-response and three

open-ended questions ( s e e Appendix C).
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The questionnaire was well received by all thirty-six members of

the Faculty and resulted in a hundred per cent response.

3. Presentation of Data

The open-ended nature of most of the questions used in the

survey of staff and student opinions, necessitated the coding of

responses. The categories used to analyse lecturers' and

students' responses were generated from the data themselves.

For each open-ended question, the responses were listed,

examined and grouped according to similar themes. Only

categories listed by at least ten per cent of the respondents

were included in the final tabulation. Data presentation was

mainly in the form of frequency tabulations and, where

appropriate, the frequencies were ranked in terms of a

five-point scale.
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DOCUMENTARY RESEARCH

Documentary sources consulted in the process of gathering data

for the dissertation included the following :

1. Examination Question Papers

Final-year papers pertaining to the 1990 "DE Examination in the

academic components of the course were read and scrutinised.

This exercise comprised three three-hour papers in Educat ion

subjects and twenty three three-hour papers in Method subj ects.

The papers were

how the lecturers

analysed to ascertain what they revealed about

concerned conceptualize teacher e d u c a t i o n .

( Fo r details, see Chapter 4).

2. Teaching Practice Observation Forms

Over four hundred forms completed by lectu rers during thei r

ob servation of lessons taught b y students during t h ei r s e c on d

teaching practice session in schools were read and scrutinised.

The analysis was undertaken to afford insights into how the

lecturers in the Faculty app roach teaching p ractice a n d,

relatedly, what that approach reveals about how th e y v iew

teache r education.

3. University Calendars and Minutes of Meetings

The calendars were used as sou rces of information pertaining to

departmental structure of the Faculty, staff co mpo s it i on, a nd

the fo r m and content of the various s yllabuses.

Personal cop ies of the Minutes of meetings of the Facult y Boa rd

of Education were used to co rroborate one's expe ri enti al

knowledge of the teacher education process acqui red o v ~ r a

pe riod of two decades.
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Owing to bureaucratic red tape permission to use the Board

Minutes ( a n d Senate Minutes) was not readily forthcoming;

several attempts to redress the situation proved unsuccessful.

Thus, it was not possible to make direct reference to the

Minutes in the dissertation.
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APPENDIX B

UNIVERSITY OF DURBAN-WESTVILLE

FACULTY OF EDUCATION

QUESTIONNAIRE .. HDE STUDENTS :1990

******************************************************************************

1. METHOD SUBJECTS

A. (i)
(ii )

List the method subjects you are doing.
Indicate the importance of each of these method subjects in terms
of the contribution it has made to your teaching of the discipline
concerned.

Choose one of the following responses.

1. Very Important
2. Important
3. Fairly Important
4. Not very important
5. Unimportant

Method Subjects Level of
Importance

1.

2.

3.

· .
· .
· .

· .
· .
· .

--------------------------------------------------

B. What factors did you take into account when deciding on the levels of
importance for the above group of method subjects ?

· ...........................
· .

· .
· .
· .
· ..............................................
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2. OTIlER SUBJECTS IN TIlE CURRICULUM

A. Below is a list of other subjects in the Curriculum. Indicate the
importance of each subject in terms of the contribution it has made to
your professional growth as a teacher.

Choose one of the following responses

1. Very important
2. Important
3. Fairly important
4. Not very important
5. Unimportant

Level of

Subjects Importance
I I I1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
: 1 .

: 5.

History of Education

Educ. Management (Educ. Admin)

Philosophy of Education

Sociology of Education

Psychology of Education

Curriculum Studies (Didactics)

.......................
:8.

: 10.

Speech

English Usage

Campus-based TP

School-based TP

..............

.............. . .

B.

--------------------------------------------------

What factors did you take into account when deciding on
importance for the above group of subjects?

the levels of

· .
· ................
· .......................
· .............................
· ...............................
· .
· .
· .
· .
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3. IMPROVING THE CURRICULUM

land 2
to the

listed in Questions
much difference

the subjects
without making

which of
excluded

In your opinion
above can be
course?

A.

· ..

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .......
· .
· .

B. In what ways do
improved?

you think the present curriculum could be

· .

· .
4. "A GOOD TEACHER".

Of the several qualities that may characterize "a good teacher" list
THREE which you think are most important •

.................................................. .. .....................
.........................................................................
......................................................................

5. SELF-RATING

How do you r a t e yours e l f as a teache r ?

Indicate by means of a cross (x ) i n one of the boxes below

----------------------------------------------

1. Above average ........... ......
2. Slightly above ave rage ...........
3. Average ..........................
4. Slightly below ave rage ...........
5. Below average ................ ....

----------------------------------------------
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6. WHAT STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES DID YOU CONSIDER WHEN ANSWERING QUESTION 5
ABOVE?

Strengths

................................................ ... .................................................. ..................................

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. - ..

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Weaknesses

.........................................................................................

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

7. ARE THERE OTIlER MATTERS WHICH YOU WOULD LIKE TO BRING TO
OF THE FACULTY WITII A VIEW TO IMPROVING THE CURRICULUM?

TIlE ATTENTION

............................................................................................. .............. .. .......

· .
· .
· .
· .
· .
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APPENDIX C

UNIVERSITY OF DURBAN-WESTVILLE

FACULTY OF EDUCATION

QUESTIONNAIRE -- STAFF MEMBERS

NAME OF LECTURER --

*****************************************************************************

1. AIMS

A. Of the several aims that may characterize a teacher-education programme ,
which THREE in your opinion are the most i mportant?

1.

2.

3.

· .
· .
· " .
· .
· .
· .

B. To what extent are the AIMS
teacher-education programme cur rentl y

listed
offered

above
by our

appl icable
Facul t y?

to the

Us e the following five-point r a ting scal e

1 2 •••••• 3 ••• ••• 4 •••••••••• 5
(Mos t applicable ) -------------------------->(Least applicabl e ).

---------------------------------------------
AIMS

----------------------
AIM

RATING

----------------------

I I, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
AIM 2

----------------------
AIM 3

----------------------

---------------------------------------------
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2. "A GOOD TEACHER"

Of the several qualities that may characterize " a good teacher" ,
THREE in your opinion are the most i mportant ?

which

· .
· .
· .
· .
· .
· .

3. CURRICULUM PROBLEMS

problems facing
the nineties andofthe decade

What in your opinion are THREE of the majo r curriculum
teacher education in our Faculty in
beyond?

· .

· .
· .

4. ARE THERE OTHER MATTERS WHICH YOU WOULD LIKE TO BRING TO THE ATTENTION

OF THE FACULTY WITH A VIEW TO IMPROVING THE CURRICULUM?

· .
· .......... .. ........
· .
· .
· .
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APPENDIX D

HDE SYLLABUS (SECONDARY SCHOOL DIRECTION )

A. PRINCIPLES OF EDUCATION

Paper 1

Section 1 Philosophy of Education

( 1) Philosophy of education within the educational framework

( 2) Aims and field of study

(3) Moral education

( 4 ) Modern trends in educational theory-forming

Section 2 Sociology of Education

( 1) Field of study, scope and limits

( 2) Sociological concepts with regard to education ( i nc l udi ng

ClVlC education )

(3) Basic trends in sociological perspectives within educational

context

Paper 2

Section 1 Empirical Education

( 1) Empirical education as a science

( 2) The learner: psychological aspects

(3 ) Processes that affect learning

( 4 ) Intelligence and personality

(5 ) The exceptional learner

(6 ) Types of learning
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( 1) The nature of didactics

( 2) Educational technology

(3) Teaching strategies

(4) Classroom management

(5) Planning an evaluation in the didact ic s i t ua t i on

(6) Cur r i cu l um

Paper 3

Section 1 History of Education

( 1) General history of education

(a) the place and scope of history of educat ion : a broad vi ew

(b ) education in ancient civilization

(c ) ancient education in the Near and Far East

(d ) Greek education

(e) Roman education

( f ) Medie val education

(g) the Renaissance or Refo rmat ion or Counte r-Refo rmat ion

(h) realism

(i) naturalism

( j ) the ps ychological movement

(k) the 20th century child-cent red education.

( 2) South African education: broad trends i n edu cation in South

Africa du ring the 20th century with specif ic ref e rence to

the establishment of the Divis ion of Educat ion (Depa r tme nt

of Indian Affairs ).

Section 2 Administration of Education

( 1) Theo r y of t he admin ist ration of educa t ion as a di s c i p l i ne

( 2) A survey of the South African s ys t em of edu cat i on , wit h

emphas is on Indian education

( 3) Indian Education Act, No. 61 of 1965 (and amendment s )

( 4 ) Duties and responsibilities: principal , deput y-p r i ncipal

and head of department

(5) Teaching as a profession
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(6) Differentiated education

(7 ) Community-cum-school activities

(8 ) Organization and administration of physical education and

recreational pursuits

(9 ) A student survey of aspects of organization of particular

schools.

B. PROFESSIONAL COURSES

Special Method Courses

These courses have been designed to provide activities that will enable

students in the respective school subjects to -

( 1) Formulate and use instructional objectives

(2 ) Evaluate the relevant subject syllabuses

(3 ) Prepare schemes of work

( 4 ) Select and use a variety of teaching/learning strategies

( 5) Select or develop, and use, appropriate teaching /learning

materials

(6 ) Study and apply theories relevant to the teaching /learning

process

( 7) Prepare and present appropriate learning experiences in the

practice teaching situation

(8) Construct, evaluate and use tests and examinations

(9 ) Identify areas of difficulty and devise learning

opportunities to resolve them

( 10) Form concepts of the relationship between the components of

teaching /learning programme in terms of -

(a) aims and objectives

(b ) selection of content

( c) methodology

( d) assessment

Throughout each course emphasis will be placed on the need for flex ibil it y ,

and also the regular updating to teaching /lea rning strategies.
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C. TEACHING PRACTICE COURSES

Each of the following courses is designed to integrate theory and practice and

to focus on the professional and personal development of the student. The

details for the vaious courses in Teaching Practice are contained in the Guide

to Teaching Practice and the respective manuals. All courses a re cont inuousl y

assessed.

School-Based Activities

( 1) Observation of and reporting on classroom management, prac

tice and school organisation

( 2) Preparation, presentation and evaluation of lessons under

the guidance and supervision of qualified practising teachers

and university lecturers /tutors.

Campus - Bas ed Activities

( 1) Teaching, learning and communicat ion

( 2) Mi c ro-teaching

( 3 ) Micro-computers: awareness, literacy and elementary prog r am

ming of lessons

( 4) Extra-classroom activities e. g. sports organization

( 5) Audio-visual education

D. ENGLISH USAGE

Aim The aim of the cou rs e is to equip the student with an adequat e co mmand of

language to enable hi m to teach gene ral s ubj ec ts th rough t he me dium of
English.
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Section A

As the student is required to express himself , both orall y and in writing,

logically , coherently, concisely and in a grammatically correct form, s e l ec t ed

works embracing Poetry, Prose and Drama are prescribed, The prime purposes of

the study of these works of literary merit are for -

(a ) Language en richment

(b) An understanding of Western values and thinking

(c) Idiomatic expressions pertaining to everyday speech

Section B

Special conside ration is given to -

(a) Comprehension

( b) Speech - clarity, projection, pronunciation and speech

rhythms

( c) The art of appreciation through listening ( r ecor ded speeches,

play and prose extracts ),

Source UDW Calendar 1990,
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APPENDIX E

UNIVERSITY OF DURBAN-WESTVILLE

HDE EXAMINATIONS: OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 1990

PRINCIPLES OF EDUCATION

PAPER 1 PHILOSOPHY AND SOCIOLOGY OF EDUCATION

Time 3 hours Marks 100

ANSWER THREE QUESTIONS. CHOOSE ONE FROM EACH SECTION.

ALL SECTIONS ARE OF EQUAL VALUE .

. SECTION A

QUESTION 1

"The point i s that philosophy is an activit y; it is something you do r a the r

than a bod y of subject matter you study."

(R. BARROW )

What i mplictions does the above statement have for your role as a futu r e

teache r ?

QUESTION 2

How would you use a sociological approach to explain the exi s tence of

inequalities in education in South Afric a ? Illust r a te your answ er by

referring to some current issues which have been highlight ed in the deb a t e on

inequality.

SECTION B
QUESTION 3

"In itself freedom is neither a goal nor an ideal. It is the potent i al fo r
action."
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What are the educational implications of this statement ? Discuss this with

reference to the existentialist's concepts of freedom and choic e.

QUESTION 4

(a ) You are being interviewed for a post of lecturer in education

at the University of Durban-Westville. One of the questions

put to you is to express your views on academic freedom. Giv e

an account of your answer.

OR

(b) State the main characteristics of the Moral Development Mode l

as expounded by Kohlberg. Evaluate its application for class

room practice.

SECTION C

QUESTION 5

(a) The different perspectives that are used by sociologists of

education give rise to very different viewpoints on education

and society. Select two contrasting perspectives and expl ain

how each has influenced our views about schools and soc i e t y.

OR

(b) Examine c ritically some of the assumptions underl ying

Marxist theory, and consider the r e l evance of this theor y

for understanding certain problems evident in school s t oday.

QUESTION 6

(a ) How would you use the cultural approach to identify some

important social and educational aspects of s choo l i ng ?

Discuss the value of adopting this app roach to a s t udy of

the schools as a social institution.
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OR

(b) "Bias is a characteristic of the curriculum, including the

way in which it is taught." Discuss critically.

PAPER 2 EMPIRICAL EDUCATION AND CURRICULUM STUDIES (DI DACTI CS)

Time 3 hours Marks 100

ANSWER FOUR QUESTIONS TWO FROM SECTION A AND TWO FROM SECTION B

QUESTION 1 25 MARKS

SECTION A EMPIRICAL EDUCATION

(a ) According to D. Felker ( 1974) the self-concept serves three

functions: it maintains inner consistency, it determines the

interpretation of experiences, and it provides expectation.

Discuss these functions.

(b ) ( i ) What does specific learning disability mean?

( i i ) What are some of the characteristics of learning 

disabled pupils?

( c ) Discuss some of the important considerations in the teach

ing of principles.

QUESTION 2 25 MARKS

( a ) Write explanatory notes on ONE of the following

( i ) The inductive and deductive approaches to teaching

concepts

( i i ) The psychoeducational features of Mild and Modera t e

Mental Retardation
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(b) There are characteristic differences among people in the

ways they prefer to organize and process information.

Discuss how these differences, called cognitive styles ,

affect children's performance in schools.

QUESTION 3 25 MARKS

Although much is made of the "controversy" between Bruner and Ausubel ove r

reception versus discovery learning, a closer look reveals that the two a re

far more alike than different. Discuss the overall message of both views and

then highlight the similarities in the two viewpoints.

QUESTION 4

SECTION B

25 MARKS

CURRICULUM STUDIES (DI DACTI CS)

"Reality is not static, it is a process undergoing constant t ransformaton."

Paulo Freire.

Critically discuss the consequences of the above statement fo r teaching.

QUESTION 5 25 MARKS

"Sometimes I get so bored at school when our teacher keeps on explaining , like

with maths problems. I already understand it and then I just ha ve to ke ep

quiet and listen again and again." Shireen , 13 yea r s old.

Discuss this quote with reference to both

1) your findings from the interview you conducted with a child

during Teaching Practice

and

2) "differentiated education".
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Explain the differences between a subject-cent red curriculum and a

student-centred curriculum. What do you consider the best option for teaching

and why?

PAPER 3 HISTORY OF EDUCATION AND EDUCATIONAL MANAGEMENT

(ADMINISTRATION OF EDUCATION )

Time 3 hours Marks 100

ANSWER FOUR QUESTIONS - TWO FROM EACH SECTION.

ALL QUESTIONS ARE OF EQUAL VALUE

SECTION A

1. (a) Describe the contrasting features of old Spartan and

Athenian systems of education in respect of the follow

ing aspects:

( i) Aim of Education

( i i ) Educative Agencies

( i i i) Role and Status of Education

( i v) Content of Education

( b ) If you had the choice of attending a Spartan or Athenian

school, which would you choose? Support your answe r with

ONE critically argued valid reason.

2 . Conside r critically the extent to which Vittorino de Fe lt r e

can be regarded as the first modern educator.

3. Evaluate critically Monastic education in terms of its con

tribution to the individual and to community life.
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SECTION B

4. Over the last eighty years, the science of administration has

evolved in three phases: ( 1) classical organisational thought

( 1900) , ( 2) human relations approach (1930 ), and (3) behav

ioral science approach ( 1950) .

Evaluate critically developments in each of these phases and

comment on their significance fo r educational administration.

5. Examine the concept "People's Education" with specific

reference to :

( i)

( i i )

( iii)

( i v )

its origins

definitional issues

its process and

its role in the future

6 . The position of the Head of Department of a school has

evolved from a purely administrative one to a professionall y

energising function. Discuss you r perceptions of this i m

portant management position. Include in you r discussions

pe rsonal observations made during teaching practice.
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APPENDIX F

UNIVERSITY OF DURBAN-WESTVILLE

HDE EXAMINATIONS: OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 1990

METHOD SUBJECTS

SAMPLE OF QUESTIONS (FIRST SET )

ACCOUNTING

Discuss the importance of good penmanship in Accounting and indicate how you

would deal with untidy and illegible written work by your pupils.

ARABIC

Describe in detail how you would teach a lesson on the presc r ibed Qu ranic

Surahs to a Standard 8 class.

Enumerate the different teaching aids you would use.

BIBLICAL STUDIES

Plan the teaching of a 35/50 min. lesson in one of the topics suggested below.

Your plan should show clearly that you have taken into account :

( i) The Objectives

( i i ) Opportunities for pupil involvement

( i i i ) Resources you would use

Topics

( i )

( i i )

( i i i)

The Temptations of Jesus (Mat t 4 : 1- 10 )

"The Lord's Prayer (Luke 11:1-4 )

Jesus' First Miracle ( J ohn 2:1-11 )
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ECONOMICS

Write an account on tests in Economics under the following headings:

Compilation of the test paper;

Marking memorandum;

Analysis of the results

Remedial measures.

Illustrate your answer with suitable examples.

HISTORY

Pictures are the most obvious form of visual aid to learning histo r y and a l s o

the most easily obtained. In spite of this there are schools wh e r e ha r dl y a

picture can be found , while in others which do keep coll ections of pi ctur es

they a re not well used. It is one thing to collect pictures; it is qui t e

anothe r thing to turn them to account in the work of school and class room.

This r equi r es an understanding of their use. Discuss the points to be borne

in mi nd by a history teacher when :

(a) selecting pictu res

(b ) using pictures

(c ) displaying pictures

MUSI C

Would you advise your student t o buy a wood en or pl ast i c r ec or der?

r eas ons for your answer.
Give
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Discuss the different processes of administration and relate them to the

organization of a swimming gala.

TAMIL

Write an essay on the advantages of a library.
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APPENDIX G

UNIVERSITY OF DURBAN-WESTVILLE

HDE EXAMINATIONS : OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 1990

METHOD SUBJECTS

SAMPLE OF QUESTIONS (SECOND SET )

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE

On the international front, science educators are beginning to r ea l i ze the

importance of constructivism in teaching and learning science.

What is the constructivist view of learning scienc e and es pecia l l y

Biology.

Describe the constructivist model for learning which has been developed

and proposed by the Childrens' Learning in Science (CLI S) Proj ect. Wha t

are some of the problems associated with the implication of th i s mode l ?

How does the Osborne Generative Model diffe r from the CLI S model ?

ENGLISH

Two poetry lesson transcripts are given. They were prepared at dif fe ren t

times by different persons. Read them carefull y and then:

1. Evaluate each lesson

(a ) as if you were the teacher concerned, and

( b ) as i f you were a visiting lecturer.

2 . Give a r a t i ona l explanation for you r approaches i n

(a) and (b) above.

3 . State, with r easons, which you consider to be the bette r

lesson preparation.
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GENERAL SCIENCE

Learning in school is often treated as "the transmission of verbalisations" or

"being the same as the changing of behaviour". These views are rejected by

others who claim that "pupils construct their own meaning".

Briefly describe the main implications of each of these three views fo r t he

learning and teaching of General Science. Then present a case fo r what you

think is the best approach of the three or the best synthesis of approache s

for science teaching.

GEOGRAPHY

A socially critical paradigm enables us to reconceptualize the nature of

geography teaching.

Examine the validity of this viewpoint.

MATHEMATICS

Curriculum development in mathematics i s init iated following ce rtain pr essur es

for change (Hows on , Keitel and Kilpatrick, 1981 ).

(a) Describe a curriculum development project which you ha ve

studied. indicating clearly the problem which initiated the

development. To what extent was the project successful i n

mee t i ng the need and solving the problem?

(b) Choose a second mathematics curriculum development pr o j ect

in a different country. Compare and cont rast this proj ec t

with the one you have described in (a) , ment i oni ng pr es

sures, barriers and the degree of success of this pr o j ec t.
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE

The natural environment can provide an appropriate venue and opportunity for

cross-curricular teaching. How can physical science be brought into such

cross-curricular teaching? Justify your answer using appropriate examples • .

SPEECH AND DRAMA

Design a movement syllabus for a standard eight class which takes into

consideration pupils in a post-apartheid society.

URDU

The central premise of the Acculturation Model is

••• second language acquisition is just one aspect of

acculturation and the degree to which a learner accul

turates to the target language group will control the

degree to which he acquires the second language

(Schumann 1978 : 34).

To what extent does this Model apply to the Urdu situation in South Africa?

ZULU
.t . .- _

Write an essay on the Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) Approach in which

you discuss:

(a) The circumstances which led to its development.
(b) The theoretical underpinnings.

(c) The advantages and disadvantages of the approach.
(d) The teaching techniques and methods consistent with CLT.
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